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ABSTRACT
The interest shown by central banks in deploying Central Bank

Digital Currency (CBDC) has spurred a blooming number of con-

ceptually different proposals from central banks and academia. Yet,

they share the common, transversal goal of providing citizens with

an additional digital monetary instrument. Citizens, equipped with

CBDC wallets, should have access to CBDC fund and defund opera-

tions that allow the distribution of CBDC from the central bank to

citizens with the intermediation of commercial banks. Despite their

key role in the CBDC deployment as acknowledged, e.g., by the

European Central Bank, operations fund and defund have not been

formally studied yet. In this state of affairs, this work strives to

cryptographically define the problem of fund and defund of CBDC

wallets as well as the security and privacy notions of interest.

We consider a setting with three parties (citizen, commercial

bank and central bank) and three ledgers: the CBDC ledger, the

retail ledger (where citizens have their accounts with their commer-

cial banks) and the wholesale ledger (where commercial banks

have their accounts with the central bank). We follow a mod-

ular approach, initially defining the functionality of two types

of ledgers: Basic Ledger (BL), which supports basic transactions,

and Conditional Payment Ledger (CP), which additionally supports

conditional transactions. We then use BL and CP to define the

CBDC-Cash Environment (CCE) primitive, which captures the core

functionality of operations fund and defund. We require that CCE

satisfies balance security: either operation fund/defund is successful,

or no honest party loses their funds. CCE also satisfies that fund/de-

fund cannot be used to breach the privacy of the CBDC ledger.

Finally, we provide two efficient and secure constructions for CCE

to cover both CP and BL types of CBDC ledger. Our performance

evaluation shows that our constructions impose small computation

and communication overhead to the underlying ledgers.

The modular design of CCE allows for the incorporation in our

CCE constructions of any CBDC ledger proposal that can be proven

a secure instance of CP or BL, enabling thereby a seamless method

to provide CBDC fund and defund operations.

1 INTRODUCTION
Recently, several central banks have shown interest in creating a

digital version of their physical currency, called Central Bank Digi-
tal Currency (CBDC) [3, 6, 7, 9–13, 16, 17, 21, 24, 27, 36–38, 46, 50,

52, 55–58, 65]. Spurred from this interest, recent academic works

have contributed further proposals for CBDC [41, 46, 64, 68]. The

different motivation behind each of the aforementioned works has

resulted in a heterogenous set of CBDC proposals. For example, KSI-

cash [36] and Hamilton [46] build upon a custom made blockchain

technology tailored for this purpose; Bakong [50] relies on Hyper-

ledger Iroha; Itcoin [13, 65] is based on Bitcoin’s payment channel

network; TIPS+ [65] is based on an existing payment service of the

Eurosystem [34]; while Platypus [68] and the proposal published

by Swiss National Bank (SNB) [21] are based on eCash.

A key functionality transversal to all previous proposals but not

formally explored is the distribution of CBDC from central banks to

citizens with the intermediation of commercial banks, analogously

to how citizens can obtain cash. Following the terminology of the

European Central Bank (ECB), this functionality involves two op-

erations: fund and defund citizen CBDC wallets [33]. For operation

fund, analogously to how a citizen can obtain cash in exchange for

a payment to her commercial bank, our understanding is that a

citizen should be able to fund her CBDC wallet by paying to her

commercial bank in exchange for the corresponding CBDC units.

Operation defund is then defined in the reverse manner, i.e., the

citizen should be able to return CBDC units in exchange for the

corresponding increase at her commercial bank account.

Given the heterogeneity in current CBDC proposals, it is incon-

ceivable to design protocols for operations fund and defund tailored

to the design choices of each proposal. Instead, in this work we

strive to place fund and defund as well as their security and privacy

notions of interest on a firm cryptographic foundation. We note

that this goal is in line with recent requirements from ECB for the

digital euro: “The set of funding and defunding functionalities to be
offered by supervised intermediaries would need to ensure a common
baseline and user experience, irrespective of the supervised intermedi-
ary that provides them with the digital euro”, where here the term
supervised intermediary refers to financial institutions supervised

by the central bank, such as commercial banks.

1.1 Our Approach
The Ledgers. Instead of considering the implementation details of

every CBDC ledger proposed so far (and yet to come), as well as

the ledgers used in the banking sector, we define the minimal func-

tionalities shared across these ledgers required to support funding

and defunding CBDC wallets. A ledger must provide: (1) a list of

Figure 1: CP transactions: Alice and Bob create a conditional
payment transaction locking Alice’s coins with condition C
and timeout𝑇 . Before𝑇 expires, Bob can redeemwithwitness
𝑤 . After 𝑇 expires, if Bob did not redeem, Alice refunds.
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Figure 2: Lifecycle of cash (left) and lifecycle of CBDC (right). The distribution of both cash and CBDC is intermediated by
supervised entities (i.e., commercial banks). Arrows indicate the direction of payment flows. The same banknote is passed on to
different parties (left figure). The CBDC ledger (cbl) is duplicated for readability, but there is only one cbl ledger (right figure).

ordered transactions; (2) a double-spending prevention mechanism;

and (3) a transaction validation mechanism.

The transaction validationmechanism heavily relies on the trans-

action format supported by the ledger. Hence, we coarsely group

existing ledgers into two types. First, basic ledgers (BL) that sup-
port basic transactions transferring funds from a sender account

to a receiver account if the transaction is correctly authorized by

the sender. Ledgers in [20–22, 36, 68] are examples of BL. Second,

conditional payment ledgers (CP) that support the additional func-
tionality illustrated in Figure 1. Alice (the sender) and Bob (the

receiver) can jointly create a conditional payment transaction (txcnd)
that transfers Alice’s coins into an escrow account, which is shared

by both parties and annotated with a condition C and a timeout 𝑇 .

Thenceforth, Bob can claim the escrowed coins using the solution

𝑤 to condition C in order to create a redeem transaction (txred),
before timeout 𝑇 expires. Alternatively, Alice can create a refund
transaction (txref ) to reclaim the coins after timeout𝑇 expires. Note

that it is important that the ledger’s double-spending prevention

mechanism ensures that after txcnd is published, only one of trans-

action txred and txref is successfully submitted to the ledger. Ledgers

in [13, 15, 44, 46, 49, 65] are examples of CP.

We define the security and privacy properties of interest for the

two ledger types considered in this work. In the case of BL, the

notion of security we want is transaction unforgeability, i.e., our
adversary should not be able to steal funds from an honest party’s

account submitting transactions to the ledger (it is not enough that

she forges a valid authorization for a transaction if the ledger rejects

it). As regards to CP, the link between CP transactions (i.e. txred
or txref can only spend from a specific escrow account, created

with a specific txcnd), mandates more elaborated security proper-

ties defined with respect to each party’s role. For instance, if we

focus on redeem transaction type, txred, (c.f. Figure 1), Alice (i.e.,
the sender of txcnd) requires an additional unforgeability property,

which ensures her that Bob (i.e., the rightful receiver of txred) can-
not successfully authorize and submit txred on the ledger without

the knowledge of the solution𝑤 to condition C. Continuing with
the same example, Bob (i.e., the receiver of txred) requires an ad-

ditional security property, which ensures him that he can always

successfully authorize and submit txred on the ledger before the

timeout expires, provided that he knows the solution𝑤 to condition

C. Similarly, we define security tailored to other transaction types.

Concerning privacy, we require that an observer of ledger trans-

actions (e.g., the central bank) does not infer information about who

pays what to whom. As stated by ECB: “the Eurosystem would not be
able to infer how many digital euro any individual end user held nor
to infer end user’s payment patterns”, where here the Eurosystem
is the central bank of the euro-area. We characterize this require-

ment with the notion of transaction indistinguishability, which we

borrow from existing CBDC proposals [21, 68]. Here, the adversary

succeeds if it manages to distinguish between two transactions

between accounts not under her control.

We use the definition of the two ledger types as a building block

to provide a modular design for operations fund/defund.

Understanding Operations Fund/Defund from the Lifecycle
of Cash. The lifecycle of cash [8, 25, 29, 42, 60], describes how

cash is distributed from the central bank to citizens. This process

uses two ledgers: (1) the retail ledger (ret), that is maintained by

a commercial bank and manages transactions between the com-

mercial bank and citizens having an account with it; and (2) the

wholesale ledger (whs), that is maintained by the central bank and

manages transactions between the central bank itself and the vari-

ous commercial banks within its jurisdiction. Figure 2 (left) depicts

the involved steps: (1) the central bankmints new banknotes; (2) the

central bank issues cash exchanging the new banknotes with a com-

mercial bank for a payment in whs; (3) citizens can withdraw cash

from an automatic teller machine (ATM), having their account in

ret debited by their commercial bank; (4) citizens can use cash to

perform cash payments between each other; (5) cash holders may

wish to deposit cash back into their bank account: citizen’s account

in ret is credited and the commercial bank receives banknotes; and

(6) the central bank can remove cash from circulation exchanging

banknotes from a commercial bank for a payment on whs.
The aforementioned process for cash distribution has limitations.

To name a few: (1) central banks know the volume of cash issued

to commercial banks, but not the volume used by citizens [30] and

(2) the distribution of cash requires a large infrastructure of central

bank and commercial bank branches [31]. More accurate statistics

of units in circulation may assist central banks in the design of
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Figure 3: Operation fund modelled with CCE. Violet is for CP and teal is for BL whereas black elements denote common
functionalities. Parties engage in Set creating conditional payments. If ledger time is < 𝑇 , the central bank can complete the
operation revealing𝑤 or submitting txcblbsc. Otherwise, parties get refunded.

monetary policies, while a smaller infrastructure for central bank

money distribution reduces the costs of the system.

In this state of affairs, a digital version of cash, namely CBDC,

could provide a way to overcome the aforementioned limitations.

Two high-level possibilities could be contemplated for the deploy-

ment of CBDC: (1) faithfully mimic the lifecycle of cash, replacing

cash payments with CBDC transactions; or (2) remove the interme-

diation of commercial banks and allow citizens to receive CBDC di-

rectly from the central bank. Central banks are not aligned with the

second option and have expressed on several occasions that CBDC

should not rule out intermediaries [3, 7, 9, 17, 21, 24, 33, 36, 50, 52,

55, 65] because: (1) central banks lack the infrastructure, experience

and capabilities to deal directly with citizens, and (2) the disinter-

mediation could have negative economic effects (e.g. on financial

stability). Moreover, ECB has recently stated that “Supervised inter-
mediaries would also perform funding and defunding-related tasks”.

Therefore, inspired from the lifecycle of cash, we design how

a CBDC wallet can be funded and defunded as depicted in Fig-

ure 2 (right). The digital nature of CBDC ledger (cbl) allows the
combination of issue and withdraw in a single operation (the fund
operation), as well as deposit and remove in another operation (the

defund operation). We combine these operations rather than just

replicating the lifecycle of cash for two reasons. First, for efficiency

since this reduces the number of transactions required for opera-

tions fund/defund (c.f. Figure 2), without removing the intermedia-

tion of commercial banks. Second, to ensure that the central bank

has more accurate statistics about CBDC units in circulation. The

CBDC lifecycle then works as follows: (1) the central bank mints
new CBDC units in cbl; (2) the central bank, the commercial bank

and the citizen engage in fund. This operation ends with citizen’s

account with commercial bank in ret being debited, and her CBDC

wallet in cbl credited; (3) citizens with funded CBDC wallets can

perform CBDC payments; (4) the central bank, the commercial bank

and the citizen engage in defund. This operation ends with the

account of the citizen with commercial bank in ret being credited,
and her account in cbl debited.

In summary, similar to methods available in the literature for

payment synchronization across ledgers [4, 23, 40, 45, 47, 48, 59,

62, 69], we can see operations fund and defund as a cyclic swap

where each party wishes to receive a payment from a second party

before paying to the third one. More specifically, in operation fund:

(1) the central bank delivers CBDC units to the citizen in cbl only
if it receives a payment from citizen’s commercial bank in whs;
(2) in turn, the commercial bank pays the central bank only if it gets

paid by the citizen in ret; and (3) the latter pays the commercial

bank only if it receives CBDC units in cbl. Conversely, in operation

defund: (1) the citizen pays CBDC units to the central bank in

cbl only if it receives a payment from its commercial bank in ret;
(2) which in turn pays the citizen only if it gets paid by the central

bank on whs; and (3) the latter pays the commercial bank only if it

receives CBDC units in cbl. It becomes thereby apparent that fund

and defund are the same operation reversing the roles of sender and

receiver. This observation allows us to formally characterize the

core functionality for both operations as a cryptographic primitive

that involves three parties and three ledgers. We call it CBDC-Cash
Environment and describe it next.

TheCBDC-CashEnvironment (CCE) Functionality. Intuitively,
CCE captures the synchronization of payments across three ledgers:

the retail ledger (ret), the wholesale ledger (whs) and the CBDC

ledger (cbl). We model both ret and whs as CP. This reflects the fact
that available implementations of both ledgers provide functionality

captured by the definition of CP. For instance, available ret ledgers
are associated with credit/debit cards that allow for authorization

holds [67]. An example of whs is TARGET2 [35], operated by ECB,

that supports Payment versus Payment (PvP) operations [32]. PvP
links the successful execution of a transaction on a wholesale or
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retail ledger to a payment happening on another ledger. Finally,

since we do not want to tie our definition of CCE to any CBDC

proposal, we consider that cbl could be either of type CP or BL.

Following with our modular design, CCE is thereby defined over

three ledgers ΠCP0 , ΠCP1 and cbl and comprises three parties, which

interact over these three ledgers: (1) debtor D is the party handing

over CBDC, (2) intermediary I is the party facilitating the exchange,

and (3) creditor C is the party receiving CBDC. CCE defines two

protocols, namely, Set and Pay. Set is a three-party protocol where

D, I and C jointly create two conditional transactions tx0cnd, tx
1

cnd on

ledgers ΠCP0 and ΠCP1 , respectively, and an additional transaction

txcblcnd on ledger cbl, if the latter is of type CP.Pay is also a three-party
protocol where D, I and C jointly create two redeem transactions

tx0red, tx
1

red on ledgersΠCP0 andΠCP1 , respectively, and an additional

transaction on ledger cbl that is either (1) a redeem transaction txcblred
if cbl is of type CP; or (2) a basic transaction txcblbsc if cbl is a BL.

We have additionally defined the security and privacy notions of

interest. As regards to security, we define balance security, meaning

that an honest party does not lose coins, even when the other two

parties collude. We get inspired for this security notion by Require-

ment 14 of the report on digital euro [24]: Instead of assuming

that both central and commercial banks are trusted entities that

collaborate with each other, CCE guarantees balance security even

in the event that a commercial bank, which is the victim of an at-

tack, attempts to steal funds in fund/defund operations. Concerning

privacy, we require that the privacy notion of cbl is not breached
when used as one of the ledgers for CCE.

Finally, in this work we provide concrete constructions for CCE,

which we describe next.

Our Constructions of CCE. We provide two constructions for

CCE corresponding to the cases that cbl is of type BL and CP, re-

spectively. We also formally prove that both constructions achieve

security according to CCE definition. In the construction where

ledger cbl is of type CP (c.f. violet flow in Figure 3), all three ledgers

support conditional payment transactions. Hence, in protocol Set
we can use the same condition C in order to coordinate the condi-

tional payment transactions required by the cyclic swap. Then, all

parties redeem if debtor D reveals the solution 𝑤 to condition C
and protocol Pay is invoked before timeout 𝑇 expires. Otherwise,

all parties can refund their locked coins after timeout 𝑇 ′′ expires.
In the construction where ledger cbl is of type BL (c.f. teal flow

in Figure 3), not all three ledgers support conditional payment

transactions. As a consequence, there exist no obvious way to co-

ordinate payments across ledgers ΠCP0 , ΠCP1 and cbl, making the

execution of the cyclic swap challenging. To overcome this hur-

dle, we leverage the Payment versus Payment (PvP) functionality
available in existing retail and wholesale ledgers. Hence, we build

our construction upon two conditional payment ledgers ΠCP0 and

ΠCP1 that allow for conditional payment transaction which can be

redeemed if and only if a specific transaction txcblbsc is accepted in

cbl. The blueprint of our construction is as follows: in protocol Set
we use a specific transaction txcblbsc (not yet submitted to cbl) as the
condition C∗ for transactions tx0cnd, tx

1

cnd on ledgers ΠCP0 and ΠCP1 .

These transactions can be redeemed if in protocol Pay debtor D

submits txcblbsc to cbl before timeout𝑇 expires. Otherwise, creditor C

and intermediary I can refund their locked coins after timeout 𝑇 ′′

expires. Thus, PvP is a fundamental property as it allows that our

two constructions for CCE follow the same blueprint regardless of

the CBDC ledger type.

Fund/Defund a CBDC Wallet. Leveraging CCE, one could imple-

ment operations fund and defund assigning the roles of debtor and

creditor to the appropriate parties as well as setting ledgers ΠCP0 ,

ΠCP1 as ret orwhs, accordingly. More specifically, in operation fund,

the central bank is debtor D, the commercial bank is intermediary I

and the citizen is creditor C, while ledgers ΠCP0 , ΠCP1 correspond to

ret andwhs, respectively, as illustrated in Figure 3. At the beginning,
creditor C selects an appropriate timeout 𝑇 and debtor D creates

a pair of condition C and its corresponding solution𝑤 . The three

parties invoke protocol Set with input timeout 𝑇 and condition C,
which outputs two conditional transactions tx0cnd, tx

1

cnd on ledgers

ΠCP0 and ΠCP1 , respectively, and an additional transaction txcblcnd on

ledger cbl, if the latter is of type CP. Thereafter, they can complete

the operation invoking protocol Pay on input𝑤 and the conditional

transactions created by protocol Set before timeout𝑇 expires. If the

timeout expires (or protocol Pay did not terminate successfully),

each party can, on its own, execute the refund operation available

at the underlying CP ledger. Conversely, in operation defund, the

citizen is debtor D, the commercial bank is intermediary I and the

central bank is creditor C, while ledgers ΠCP0 , ΠCP1 correspond to

whs and ret, respectively. Henceforth, protocols Set and Pay are

invoked in the same manner as in operation fund.

Overall, our CBDC-cash environment, contributes to the inter-

mediated distribution of CBDC from central banks to citizens in two

ways. On the one hand, it captures the core functionality required

for operations fund and defund. Hence, any construction that satis-

fies the security and privacy notions of CCE can be used to fund

and defund CBDC wallets. On the other hand, the modular nature

of our constructions allows for the integration of any combination

of wholesale, retail and CBDC ledgers. The requisite, in this case,

is that they are all secure instantiations of CP or BL accordingly.

1.2 Our Contributions
Our contributions can be summarized as follows:

(1) New Cryptographic Primitives for Ledgers. We present two

new cryptographic primitives: basic ledger (BL) and conditional
payment ledger (CP). We additionally define the security and trans-

action indistinguishability notions. To showcase the utility of these

new primitives, we give a generic BL construction that relies on

an unforgeable against chosen message attacks (EUF-CMA) digital

signature for transaction authorization and show it is a secure BL.

We then use an 𝑒𝐶𝑎𝑠ℎ based ledger as an example of such ledger and

we further show it is a secure and privacy-preserving BL. Finally,

we give a CP construction based on a EUF-CMA digital signature

and hash-time lock contracts (HTLC) for transaction authorization

and show that it is a secure CP instantiation.

(2) NewCryptographic Primitive for Fund/Defund. We present

a new cryptographic primitive, namely, CBDC-cash environment
(CCE), that captures the core functionality required for operations

fund and defund. We require that CBDC-cash environment satisfies

balance security for the three participants, i.e., either all three pay-

ments are executed at the respective ledgers as expected, or honest
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participants can get their coins back. Moreover, we define the pri-

vacy notion of interest in terms of transaction indistinguishability,

i.e., fund/defund cannot be used to breach CBDC ledger’s privacy.

(3) Practically Efficient Constructions. We present two practical

and efficient constructions for CCE: In the first construction, we

assume that the CBDC ledger is an instance of CP, whereas in

the second construction, we assume that the CBDC ledger is an

instance of BL. The second construction relies on the Payment
versus Payment (PvP) functionality available in existing retail and

wholesale ledgers (e.g., TARGET2). We have formally defined this

property, which could be a contribution of independent interest for

future works. We have formally proven that both constructions are

secure. Finally, we give a proof-of-concept implementation of the

two constructions and our evaluation shows that the computation

and communication overhead over the underlying ledgers is small.

Thus, our proposal’s scalability is only limited by the slowest ledger.

2 OUR LEDGER DEFINITION
Common Functionality. A ledger maintains a list of ordered

transactions (TX𝐿) and it has a mechanism to validate transactions

and prevent double spending. In general, a ledger accepts a new

transaction if (1) the transaction is authorized by the owner of the

transferred funds, (2) sender’s account has sufficient funds, and

(3) the same transaction is not already in the ledger. We refer to

these three conditions as the ledger predicates IsValid, IsFunded
and IsUnique, respectively. The mechanism to validate transac-

tions substantiates the predicate IsValid and the mechanism to

prevent double spending substantiates the predicates IsFunded
and IsUnique. Additionally, a ledger has an internal mechanism

to keep track of time (e.g., blockheight in Bitcoin) and users have

access to a function readTime(·) that returns the ledger’s time in a

standard format (e.g., Unix time).

We next define the functionality and properties particular to

both ledger types we consider in this work.

2.1 Basic Ledger (BL)
Basic Accounts and Transactions. In a ledger of type BL, coins

are maintained in simple accounts. A simple account is represented

by a public key pk and the corresponding private key sk is used to

spend the coins. Coins are transferred between simple accounts us-

ing transactions. A basic transaction txbsc is a tuple (txid, pk𝑆 , pk𝑅)
that comprises a unique identifier txbsc [txid], sender’s account

txbsc [pk𝑆 ] and receiver’s account txbsc [pk𝑅]. 1
Notation. We use the following syntactic sugars: (1) isSender(tx,
pk) := (tx [pk𝑆 ] = pk) and (2) isRcvr(tx, pk) := (tx [pk𝑅] = pk).

Users interact with BL using the API described in Definition 1.

Definition 1 (Basic Ledger (BL)). Basic ledger comprises the four
PPT algorithms (ctAcc, ctTx, subTx, ckTx) defined below:
• (pk, sk) ← ctAcc(1_) : the account creation algorithm takes as

input the security parameter _ and outputs a key pair (pk, sk).
• (txbsc, 𝜎bsc) ← ctTx(sk𝑆 , pk𝑅) : the transaction creation algorithm

takes as inputs sender’s secret key sk𝑆 and receiver’s account pk𝑅 .

1
In practice, a transaction also contains the amount of units that are going to be

transferred and might require some ledger-dependent data. We omit explicit mention

of these fields for a cleaner formulation.

It outputs a transaction txbsc that transfers coins from pk𝑆 to pk𝑅
and its authorization 𝜎bsc.

• 1/0← subTx(txbsc, 𝜎bsc) : the transaction submission algorithm

takes as input a transaction-authorization pair (txbsc, 𝜎bsc). It
outputs 1 (for accept) and adds the transaction to TX𝐿 if the ledger
predicates are fulfilled, or 0 (for reject) otherwise.

• 1/0← ckTx(txbsc) : the check transaction inclusion algorithm
takes as input a transaction txbsc and outputs 1 (for included)
if the transaction is on the ledger or 0 (for not included) otherwise.

Correctness. We use the aforementioned predicates IsFunded,
IsUnique and IsValid to abstract away the details on how each

ledger ensures these three functionalities.

Definition 2 (BL Correctness). A BL is said to be correct if for all
_ ∈ N, all (pk𝑆 , sk𝑆 ) ← ctAcc(1_), all (pk𝑅, sk𝑅) ← ctAcc(1_), all
(txbsc, 𝜎bsc) ← ctTx(sk𝑆 , pk𝑅), it holds that:

Pr

 ckTx(txbsc ) = 1

IsFunded(txbsc, 𝜎bsc )
IsUnique(txbsc )
IsValid(txbsc, 𝜎bsc )
subTx(txbsc, 𝜎bsc ) = 1

 = 1

Security. The notion of security for BL is BL unforgeability and

ensures that the adversary cannot successfully authorize and submit

transactions transferring coins from an honest user’s account.

Definition 3 (BL Unforgeability). A BL is said to offer BL unforge-
ability if for all _ ∈ N, there exists a negligible function negl(_) such
that for all PPT adversaries A, it holds that Pr[bscForgeΠBL,A (_) =
1] ≤ negl(_), where bscForge is defined in Figure 4.

Constructions. In Appendix C we present a construction for BL

that relies on any existentially unforgeable digital signature scheme

for transaction authorization. Such a generic construction aims to

serve as blueprint to capture the CBDC ledgers existing in the litera-

ture that rely on different instances of digital signature scheme (e.g.

KSIcash [36], Bakong [50], Hamilton [46], TIPS+ [65], Platypus [68]

and the SNB proposal [21]). As an illustrative example, we also

show how to construct a BL from eCash using the above blueprint.

2.2 Conditional Payment Ledger (CP)
CP is an extension of BL that allows a sender to perform a payment

to a receiver, conditioned on the knowledge of the solution to some

hard problem and a timeout based on ledger-dependent time.

Hard Relations. We recall the notion of a hard relation R ⊆ D𝑆 ×
D𝑤 with statement-witness pairs (C,𝑤) ∈ D𝑆 ×D𝑤 . We denote by

LR the associated language defined as LR := {C ∈ D𝑆 | ∃𝑤 ∈ D𝑤

s.t. (C,𝑤) ∈ R}. We say that R is a hard relation if the following

holds: (1) There exists a PPT algorithm createR(1_) that computes

(C,𝑤) ∈ R; (2) the relation is decidable in polynomial time; and

(3) for all PPT adversaries A, the probability that on input C, A
outputs𝑤 such that (C,𝑤) ∈ R is negligible.

Escrow Accounts. An escrow account models co-ownership of

coins for a pre-determined amount of time 𝑇 . This guarantees that

a malicious sender does not create multiple conditional payments to

different receivers using the same funds and is a standard procedure

in both banking sector ledgers and blockchain-based cryptocurren-

cies (e.g., authorization holds in credit/debit cards [67] or 2-out-

of-2 multisig addresses[53]). An escrow account is represented by
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bscForgeΠBL,A (_), cndForgeΠCP,R,A (_)
Q := ∅
(pk𝑆 , sk𝑆 ) ← ctAcc(1_ )
(txi, pk𝑅,C,𝑇 ) ← ActTxO,ctCnd𝑆O (pk𝑆 )

// let i ∈ {bsc, cnd}

𝑏0 := txi ∉ Q
𝑏1 := ckTx(txi ) ∧ isSender(txi, pk𝑆 )
𝑏2 := isCond(txi,C)
return 𝑏0 ∧ 𝑏1∧ 𝑏2

ctTxO(pk𝑅)
(txbsc, 𝜎bsc ) ← ctTx(sk, pk𝑅 )
Q := Q ∪ {txbsc}
return (txbsc, 𝜎bsc )

ctCnd𝑆O(C,𝑇 , sk𝑅)

(txcnd, 𝜎cnd, aux) ←
〈
ctCnd𝑆 (sk,C,𝑇 ),
ctCnd𝑅 (sk𝑅,C,𝑇 )

〉
Q := Q ∪ {txcnd}
return (txcnd, 𝜎cnd )

ctCnd𝑅O(C,𝑇 , sk𝑆 )

(txcnd, 𝜎cnd, aux) ←
〈
ctCnd𝑆 (sk𝑆 ,C,𝑇 ),
ctCnd𝑅 (sk,C,𝑇 )

〉
Q := Q ∪ {txcnd}
return (txcnd, 𝜎cnd )

RedO(txcnd,𝑤, aux, ¥pk)
(txred, 𝜎red ) ← Red(txcnd, sk, 𝑤, aux, ¥pk )
Q := Q ∪ {txred}
return (txred, 𝜎red )

RefO(txcnd, aux, ¥pk)
(txref, 𝜎ref ) ← Ref (txcnd, sk, aux, ¥pk )
Q := Q ∪ {txref }
return (txref, 𝜎ref )

wForgeΠCP,R,A (_)
Q := ∅
(pk𝑆 , sk𝑆 ) ← ctAcc(1_ )
(C, 𝑤 ) ← createR(1_ )
(pk𝑅,𝑇 , st0 ) ← ActCnd𝑆O (pk𝑆 ,C)

(txcnd, 𝜎cnd, aux, st1 ) ←
〈
ctCnd𝑆 (sk𝑆 ,C,𝑇 ),

A(st
0
)

〉
subTx(txcnd, 𝜎cnd )
txred ← A(st1 )
𝑏0 := txcnd ∉ Q
𝑏1 := ckTx(txcnd ) ∧ isSender(txcnd, pk𝑆 )
𝑏2 := isCond(txcnd,C) ∧ isRcvr(txcnd, epk𝑆,𝑅 )
𝑏3 := ckTx(txred ) ∧ isLinked(txcnd, txred )
𝑏4 := readTime( ·) < 𝑇

return
∧

4

𝑖=0
𝑏𝑖

ExpRedeemΠCP,R,A (_)
Q := ∅
(pk𝑅, sk𝑅 ), ( ¥pk, ¥sk ) ← ctAcc(2) (1_ )
(pk𝑆 ,C,𝑇 , st0 ) ← ActCnd𝑅O,RedO (pk𝑅, ¥pk )

(txcnd, 𝜎cnd, aux, st1 ) ←
〈

A(st
0
),

ctCnd𝑅 (sk𝑅,C,𝑇 )

〉
𝑤 ← A(st

1
)

(txred, 𝜎red ) ← Red(txcnd, sk𝑅, 𝑤, aux, ¥pk )
subTx(txred, 𝜎red )
𝑏0 := txcnd ∉ Q
𝑏1 := ckTx(txcnd ) ∧ isSender(txcnd, pk𝑆 )
𝑏2 := isCond(txcnd,C) ∧ isRcvr(txcnd, epk𝑆,𝑅 )
𝑏3 := � txred 𝑠.𝑡 . txred ∈ Q ∧ ckTx(txred )∧

isLinked(txcnd, txred )
𝑏4 := ckTx(txred ) = 0 ∧ isLinked(txcnd, txred )
𝑏5 := (C, 𝑤 ) ∈ R
𝑏6 := readTime( ·) < 𝑇

return
∧

6

𝑖=0
𝑏𝑖

ExpExtractΠCP,R,A (_)
Q := ∅
(pk𝑆 , sk𝑆 ) ← ctAcc(1_ )
(pk𝑅,C,𝑇 , st0 ) ← ActCnd𝑆O (pk𝑆 )

(txcnd, 𝜎cnd, aux, st1 ) ←
〈
ctCnd𝑆 (sk𝑆 ,C,𝑇 ),

A(st
0
)

〉
subTx(txcnd, 𝜎cnd )
txred ← A(st1 )
𝑤 ← GetWit(txcnd, txred, aux)
𝑏0 := txcnd ∉ Q
𝑏1 := ckTx(txcnd ) ∧ isSender(txcnd, pk𝑆 )
𝑏2 := isCond(txcnd,C) ∧ isRcvr(txcnd, epk𝑆,𝑅 )
𝑏3 := ckTx(txred ) ∧ isLinked(txcnd, txred )
𝑏4 := (C, 𝑤 ) ∉ R
𝑏5 := readTime( ·) < 𝑇

return
∧

5

𝑖=0
𝑏𝑖

ExpRefundΠCP,R,A (_)
Q := ∅
(pk𝑆 , sk𝑆 ), ( ¥pk, ¥sk ) ← ctAcc(2) (1_ )
(pk𝑅,C,𝑇 , st0 ) ← ActTxO,ctCnd𝑆O,RefO (pk𝑆 , ¥pk )

(txcnd, 𝜎cnd, aux) ←
〈
ctCnd𝑆 (sk𝑆 ,C,𝑇 ),

A(st
0
)

〉
subTx(txcnd, 𝜎cnd )
(txref, 𝜎ref ) ← Ref (txcnd, sk𝑆 , aux, ¥pk )
subTx(txref, 𝜎ref )
𝑏0 := txcnd ∉ Q
𝑏1 := ckTx(txcnd ) ∧ isSender(txcnd, pk𝑆 )
𝑏2 := isCond(txcnd,C) ∧ isRcvr(txcnd, epk𝑆,𝑅 )
𝑏3 := � txred 𝑠.𝑡 . ckTx(txred ) ∧ isLinked(txcnd, txred )
𝑏4 := � txref 𝑠.𝑡 . txref ∈ Q ∧ ckTx(txref )∧

isLinked(txcnd, txref )
𝑏5 := ckTx(txref ) = 0 ∧ isLinked(txcnd, txref )
𝑏6 := readTime( ·) ≥ 𝑇

return
∧

6

𝑖=0
𝑏𝑖

Figure 4: Experiments for BL unforgeability, CP unforgeability (additions are in blue), CP witness unforgeability, CP redeema-
bility, CP extractability and CP refundability. In all experiments, adversary A interacts with the challenger over the ledger
(ΠBL or ΠCP): All transactions forwarded to the challenger by A are successfully submitted to the ledger.

an escrow public key epk𝑆,𝑅 that is computed by the algorithm

ctEAcc(pk𝑆 , pk𝑅). The inner workings of ctEAcc is implementation

dependent. Coins in an escrow account can be either (1) redeemed

by the receiver before timeout 𝑇 expires; or (2) refunded back to

the sender after timeout 𝑇 expires.

CPTransactions. In addition to basic transactions txbsc, CP defines
the following transactions: (1) conditional payment transactions
txcnd := (txid, pk𝑆 , epk𝑆,𝑅,C,𝑇 ), which transfer coins from sender’s

account pk𝑆 to an escrow account epk𝑆,𝑅 ; (2) redeem transactions
txred, which transfer coins from an escrow account epk𝑆,𝑅 to a

simple account
¥pk, using sk𝑅 and the solution 𝑤 to condition C

before timeout 𝑇 expires; and (3) refund transactions txref , which

transfer coins from an escrow account epk𝑆,𝑅 to a simple account

¥pk, using sk𝑆 after timeout 𝑇 expires. We assume the existence

of a function createT(·) that, based on the internal ledger clock,

outputs an appropriate timeout 𝑇 for txcnd.
Notation. We use the following syntactic sugars (in addition to

those in Section 2.1): (1) isLinked(txcnd, txred/txref) := (txcnd [𝑅] =
txred/txref [𝑆]) and (2) isCond(txcnd,𝐶) := (txcnd [𝐸] = (·,𝐶, ·)).

Definition 4 (Conditional Payment Ledger (CP)). A conditional
payment ledger defined w.r.t. a 𝐵𝐿 and a hard relation R, extends the
𝐵𝐿 with three PPT algorithms (Red, Ref, GetWit) and an interactive
protocol ctCnd defined below:

6
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• (txcnd, 𝜎cnd, aux) ←
〈
ctCnd𝑆 (sk𝑆 ,C,𝑇 ),
ctCnd𝑅 (sk𝑅,C,𝑇 )

〉
: the conditional trans-

action creation protocol is executed by a sender with inputs sender’s
private key sk𝑆 , payment condition C and payment timeout𝑇 ; and
a receiver with inputs receiver’s private key sk𝑅 , C and𝑇 . It outputs
for both parties a conditional payment transaction txcnd that trans-
fers coins from pk𝑆 to an escrow account epk𝑆,𝑅 , its authorization
𝜎cnd and auxiliary information aux.

• (txred, 𝜎red) ← Red(txcnd, sk𝑅,𝑤, aux, ¥pk) : the redeem algorithm

takes as input a conditional payment transaction txcnd, receiver’s
secret key sk𝑅 , a witness𝑤 , the auxiliary information aux and a
receiving public key ¥pk. It outputs a basic transaction txred (called
redeem transaction) that transfers coins from the escrow account
epk𝑆,𝑅 to ¥pk and its authorization 𝜎red.

• (txref , 𝜎ref) ← Ref (txcnd, sk𝑆 , aux, ¥pk) : the refund algorithm takes

as inputs a conditional payment transaction txcnd, sender’s secret
key sk𝑆 , the auxiliary information aux and a receiving public key
¥pk. It outputs a basic transaction txref (called refund transaction)
that transfers coins from the escrow account epk𝑆,𝑅 to ¥pk and its
authorization 𝜎ref .

• {𝑤,⊥} ← GetWit(txcnd, txred, aux) : the witness extraction algo-
rithm takes as inputs a conditional transaction txcnd with payment
conditionC, a redeem transaction txred s.t. isLinked(txcnd, txred) =
1 and the auxiliary information aux. It outputs a witness 𝑤 s.t.
(C,𝑤) ∈ R or ⊥.

Correctness. A CP is correct if: (1) a correctly generated conditional
payment transaction txcnd, that satisfies the ledger predicates, is
always accepted into the ledger; and then either (a) a redeem trans-

action txred, that satisfies the ledger predicates while generated by

algorithm Red on input txcnd with payment condition C and the

corresponding witness𝑤 , is always accepted into the ledger when

readTime(·) < 𝑇 ; or (b) a refund transaction txref , that is generated
by algorithm Ref on input txcnd and satisfies the ledger predicates,

is always accepted into the ledger when readTime(·) ≥ 𝑇 . We give

the formal definition for CP correctness in Appendix A.

Security. In the following we consider the security goals of CP,

which we formally describe in Figure 4.

Similarly to BL unforgeability, CP unforgeability ensures that

the adversary cannot successfully authorize and submit conditional

payment transactions transferring coins from an honest user’s

account. The adversary has access to a signing oracle for protocol

ctCnd with key sk𝑆 , while not being allowed to query the oracle

on transaction txcnd which outputs as forgery on the ledger.

Likewise, CP witness unforgeability ensures that given a condi-

tional payment transaction (on the ledger), a malicious receiver (i.e.,

the adversary) that does not hold witness 𝑤 cannot successfully

authorize and submit redeem transactions transferring coins from

the escrow account epk𝑆,𝑅 . The adversary has access to a signing

oracle for protocol ctCnd with key sk𝑆 , while not being allowed to

query the oracle on transaction txcnd.
CP redeemability ensures that given a conditional payment trans-

action (on the ledger) with payment condition C and the corre-

sponding witness 𝑤 , an honest receiver can always successfully

authorize and submit a redeem transaction transferring coins from

the escrow account epk𝑆,𝑅 . Hence, a malicious sender (i.e., the ad-

versary) cannot force the protocol ctCnd to output a conditional

payment transaction txcnd that cannot be redeemed. The adversary

has access to signing oracles for protocol ctCnd and algorithm Red
with key sk𝑅 , while not being allowed to query the oracles on trans-

action txcnd nor on transaction txred (transferring coins from the

escrow account epk𝑆,𝑅 ) which later submits to the ledger.

CP extractability ensures that a pair of transactions (txcnd, txred)
—s.t. both transactions are on the ledger, txcnd has payment condi-

tion C and txred transfers coins from the escrow account epk𝑆,𝑅–
can be used to extract a witness 𝑤 for C. Hence, a malicious re-

ceiver (i.e., the adversary) cannot redeem a conditional payment

transaction without revealing a witness for C. The adversary has

access to a signing oracle for protocol ctCnd with key sk𝑆 , while
not being allowed to query the oracle on transaction txcnd.

CP refundability ensures that given a conditional payment trans-

action (on the ledger) that has not been redeemed, an honest sender

can always successfully authorize and submit a refund transaction

transferring coins from the escrow account epk𝑆,𝑅 . Hence, a mali-

cious receiver (i.e., the adversary) cannot force the protocol ctCnd
to output a conditional payment transaction txcnd that cannot be
refunded. The adversary has access to signing oracles for protocol

ctCnd and algorithms ctTx and Ref with key sk𝑆 , while not being
allowed to query the oracles on transaction txcnd nor on transac-

tion txref (transferring coins from the escrow account epk𝑆,𝑅 ) which
later submits to the ledger. In addition, the adversary is not allowed

to submit to the ledger a redeem transaction transferring coins

from the escrow account epk𝑆,𝑅 .
In Appendix A, we present two additional unforgeability proper-

ties of CP for transactions redeem and refund, namely, CP redeem

unforgeability and CP refund unforgeability. We show that CP re-

deemability and CP refundability imply CP redeem unforgeability

and CP refund unforgeability, respectively. Moreover, we show that

both CP redeem unforgeability and CP refund unforgeability imply

BL unforgeability. Finally, we say that a CP is secure if all previous

security properties hold. We formally define it in Definition 5.

Definition 5 (CP security). Let𝐺 := {bscForge, cndForge, wForge,
ExpRedeem, ExpExtract, ExpRefund} be the games defined in Fig-
ure 4. A CP is secure if for every𝐺𝑖 ∈ 𝐺 and for all _ ∈ N, there exists
a negligible function negl(_) such that for all PPT adversaries A, it
holds that Pr[𝐺𝑖 (_) = 1] ≤ negl(_).
Constructions. In Appendix D, we extend our generic construction
for BL in Appendix C and provide a construction for CP that builds

on hash-time lock contracts (HTLC). We also prove that it is a

secure CP. This generic construction aims to serve as blueprint

to capture CBDC ledgers that support conditional payments (e.g.

itCoin [65], Iberpay’s Smart Money [44]).

2.3 Privacy in BL
We adapt the notion of transaction indistinguishability as defined

in [21, 68] to our definition of BL. More specifically, we (1) take

into account transaction details which could leak information and

(2) introduce the notion of masked public accounts (e.g., a blinded
public key in 𝑒𝐶𝑎𝑠ℎ or a commitment in Platypus). We assume the

existence of algorithm maskAcc(pk) which on input an account

pk outputs the masked account p̃k. In a nutshell, the adversary is

provided with three masked accounts and is required to fund two

of them. Thenceforth, one of the accounts is chosen (u.a.r.) and a
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bscINDΠBL,A (_)
Q := ∅
(pk𝑗 , sk𝑗 ) ← ctAcc(3) (1_ ) // for 𝑗 ∈ {0, 1, 2}

p̃k𝑗 ← maskAcc(3) (pk𝑗 ) // for 𝑗 ∈ {0, 1, 2}

(tx0bsc, tx
1

bsc, st0 ) ← A
ctAccO,ctTxO (p̃k

0
, p̃k

1
, p̃k

2
)

𝑐 ←$ {0, 1}
(tx∗bsc, 𝜎

∗
bsc ) ← ctTx(sk𝑐 , p̃k2 )

subTx(tx∗bsc, 𝜎
∗
bsc )

𝑐∗ ← A(st
0
, tx∗bsc )

𝑏0 := (𝑐
?

= 𝑐∗ )
𝑏1 := ckTx(tx0bsc ) ∧ isRcvr(tx

0

bsc, p̃k0 )
𝑏2 := ckTx(tx1bsc ) ∧ isRcvr(tx

1

bsc, p̃k1 )
𝑏3 := � txbsc

𝑖
𝑠.𝑡 . txbsc

𝑖 ∈ Q ∧ isSender(txbsc
𝑖
, p̃ki )

// let 𝑖 ∈ {0, 1}

return
∧

3

𝑖=0
𝑏𝑖

Figure 5: Experiment for BL transaction indistinguishability.

basic transaction transferring coins from the selected account to

the third account is submitted to the ledger. Finally, the adversary is

required to identify the funded account that was used as the sender

in the transaction. The adversary can generate arbitrary accounts

under its control and has access to oracle ctAccO that enables it

to initialize additional honest users in the system. Moreover, it

has access to a signing oracle that enables it to create arbitrary

transactions for honest users’ accounts, while not being allowed to

query the oracle on transactions transferring coins from either of

the two funded accounts.

Note that we model privacy only for BL. In Section 5, we discuss

the challenges presented in defining the privacy notion for CP.

Moreover, in Appendix C we prove that our construction of BL

from 𝑒𝐶𝑎𝑠ℎ satisfies BL transaction indistinguishability.

Definition 6 (Transaction Indistinguishability). A BL or CP ledger
is said to offer BL transaction indistinguishability if for all _ ∈ N, there
exists a negligible function negl(_) such that for all PPT adversaries
A, it holds that Pr[bscINDΠBL,A (_) = 1] ≤ 1

2
+ negl(_) where

bscIND is defined in Figure 5.

2.4 Payment Versus Payment (PvP) in CP
If a CP provides PvP functionality against a BL, this means that it is

possible to set a conditional payment transaction txcnd in CP such

that it can be redeemed if and only if a specific transaction txbsc is
accepted in BL. We can characterize as hard relation (c.f. Section 2.2)

the successful submission of a transaction to BL as follows: We de-

fine D𝑆 as all possible transactions transferring coins from a given

sender’s account pk𝑆 .D𝑤 is defined as all transactions transferring

coins from the same sender’s account pk𝑆 that are in the ledger

TX𝐿 . C
∗
is a specific transaction txbsc transferring coins from that

sender’s account pk𝑆 to a given receiver’s account pk𝑅 , while𝑤
∗
is

that same transaction txbsc included in TX𝐿 . This is a hard relation

since: (1) there exists a PPT algorithm to create a (C∗,𝑤∗) pair:
C∗ is created with ctTx and𝑤∗ by calling subTx, (2) the relation is

decidable in polynomial time, since it only requires to verify that

ExpPvPΠCP,ΠBL,A (_)
Q := ∅

(pkCP𝑆 , skCP𝑆 ) ← CP.ctAcc(1_ )

(pkBL𝑅 , skBL𝑅 ) ← BL.ctAcc(1_ )

(pkCP𝑅 , pkBL𝑆 ,C∗ := txBLbsc,𝑇 , st0 ) ← A
ctCnd𝑆O (pkCP𝑆 , pkBL𝑅 )

(txCPcnd, 𝜎
CP
cnd, aux

CP, st
1
) ←

〈
ctCnd𝑆 (skCP𝐶 ,C∗,𝑇 ),

A(st
0
)

〉
subTx(txCPcnd, 𝜎

CP
cnd )

txred
CP ← A(st

1
)

𝑏0 := txCPcnd ∉ Q

𝑏1 := ckTx(txCPcnd ) ∧ isSender(tx
CP
cnd, pk

CP
𝑆 )

𝑏2 := isCond(txCPcnd,C
∗ ) ∧ isRcvr(txCPcnd, epk

CP
𝑆,𝑅 )

𝑏3 := ckTx(txred
CP ) ∧ isLinked(txCPcnd, txred

CP )

𝑏4 := isSender(txBLbsc, pk
BL
𝑆 ) ∧ isRcvr(tx

BL
bsc, pk

BL
𝑅 )

𝑏5 := ckTx(txBLbsc ) = 0

𝑏6 := readTime( ·) < 𝑇

return
∧

6

𝑖=0
𝑏𝑖

Figure 6: Experiment for CP PvP. C∗ denotes a transaction
txBLbsc not submitted to ledger BL.

C∗ and𝑤∗ are the same transaction and that𝑤∗ ∈ TX𝐿 , and (3) for

all PPT adversaries, producing a valid𝑤∗ knowing C∗ is negligible,
since this would break BL unforgeability.

The PVP notion implies CP witness unforgeability (see App A.3).

Definition 7 (CP PvP). A CP offers CP PvP against a BL if for all
_ ∈ N, it holds that Pr[ExpPvPΠCP,ΠBL,A (_) = 1] ≤ negl(_), where
ExpPvP is defined in Figure 6.

3 CBDC-CASH ENVIRONMENT (CCE)
In this section, we present CBDC-cash environment (CCE), a crypto-

graphic scheme that formalizes the core functionality for operations

fund and defund.

CCE comprises three parties: (1) debtor D is the party handing

over CBDC, (2) intermediary I is the party facilitating the exchange,

and (3) creditor C is the party receiving CBDC. These three parties

interact over the ledgers ΠCP0 , ΠCP1 and cbl. We assume w.l.o.g.

the following: (1) the existence of a common reference time across

ledgers such that function readTime(·) return the same value for

all ledgers. (2) a parameter 𝛿 , which represents the time required by

a user to propagate information between two ledgers; and (3) that

all CP rely on the same hard relation R. In Section 5 we discuss

how to relax this last assumption.

Protocol outputs vary depending on whether ledger cbl is a CP
or a BL, hence we use colors violet (for CP) and teal (for BL) to

highlight the differences.
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Definition 8 (CBDC-Cash Environment (CCE)). CBDC-cash en-
vironment is a tuple of interactive protocols Π𝐶𝐶𝐸 := (Set, Pay) exe-
cuted by creditor C, intermediary I and debtor D, w.r.t. two conditional
payment ledgers {ΠCP0 ,ΠCP1 } and a CBDC ledger cbl.

•
〈(txcblcnd/⊥, aux𝐶 ),
(tx0cnd, aux𝐼 ),
(tx1cnd, aux𝐷 )

〉
←

〈Set𝐶 (sk0𝐶 , skcbl𝐶
,𝑇 ),

Set𝐼 (sk1𝐼 , sk
0

𝐼
),

Set𝐷 (skcbl𝐷
, sk1

𝐷
,C)

〉
: Protocol Set is ex-

ecuted by (1) creditor C, with inputs creditor’s private keys sk0
𝐶
,

skcbl
𝐶

and timeout𝑇 ; (2) intermediary I, with inputs intermediary’s
private keys sk1

𝐼
, sk0

𝐼
; and (3) debtor D, with inputs debtor’s private

keys skcbl
𝐷

, sk1
𝐷
and condition C. It outputs: (1) on ledger ΠCP0 a

conditional transaction tx0cnd transferring coins from pk𝐶 to an
escrow account epk𝐶,𝐼 ; (2) on ledger ΠCP1 a conditional transaction
tx1cnd transferring coins from pk𝐼 to an escrow account epk𝐼 ,𝐷 ; and
(3) on ledger cbl (if cbl is a CP) a conditional transaction txcblcnd
transferring coins from pk𝐷 to an escrow account epk𝐷,𝐶 , other-
wise (if cbl is a BL) no transaction is submitted to ledger cbl. It also
outputs auxiliary information aux𝐶 , aux𝐼 and aux𝐷 for creditor
C, intermediary I and debtor D, respectively.

•
〈(txcblred/tx

cbl
bsc),

(tx0red),
(tx1red)

〉
←

〈 Pay𝐶 (skcbl𝐶
, txcblcnd,aux𝐶 ,

¥pkcbl𝐶 ),
Pay𝐼 (sk0𝐼 , tx

0

cnd, aux𝐼 ,
¥pk0𝐼 ),

Pay𝐷 (sk1𝐷 , tx
1

cnd,𝑤, aux𝐷 , ¥pk
1

𝐷 )

〉
: ProtocolPay

is executed by (1) creditor C, with inputs creditor’s private key skcbl
𝐶

,
conditional transaction txcblcnd (if cbl is a CP) and auxiliary informa-
tion aux𝐶 ; (2) intermediary I, with inputs intermediary’s private
key sk0

𝐼
, conditional transaction tx0cnd and auxiliary information

aux𝐼 ; and (3) debtor D, with inputs debtor’s private key sk1
𝐷
, con-

ditional transaction tx1cnd, witness 𝑤 and auxiliary information
aux𝐷 . It outputs: (1) on ledger ΠCP0 a redeem transaction tx0red
transferring coins from the escrow account epk𝐶,𝐼 to a receiving

account ¥pk0𝐼 ; (2) on ledger ΠCP1 a redeem transaction tx1red trans-
ferring coins from the escrow account epk𝐼 ,𝐷 to a receiving account
¥pk1𝐷 ; and (3) on ledger cbl (if cbl is a CP) a redeem transaction txcblred
transferring coins from the escrow account epk𝐷,𝐶 to a receiving

account ¥pkcbl𝐶 , otherwise (if cbl is a BL) a basic transaction txcblbsc

transferring coins from pk𝐷 to a receiving account ¥pkcbl𝐶 .

Correctness. CCE is correct if: (1) after invoking protocol Set,
ledgers ΠCP0 , ΠCP1 , cbl include conditional payment transactions

tx0cnd, tx
1

cnd, tx
cbl
cnd, respectively, with the same payment condition

C; and given the conditional payment transactions obtained in

Set, either (a) after invoking Pay (before timeout 𝑇 expires) all

three ledgers ΠCP0 , ΠCP1 and cbl include transaction tx0red, tx
1

red
txcblred/tx

cbl
bsc, respectively; or (b) after invoking algorithm Ref (af-

ter timeout 𝑇 + 2𝛿 expires) ledgers ΠCP0 , ΠCP1 , cbl include refund
transactions tx0ref , tx

1

ref , tx
cbl
ref .

We formally define CCE correctness in Appendix B.

Security. Our security notion is CCE balance security. Intuitively,
this property aims to ensure that an honest party does not lose

coins, even when the other two parties collude.

Balance security of creditor ensures that given a conditional pay-

ment transaction tx0cnd (on ledger ΠCP0 ) transferring coins from

𝐵𝑆𝐶ΠCP
0
,ΠCP

1
,cbl,A (_)

Q := ∅;

(pk0𝐶 , sk
0

𝐶 ), ( ¥pk
0

𝐶 ,
¥sk0𝐶 ) ← ΠCP0 .ctAcc

(2) (1_ )

(pkcbl𝐶 , skcbl𝐶 ), ( ¥pk
cbl
𝐶 , ¥skcbl𝐶 ) ← cbl.ctAcc(2) (1_ )

𝑇 ← createT( ·)
(pk0𝐼 , pk

cbl
𝐷 ,C, st

0
)

← ASet𝐶O,Pay𝐶O,Ref𝐶O (pk0𝐶 , pk
cbl
𝐶 , ¥pk0𝐶 , ¥pk

cbl
𝐶 ,𝑇 )〈

(txcblcnd/⊥, aux𝐶 ),
(tx0cnd, aux𝐼 , st1 )

〉
←

〈
Set𝐶 (sk0𝐶 , sk

cbl
𝐶
,𝑇 ),

A(st
0
)

〉
𝜏 := readTime( ·)
if 𝜏 < 𝑇〈
(txcblred/tx

cbl
bsc ),

(tx0red )

〉
←

〈
Pay𝐶 (skcbl𝐶

, txcblcnd, aux𝐶 ,
¥pkcbl𝐶 ),

A(st
1
)

〉
if 𝜏 ≥ 𝑇 + 𝛿

(tx0ref, 𝜎
0

ref ) ← ΠCP0 .Ref (tx
0

cnd, sk
0

𝐶 , aux,
¥pk0𝐶 )

ΠCP0 .subTx(tx
0

ref, 𝜎
0

ref )
𝑎0 := tx0cnd, tx

cbl
cnd, tx

cbl
bsc ∉ Q

𝑎1 := ΠCP0 .ckTx(tx
0

cnd ) ∧ isSender(tx
0

cnd, pk
0

𝐶 )
𝑎2 := isCond(tx0cnd,C) ∧ isRcvr(tx

0

cnd, epk
0

𝐶,𝐼 )
𝑎3 := cbl.ckTx(txcblcnd ) ∧ isSender(tx

cbl
cnd, pk

cbl
𝐷 )

𝑎4 := isCond(txcblcnd,C) ∧ isRcvr(tx
cbl
cnd, epk

cbl
𝐷,𝐶 )

𝑎5 := isSender(txcblbsc, pk
cbl
𝐷 ) ∧ isRcvr(tx

cbl
bsc, pk

cbl
𝐶 )

𝑏0 := ΠCP0 .ckTx(tx
0

red ) ∧ isLinked(tx
0

cnd, tx
0

red )

𝑏1 := � txred
cbl

𝑠.𝑡 . txred
cbl ∈ Q ∧ ckTx(txred

cbl )∧

isLinked(txcblcnd, txred
cbl )

𝑏2 := cbl.ckTx(txcblred ) = 0 ∧ isLinked(txcblcnd, tx
cbl
red )

𝑏3 := cbl.ckTx(txcblbsc ) = 0

𝑏4 := readTime( ·) < 𝑇

𝑐0 := � txred
0

𝑠.𝑡 . ckTx(txred
0 ) ∧ isLinked(tx0cnd, txred

0 )
𝑐1 := � txref

0

𝑠.𝑡 . txref
0 ∈ Q ∧ ckTx(txref

0 )∧
isLinked(tx0cnd, txref

0 )
𝑐2 := ΠCP0 .ckTx(tx

0

ref ) = 0 ∧ isLinked(tx0cnd, tx
0

ref )
𝑐3 := readTime( ·) ≥ 𝑇 + 𝛿

return
∧

5

𝑖=0
𝑎𝑖 ∧ (

∧
4

𝑖=0
𝑏𝑖 ∨

∧
3

𝑖=0
𝑐𝑖 )

Figure 7: Experiment for balance security of creditor C. Win-
ning conditions and algorithm inputs/outputs that apply
only when cbl is a CP or a BL are denoted with colors violet
and teal. Winning conditions 𝑎𝑖 , 𝑏𝑖 and 𝑐𝑖 correspond to the
outcomes of protocols Set, Pay and algorithm Ref.

creditor C to intermediary I with payment condition C and the cor-

responding witness𝑤 , the adversary cannot successfully authorize

and submit a redeem transaction tx0red without outputting a trans-

action txcblred/tx
cbl
bsc (on ledger cbl) transferring coins from debtor D

to creditor C. The adversary has access to oracles Set𝐶O, Pay𝐶O
and Ref𝐶O with keys (sk0

𝐶
, skcbl

𝐶
), skcbl

𝐶
and sk0

𝐶
, respectively, that

provide transcript of honest executions of each protocol.
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Balance security of intermediary ensures that given a conditional

payment transaction tx1cnd (on ledger ΠCP1 ) transferring coins from

intermediary I to debtor D with payment condition C and the cor-

responding witness𝑤 , the adversary cannot successfully authorize

and submit a redeem transaction tx1red without outputting a trans-

action tx0red (on ledger ΠCP0 ) transferring coins from creditor C to

intermediary I. The adversary has access to oracles Set𝐼O, Pay𝐼O
and Ref𝐼O with keys (sk1

𝐼
, sk0

𝐼
), sk0

𝐼
and sk1

𝐼
, respectively, that pro-

vide transcripts of honest executions of each protocol.

Balance security of debtor ensures that given a conditional pay-

ment transaction tx1cnd (on ledger ΠCP1 ) transferring coins from

intermediary I to debtor D with payment condition C and the cor-

responding witness 𝑤 , D can always successfully authorize and

submit a redeem transaction tx1red by submitting a transaction

txcblred/tx
cbl
bsc (on ledger cbl) transferring coins from D to creditor

C. Hence, the adversary cannot force the protocol Set to output

a conditional payment transaction tx1cnd that cannot be redeemed

invoking protocol Pay. The adversary has access to oracles Set𝐷O,
Pay𝐷O and Ref𝐷O with keys (skcbl

𝐷
, sk1

𝐷
), sk1

𝐷
and skcbl

𝐷
, respec-

tively, that provide transcripts of honest executions of each protocol.

The corollary of CCE balance security is atomicity, i.e., given

a set of conditional payment transactions outputted by protocol

Set, either all transactions are redeemed or none. Due to space

limitation, we present here the game of creditor balance security

(c.f. Figure 7) and we refer the reader to Appendix B for the games

of intermediary and debtor balance security (c.f. Figure 11).

Definition 9 (CCE Balance Security). Let 𝐺 := {𝐵𝑆𝐶 , 𝐵𝑆𝐼 , 𝐵𝑆𝐷}
be the games defined in Figure 7 and Figure 11. A CCE is secure
if for every 𝐺𝑖 ∈ 𝐺 and for all _ ∈ N, there exists a negligible
function negl(_) such that for all PPT adversaries A, it holds that
Pr[𝐺𝑖 (_) = 1] ≤ negl(_).

Privacy. Finally, we extend the notion of transaction indistinguisha-
bility (c.f. Definition 6) for ledger cbl such that the adversary can

now leverage CCE in order to fund masked accounts. Furthermore,

it has access to an additional oracle that provides transcripts of

executions of protocols Set and the corresponding Pay. Naturally,
the adversary is not allowed to query the oracles on any transac-

tion transferring coins from either of the two accounts used by

the challenger in the challenge phase of the game. In Appendix B,

we formally define CCE transaction indistinguishability and show

that it implies BL transaction indistinguishability, when ledger cbl
is a BL. This shows that a construction achieving our notion of

transaction indistinguishability for CCE does not break the privacy

required by the underlying cbl ledger.

4 OUR CONSTRUCTIONS
We describe here a construction of CBDC-cash environment for the

case that cbl is a BL and show the case cbl is a CP in Appendix F.

We also provide proof of concept implementations for the two cases

and evaluate the execution time and communication overhead.

Common System Assumptions. Parties interact with ledgers

over authenticated and encrypted channels. Creditor C and debtor

D communicate with intermediary I in the same manner, with I

relaying messages between C and D.

4.1 BL-CBDC
Here we present a concrete instantiation of CBDC-cash environ-

ment w.r.t. two conditional payment ledgers ΠCP0 ,ΠCP1 that pro-

vide CP PvP functionality against ledger cbl (which is a BL). As

described in Section 2.4, this means that it is possible to set condi-

tional payment transactions tx0cnd, tx
1

cnd on ledgers ΠCP0 and ΠCP1 ,

respectively, such that they can be redeemed if and only if a specific

transaction txcblbsc is accepted in ledger cbl. We denote transaction

txcblbsc as C
∗
when it is not on ledger cbl and as𝑤∗, otherwise.

Overview. We illustrate protocols Set and Pay in Figure 8. Pro-

tocol Set is executed by (1) creditor C, with inputs private keys

sk0
𝐶
, skcbl

𝐶
and timeout 𝑇 ; (2) intermediary I, with inputs private

keys sk1
𝐼
; and (3) debtor D, with inputs private keys skcbl

𝐷
, sk1

𝐷
and a

transaction C∗ transferring coins from debtor D to creditor C that

is not yet submitted to cbl. The Set protocol works as follows: (1) C
and D forward to the other parties timeout 𝑇 and transaction C∗,
respectively. (2) If transaction C∗ is well-formed, C engages with

I in protocol ΠCP0 .ctCnd which results in a conditional payment

transaction tx0cnd (on ledger ΠCP0 ) transferring coins from C to I

with payment condition C∗ and timeout 𝑇 ′ := 𝑇 + 𝛿 . (3) If transac-
tion tx0cnd is well-formed, I engages with D in protocol ΠCP1 .ctCnd
which results in a conditional payment transaction tx1cnd (on ledger

ΠCP1 ) transferring coins from I to D with payment conditionC∗ and
timeout 𝑇 ′ := 𝑇 + 𝛿 . (4) Finally, D checks that tx1cnd is well-formed

and the protocol terminates outputting auxiliary information aux𝐶 ,
aux𝐼 and aux𝐷 for C, I and D, respectively.

Note that timeouts at each conditional payment transaction have

been staggered by the factor 𝛿 so that each participant has enough

time to redeem the payment at each ledger after D triggers the

Pay protocol. In a bit more detail, the protocol Pay is executed

by (1) creditor C, with inputs private key skcbl
𝐶

and auxiliary in-

formation aux𝐶 ; (2) intermediary I, with inputs private key sk0
𝐼
,

conditional transaction tx0cnd and auxiliary information aux𝐼 ; and
(3) debtor D, with inputs private key sk1

𝐷
, conditional transaction

tx1cnd, witness𝑤
∗
(i.e., transaction txcblbsc is on ledger cbl), and auxil-

iary information aux𝐷 , The protocol Pay works as follows: (1) All

parties parse their respective auxiliary information. (2) Thereafter,

I and D verify that transaction txcblbsc is on ledger cbl, and subse-

quently they redeem transactions tx0cnd and tx1cnd invoking algo-

rithms ΠCP0 .Red and ΠCP1 .Red, respectively.
If the transaction txcblbsc is not successfully submitted to ledger

cbl, the creditor C and the intermediary I can recover their locked

coins invoking algorithms ΠCP0 .Red and ΠCP1 .Red, respectively.
Security Analysis. We formally show that our construction satis-

fies CCE correctness in Appendix E.1. Furthermore, we state below

in Theorem 1 our formal security claim and defer the complete

proof to Appendix E.2.

Theorem 1 (BL-CBDC Balance Security). Let ledgers ΠCP0
and ΠCP1 provide CP PvP against ledger cbl and satisfy CP unforge-
ability, CP redeemability, CP refundability. Let ledger cbl satisfy BL
unforgeability. Then, our construction for CCE depicted in Figure 8 is
secure according to Definition 9.
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C(sk0𝐶 , sk
cbl
𝐶 ,𝑇 ) I(sk1𝐼 , sk

0

𝐼 ) D(C∗, skcbl𝐷 , sk1𝐷 )

Send(𝑇 ) Route(𝑇 ) Receive(𝑇 )
Receive(C∗ ) Route(C∗ ) Send(C∗ )
𝑇 ′ := 𝑇 + 𝛿 𝑇 ′ := 𝑇 + 𝛿
𝑏0 := isSender(C∗, pkcbl𝐷 )∧

isRcvr(C∗, pkcbl𝐶 )
if ¬𝑏0 abort if ¬𝑏0 abort

(tx0cnd, 𝜎
0

cnd, aux
0 ) (tx0cnd, 𝜎

0

cnd, aux
0 )

← ΠCP0 .ctCnd𝑆 (sk
0

𝐶 ,C
∗,𝑇 ′ ) ← ΠCP0 .ctCnd𝑅 (sk

0

𝐼 ,C
∗,𝑇 ′ )

ΠCP0 .subTx(tx
0

cnd, 𝜎
0

cnd )
𝑏1 := ΠCP0 .ckTx(tx

0

cnd ) ∧ isSender(tx
0

cnd, pk
0

𝐶 )
𝑏2 := isCond(tx0cnd,C

∗ ) ∧ isRcvr(tx0cnd, epk
0

𝐶,𝐼 )
if ¬(𝑏1 ∧ 𝑏2 ) abort

(tx1cnd, 𝜎
1

cnd, aux
1 ) (tx1cnd, 𝜎

1

cnd, aux
1 )

← ΠCP1 .ctCnd𝑆 (sk
1

𝐼 ,C
∗,𝑇 ) ← ΠCP1 .ctCnd𝑅 (sk

1

𝐷 ,C∗,𝑇 )
ΠCP1 .subTx(tx

1

cnd, 𝜎
1

cnd )
𝑏3 := ΠCP1 .ckTx(tx

1

cnd ) ∧ isSender(tx
1

cnd, pk
1

𝐼 )
𝑏4 := isCond(tx1cnd,C

∗ ) ∧ isRcvr(tx1cnd, epk
1

𝐼 ,𝐷 )
if ¬(𝑏3 ∧ 𝑏4 ) abort

aux𝐶 := (aux0, tx0cnd,C
∗ ) aux𝐼 := (aux0, aux1, tx1cnd,C

∗ ) aux𝐷 := (aux1,C∗ )
return (aux𝐶 ) return (tx0cnd, aux𝐼 ) return (tx1cnd, aux𝐷 )

C(skcbl𝐶 , aux𝐶 ,⊥) I(sk0𝐼 , tx
0

cnd, aux𝐼 ,
¥pk0𝐼 ) D(sk1𝐷 , tx1cnd, 𝑤

∗, aux𝐷 , ¥pk1𝐷 )

(aux0, tx0cnd, 𝜎
0

cnd,C
∗ ) ← aux𝐶 (aux0, aux1, tx1cnd,C

∗ ) ← aux𝐼 (aux1,C∗ ) ← aux𝐷

if cbl.ckTx(𝑤∗ := txcblbsc ) = 0 abort if cbl.ckTx(𝑤∗ := txcblbsc ) = 0 abort if cbl.ckTx(𝑤∗ := txcblbsc ) = 0 abort

(tx0red, 𝜎
0

red ) ← ΠCP0 .Red(tx
0

cnd, sk
0

𝐼 , 𝑤
∗, aux0, ¥pk0𝐼 ) (tx1red, 𝜎

1

red ) ← ΠCP1 .Red(tx
1

cnd, sk
1

𝐷 , 𝑤∗, aux1, ¥pk1𝐼 )
ΠCP0 .subTx(tx

0

red, 𝜎
0

red ) ΠCP1 .subTx(tx
1

red, 𝜎
1

red )
𝑏0 := ΠCP0 .ckTx(tx

0

red ) ∧ isLinked(tx
0

cnd, tx
0

red ) 𝑏1 := ΠCP1 .ckTx(tx
1

red ) ∧ isLinked(tx
1

cnd, tx
1

red )
if ¬𝑏0 abort if ¬𝑏1 abort

return (txcblbsc ) return (tx0red ) return (tx1red )

Figure 8: Our construction for Set (top) and Pay (bottom) for BL-CBDC. Transaction txcblbsc, linked to CP PvP, is denoted as C∗

when it is not on ledger cbl and as𝑤∗, otherwise.

4.2 Performance Analysis
Code. We implemented a proof of concept [2] of the constructions

described in Section 4.1 and Appendix F. Our implementation is in

python and relies on the library cryptography [5] for key genera-

tion, signature generation and verification; and on flask [54] and

sqlite [43] for the servers that run the BL and CP ledgers. In our

analysis, we make a distinction between (1) account operations: the
operations that are executed by the users (creditor, intermediary

and debtor) on their accounts (i.e., ctAcc, ctTx, ctCnd, Red and Ref);
and (2) ledger operations: the operations executed on the ledger

server itself (i.e., subTx and ckTx). For experimentation purposes,

we added function fundAcc to pre-fund user accounts.

Testbed. We run four servers, one of type BL and three of type

CP. Two servers of the latter type are used to simulate ret and

whs ledgers, while the remaining BL and CP servers are used to

simulate the two possible versions of cbl. We run our experiments

using VirtualBox 7.0.4 to run a virtual machine with 3 processors

and 8192Mb of memory with the O.S. Ubuntu 20.04.5 LTS. The host

machine is a Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-8565 CPU @1.80GHz 1.99GHz, with
16GB of RAM.

Evaluation. We first evaluate the total execution time for both

Set and Pay protocols for both variants CP-CBDC and BL-CBDC.

For each variant, we execute one after the other the Set and Pay
protocols and record the total execution time since Set starts until
Pay ends. We repeat this experiment one thousand times to extract

the mean and standard deviation times as result. In particular, we

observe that the CP-CBDC variant takes 310 ± 50ms whereas BL-

CBDC variant takes 240 ± 30ms. We note that the latter execution
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time could be further reduced since the Pay protocol allows for

the concurrent execution of Red in ret and whs. Concurrent exe-
cution is possible since C, I and D could learn𝑤 (i.e., the fact that

txcblbsc is published in cbl) as soon as the Pay protocol is initiated

(see Figure 8).

Second, we dissect the running time required for the account

operations only to account for the overhead required by the CBDC

users (e.g., the application executed at the citizens phone to handle

her CBDC wallet). The CP-CBDC variant takes 7±1ms whereas the

BL-CBDC variant takes 1.8±0.2ms. This shows that the majority of

the execution time is taken by the ledger server operations, which

are dependent on the concrete implementation of each ledger.

Finally, we evaluate the communication complexity. We observe

that in our implementation the weight of a transaction in BL is 168

bytes and in CP is 272 bytes. The weight of the 𝑇 is 8 bytes and C
weights 32 bytes in CP-CBDC and 8 bytes in BL-CBDC. We have

calculated the communication complexity of each variant based on

the number of times that ckTx and subTx are called. We top this

value with the initial messages that share𝑇 and C in the beginning

of Set . The CP-CBDC requires 11 transactions in CP, amounting

for a total of 3032 bytes. The BL-CBDC requires 3 transactions in

BL and 6 in CP, totalling 2152bytes.

In summary, we make the following observations. First, the BL-

CBDC variant is more efficient in both computation and communi-

cation complexity. Nevertheless, both variants are practical when

executed in commodity hardware. Second, we note that the compu-

tation and communication overhead that our protocols impose to

the ledger servers is small: up to 310ms for both variants and up to

40 bytes to agree on the timeouts and conditions. Furthermore, the

computation overhead imposed to user devices is small, up to 7ms

for both variants. We thereby infer that the bottleneck of the scala-

bility for CCE is the slowest ledger. Fortunately, the whs and ret
ledgers process very large number of transactions daily [26, 28] and

available proposals for cbl do set scalability as a goal (e.g. [46, 68]).

5 DISCUSSION
Privacy and Accountability. Despite CBDC ledgers providing

transaction indistinguishability, authorities can prevent the financ-

ing of terrorism (FT) or money laundering (ML) reusing existing

infrastructure for FT and ML prevention. The ret ledgers are op-
erated by institutions that are mandated to contribute with the

authorities to prevent ML and combating FT [39]. As such, fund-

ing or defunding a CBDC wallet could be subject to inspection,

just like it happens with cash. A commercial bank might demand

information to complete large or unusual CBDC funds or defunds.

The information required by the commercial bank could be pro-

vided, for example, with documents detailing how CBDC is used

(e.g. purchase contract of a good), just like it happens with cash. If

the CBDC ledger supports transaction indistinguishability, citizens

could leverage zero-knowledge proof systems (e.g., as in [64, 68]) to

prove the required statements regarding their balances and transac-

tion amounts and demonstrate the legitimate origin/use of CBDC.

We thereby consider accountability an orthogonal problem.

Emulating a CP. Our construction in Figure 8 for CCE where the

CBDC ledger is of BL type fundamentally relies on the CP PvP

functionality. If such functionality is not available, one could think

of a cryptographic protocol built on top of a BL to support a func-

tionality similar to CP. In particular, one could leverage multiparty

signatures to allow that a simple account is controlled by more than

one key. Moreover, when locking funds in such a shared account,

both parties can use adaptor signatures [4] to tie the authorization

of a redeem transaction to a condition C and verifiable timed sig-

natures [61] to postpone the release of the authorization for the

refund transaction. This blueprint to emulate the CP functionality

on top of a BL ledger has been already explored by Thyagarajan

et al [63]. The thereby emulated CP, allows for a construction for

CCE in the same manner as for any other CP-CBDC.

Schemes similar to CP. The knowledgeable reader might have ob-

served that CP bears strong resemblance to adaptor signatures [4].

While adaptor signatures allow for conditioning the creation of a

digital signature for a given message on the knowledge of a cryp-

tographic secret, our CP scheme additionally captures the require-

ments for the message itself to be included to the ledger, such as

the transaction format and the appropriate use of escrow accounts.

In fact, one could consider adaptor signatures as a building block

for a CP construction, as discussed in the previous point about

how to emulate a CP. The definition of CP also resembles the func-

tionality provided by HTLC contracts [53] or the banking sector,

e.g. authorization holds of credit cards [67]. With our modularity

goal in mind, we have defined CP such that encompasses the core

functionality of a ledger that can perform conditional payments,

without having to commit to a specific use-case. In fact, we show

in Appendix D how to construct a CP using HTLC as building block

and prove that it is a secure construction for CP.

Different C in CCE. Our construction for CCE rely on the fact that

the three involved ledgers support the same hard relation. If this is

not the case, debtor D who knows the pair (C,𝑤) could create a pair
(C′,𝑤) for a second hard relation and use a zero-knowledge proof

to convince other participants that both C and C′ have the same

witness. For instance, Chase et al. [18] propose a zero-knowledge

proof of discrete logarithm equality across groups. This would allow

to use a different group, where the discrete logarithm problem is

hard, at each of the ledgers involved in operations fund and defund.

Privacy in CP. We grounded our privacy definition for BL in

existing privacy definitions of CBDC proposals. A natural extension

to the transaction indistinguishability property of BL is to consider

the extra functionality for CP. For example, one could add oracle

access to the algorithms Red and Ref in the bscIND game. However,

this is not sufficient, since the game would only guarantee privacy

of basic transactions. As such, one could further modify bscIND
to cover all four transaction types. However, this would enable an

adversary to distinguish transactions of different types, therefore

breaking the transaction indistinguishability notion. In summary,

we find the definition of privacy for CP an interesting future work.

6 CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we investigate how to fund and defund CBDC wallets

as the process of distributing CBDC units to citizens from central

banks using commercial banks as intermediaries. In particular, we

present two primitives that capture the functionality of, coarsely

speaking, two types of ledgers existing today: BL and CP. Using
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them as building blocks, we introduce a new cryptographic primi-

tive, the CBDC-cash environment (CCE), which captures the core

functionality of fund and defund. We give two constructions for

CCE supporting CBDC ledgers of type BL and CP, respectively.

The BL construction relies on a property of ledgers of the banking

sector called payment versus payment, which we formally define.

Finally, we give a proof-of-concept implementation of the two con-

structions proposed in this work and our evaluation shows that

the computation and communication overhead over the underlying

ledgers is small, even with commodity hardware.
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A CP ADDITIONAL MATERIAL
In this section, we define correctness of a CP and we present two

additional security properties, namely,CP redeem unforgeability and
CP refund unforgeability. Moreover, we prove that CP PvP implies

CP witness unforgeability.

A.1 CP Correctness
We define correctness

2
of a CP in Definition 10. For this, we use

the three predicates IsFunded, IsUnique and IsValid discussed

in Section 2.1.

Definition 10 (CP correctness). A CP is said to be correct if for all
_ ∈ N, all (pk𝑆 , sk𝑆 ) ← ctAcc(1_), all (pk𝑅, sk𝑅) ← ctAcc(1_), all
(C,𝑤) ∈ R, all 𝑇 , all the following conditions are satisfied:

(1) Commit: For all (txcnd, 𝜎cnd, aux) ←
〈
ctCnd𝑆 (sk𝑆 ,C,𝑇 ),
ctCnd𝑅 (sk𝑅,C,𝑇 )

〉
, it

holds that:

Pr

 ckTx(txcnd ) = 1

IsFunded(txcnd, 𝜎cnd )
IsUnique(txcnd )
IsValid(txcnd, 𝜎cnd )
subTx(txcnd, 𝜎cnd ) = 1

 = 1

(2) Redeem: If timeout 𝑇 has not expired, in addition to step 1,
for all (txred, 𝜎red) ← Red(txcnd, sk𝑅,𝑤, aux, ¥pk), all 𝑤 ′ ←
GetWit(txcnd, txred, aux), it holds that

Pr


ckTx(txred ) = 1

(C, 𝑤′ ) ∈ R

IsFunded(txred, 𝜎red )
IsUnique(txred )
IsValid(txred, 𝜎red )
subTx(txred, 𝜎red ) = 1

 = 1

(3) Refund: Let

𝑏 := Pr

 ckTx(txref ) = 1

IsFunded(txref, 𝜎ref )
IsUnique(txref )
IsValid(txref, 𝜎ref )
subTx(txref, 𝜎ref ) = 1


If timeout𝑇 has expired, in addition to step 1, for all (txref , 𝜎ref) ←
Ref (txcnd, sk𝑆 , aux, ¥pk), it holds that:
(a) 𝑏 = 0, if ∃ txred s.t. ckTx(txred) ∧ isLinked(txcnd, txred).
(b) 𝑏 = 1, if � txred s.t. ckTx(txred) ∧ isLinked(txcnd, txred).

A.2 CP Redeem Unforgeability and CP Refund
Unforgeability

In this section, we present two additional security properties of

Conditional payment ledger, namely, CP redeem unforgeability and

CP refund unforgeability.
In a nutshell, CP redeem unforgeability guarantees that given

a conditional payment transaction (on the ledger) with payment

condition C and its corresponding witness𝑤 , the adversary cannot

successfully authorize and submit redeem transactions transferring

coins from the escrow account epk𝑆,𝑅 . The adversary has access to

signing oracles for protocol ctCnd and algorithm Red with key sk𝑅 ,
2
Note that this correctness definition illustrates two clearly differentiated stages: before

timeout 𝑇 expires, only redeem transactions are accepted, after timeout 𝑇 expires,

only refund transactions are accepted. It could be possible that in some ledgers, during

this second stage both redeem and refund transaction could be accepted, however, we

abstract from those details by assuming that a rational party will run Red in the stage

that guarantees a probability of success equal to one.

while not being allowed to query the oracles on transaction txcnd
nor on transaction txred which outputs as forgery on the ledger.

Similarly, CP refund unforgeability guarantees that given a con-

ditional transaction (on the ledger) that has not been redeemed,

the adversary cannot successfully authorize and submit refund

transactions transferring coins from the escrow account epk𝑆,𝑅 .
The adversary has access to signing oracles for protocol ctCnd and

algorithms ctTx and Ref with key sk𝑆 , while not being allowed

to query the oracles on transaction txcnd nor on transaction txref
which outputs as forgery on the ledger.

We show that CP redeemability implies CP redeem unforgeability

which in turn implies BL unforgeability. In addition, we show that

CP refundability implies CP refund unforgeability which in turn

implies BL unforgeability.

Security Reductions. For all the security reductions in this work,

an adversary B makes use of another adversary A in a black-box

manner. The only exception being the information (i.e. transactions)

that A submits to the ledger(s) she has access to. We assume that

B can obtain this information for the ledgers accessible to both B
and A.

Theorem 2. If a Conditional payment ledger satisfies CP redeema-
bility, then it also satisfies CP redeem unforgeability.

Proof. Assume by contradiction that there exists a PPT ad-

versary A such that Pr[redForgeΠCP,R,A (_) = 1] > negl(_). We

can construct an adversary B that uses A to win ExpRedeem. B
interacts with both A and the challenger over the ledger ΠCP.

• Challenger provides B with public keys (pk𝑅, ¥pk).
• B forwards pk𝑅 to A, which returns (pk𝑆 ,C,𝑤,𝑇 ). Thereafter,
B forwards (pk𝑆 ,C,𝑇 ) to the challenger.

• B engages with the challenger and A on protocol ctCnd acting

as a relay. This results in (txcnd, 𝜎cnd, aux).
• Henceforth, A outputs the forgery txred on ΠCP.

• B forwards𝑤 to the challenger.

• Finally, the challenger uses𝑤 to output (txred, 𝜎red) and submits

it to ΠCP.

If A makes a query to ctCnd𝑅O, B does not have the private

key sk𝑅 , hence it forwards the query to ctCnd𝑅O and relays the

answer. Similarly, if A makes a query to RedO, B does not have

the private key sk𝑅 , hence it forwards the query to RedO and relays

the answer. Note that Q is synchronized in both games.

Our adversary B perfectly simulates redForge to A. Moreover,

it is easy to see that B is a PPT algorithm. Now, if A is successful

in wining redForge with non-negligible probability, this implies

that (1) txcnd, txred ∉ Q (condition 𝑏0); (2) txcnd ∈ ΠCP .TX𝐿 and

isSender(txcnd, pk𝑆 ) = 1 (condition 𝑏1); (3) isCond(txcnd,C) = 1

and isRcvr(txcnd, epk𝑆,𝑅) = 1 (condition 𝑏2); (4) txred ∈ ΠCP .TX𝐿

and isLinked(txcnd, txred) = 1 (condition 𝑏3); (5) (C,𝑤) ∈ R (con-

dition 𝑏4); (6) timeout 𝑇 has not expired (condition 𝑏5). , It is easy

to see that these are equivalent to conditions 𝑏0, 𝑏1, 𝑏2, 𝑏4, 𝑏5 and

𝑏6 of game ExpRedeem. Moreover, since Q is synchronized in both

games, txred ∉ Q and txred ∈ ΠCP .TX𝐿 , txred cannot satisfy the

IsFunded predicate, hence condition 𝑏3 of game ExpRedeem holds.

However, this result contradicts the assumption that ΠCP satisfies

CP redeemability. Therefore, suchA cannot exist, thus this theorem

has been proven. □
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redForgeΠCP,R,A (_)

Q := ∅

(pk𝑅, sk𝑅 ) ← ctAcc(1_ )

(pk𝑆 ,C, 𝑤,𝑇 , st
0
) ← ActCnd𝑅O,RedO (pk𝑅 )

(txcnd, 𝜎cnd, aux, st1 ) ←
〈

A(st
0
),

ctCnd𝑅 (sk𝑅,C,𝑇 )

〉
txred ← A(st1 )
𝑏0 := txcnd, txred ∉ Q
𝑏1 := ckTx(txcnd ) ∧ isSender(txcnd, pk𝑆 )
𝑏2 := isCond(txcnd,C) ∧ isRcvr(txcnd, epk𝑆,𝑅 )
𝑏3 := ckTx(txred ) ∧ isLinked(txcnd, txred )
𝑏4 := (C, 𝑤, ) ∈ R
𝑏5 := readTime( ·) < 𝑇

return
∧

5

𝑖=0
𝑏𝑖

Figure 9: Experiments for CP redeem unforgeability.
.

Theorem 3. If a Conditional payment ledger satisfies CP redeem
unforgeability, then it also satisfies BL unforgeability.

Proof. Assume by contradiction that there exists a PPT adver-

sary A such that Pr[bscForgeΠBL,A (_) = 1] > negl(_). We can

construct an adversary B that usesA to win redForge. B interacts

with both A and the challenger over the ledger ΠCP.

• Challenger provides B with receiver public key pk𝑅 .
• B generates (pk𝑆 , sk𝑆 ), C and 𝑇 and forwards (pk𝑆 ,C,𝑇 ) to the

challenger.

• B engages with the challenger on protocol ctCnd that outputs

the tuple (txcnd, 𝜎cnd, aux).
• Thereafter B reads the escrow public key epk𝑆,𝑅 from txcnd and

forwards it toA, which returns (txbsc, pk𝑅). txbsc being a forgery
on ΠCP.

• Finally, B forwards txred := txbsc to the challenger.

IfA makes a query to ctTxO, B computes the tuple (txbsc, 𝜎bsc)
and forwards it to A. Note that Q is synchronized in both games.

Our adversary B perfectly simulates bscForge to A. Moreover,

it is easy to see that B is a PPT algorithm. Now, if A is success-

ful in wining bscForge with non-negligible probability, this im-

plies that (1) txbsc ∉ Q (condition 𝑏0); (2) txbsc ∈ ΠCP .TX𝐿 and

isSender(txbsc, epk𝑆,𝑅) = 1 (condition 𝑏1); , It is easy to see that

these are equivalent to conditions 𝑏0 and 𝑏3 of game redForge.
Moreover, conditions 𝑏1 and 𝑏2 hold due to the correct execution

of protocol ctCnd between B and the challenger. Furthermore, we

know that Q is synchronized in both games. However, this result

contradicts the assumption that ΠCP satisfies CP redeem unforge-

ability. Therefore, such A cannot exist, thus this theorem has been

proven. □

Theorem 4. If a Conditional payment ledger satisfies CP refund-
ability, then it also satisfies CP refund unforgeability.

Proof. Assume by contradiction that there exists a PPT adver-

sary A such that Pr[refForgeΠCP,A (_) = 1] > negl(_). We can

construct an adversary B that uses A to win ExpRefund. B inter-

acts with both A and the challenger over the ledger ΠCP.

• Challenger provides B with public keys (pk𝑆 , ¥pk).
• B forwards pk𝑆 to A, which returns (pk𝑅,C,𝑇 ). Thereafter, B

forwards (pk𝑅,C,𝑇 ) to the challenger.

• B engages with the challenger and A on protocol ctCnd act-

ing as a relay. This results in (txcnd, 𝜎cnd, aux). Thereafter, the
challenger submits (txcnd, 𝜎cnd) to ΠCP.

• Henceforth, A outputs the forgery txref on ΠCP.

• Finally, the challenger generates a refund transaction txref from
txcnd and submits (txref , 𝜎ref) to ΠCP.

If A makes a query to ctTxO, B does not have the private key

sk𝑆 , hence it forwards the query to ctTxO and relays the answer.

Similarly, if A makes a query to ctCnd𝑆O, B does not have the

private key sk𝑆 , hence it forwards the query to ctCnd𝑆O and relays

the answer. Finally, if A makes a query to RefO, B does not have

the private key sk𝑆 , hence it forwards the query to RefO and relays

the answer. Note that Q is synchronized in both games.

Our adversary B perfectly simulates refForge to A. Moreover,

it is easy to see that B is a PPT algorithm. Now, if A is successful

in wining refForge with non-negligible probability, this implies

that (1) txcnd, txref ∉ Q (condition 𝑏0); (2) txcnd ∈ ΠCP .TX𝐿 and

isSender(txcnd, pk𝑆 ) = 1 (condition 𝑏1); (3) isCond(txcnd,C) = 1

and isRcvr(txcnd, epk𝑆,𝑅) = 1 (condition 𝑏2); (4) txref ∉ ΠCP .TX𝐿

and isLinked(txcnd, txref) = 1 (condition 𝑏3); (5) timeout 𝑇 has

expired (condition 𝑏4). , It is easy to see that these are equivalent

to conditions 𝑏0, 𝑏1, 𝑏2, 𝑏4 and 𝑏6 of game ExpRefund. Moreover,

conditions 𝑏1 and 𝑏2 hold due to the correct execution of protocol

ctCnd between B and the challenger. Furthermore, we know that

Q is synchronized in both games. However, this result contradicts

the assumption that ΠCP satisfies CP refundability. Therefore, such

A cannot exist, thus this theorem has been proven. □

Theorem 5. If a Conditional payment ledger satisfies CP refund
unforgeability, then it also satisfies BL unforgeability.

Proof. Assume by contradiction that there exists a PPT adver-

sary A such that Pr[bscForgeΠBL,A (_) = 1] > negl(_). We can

construct an adversary B that uses A to win refForge. B interacts

with both A and the challenger over the ledger ΠCP.

• Challenger provides B with receiver public key pk𝑆 .
• B generates (pk𝑅, sk𝑅), C and 𝑇 and forwards (pk𝑆 ,C,𝑇 ) to the

challenger.

• B engages with the challenger on protocol ctCnd that outputs

the tuple (txcnd, 𝜎cnd, aux). Thereafter, the challenger submits

(txcnd, 𝜎cnd) to ΠCP.

• Henceforth, B reads the escrow public key epk𝑆,𝑅 from txcnd
and forwards it to A, which returns (txbsc, pk𝑅). txbsc being a

forgery on ΠCP.

• Finally, B forwards txred := txbsc to the challenger.

If A makes a query to ctTxO, B does not have the private key

sk𝑆 , hence it forwards the query to ctTxO and relays the answer.

Note that Q is synchronized in both games.
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refForgeΠCP,A (_)

Q := ∅

(pk𝑆 , sk𝑆 ) ← ctAcc(1_ )

(pk𝑅,C,𝑇 , st0 ) ← ActTxO,ctCnd𝑆O,RefO (pk𝑆 )

(txcnd, 𝜎cnd, aux, st1 ) ←
〈
ctCnd𝑆 (sk𝑆 ,C,𝑇 ),

A(st
0
)

〉
subTx(txcnd, 𝜎cnd )
txref ← A(st1 )
𝑏0 := txcnd, txref ∉ Q
𝑏1 := ckTx(txcnd ) ∧ isSender(txcnd, pk𝑆 )
𝑏2 := isCond(txcnd,C) ∧ isRcvr(txcnd, epk𝑆,𝑅 )
𝑏3 := ckTx(txref ) ∧ isLinked(txcnd, txref )
𝑏4 := readTime( ·) ≥ 𝑇

return
∧

4

𝑖=0
𝑏𝑖

Figure 10: Experiments for CP refund unforgeability.
.

Our adversary B perfectly simulates bscForge to A. Moreover,

it is easy to see that B is a PPT algorithm. Now, if A is success-

ful in wining bscForge with non-negligible probability, this im-

plies that (1) txbsc ∉ Q (condition 𝑏0); (2) txbsc ∈ ΠCP .TX𝐿 and

isSender(txbsc, epk𝑆,𝑅) = 1 (condition 𝑏1); , It is easy to see that

these are equivalent to conditions 𝑏0 and 𝑏3 of game redForge.
Moreover, conditions 𝑏1 and 𝑏2 hold due to the correct execution

of protocol ctCnd between B and the challenger. Furthermore, we

know that Q is synchronized in both games. However, this result

contradicts the assumption that ΠCP satisfies CP refund unforge-

ability. Therefore, such A cannot exist, thus this theorem has been

proven. □

A.3 CP PvP implies CP Witness Unforgeability
Theorem 6. If a Conditional payment ledger satisfies CP PvP against

a Basic ledger, then it also satisfies CP witness unforgeability.

Proof. Assume by contradiction that there exists a PPT adver-

sary A such that Pr[wForgeΠCP,R,A (_) = 1] > negl(_). We can

construct an adversary B that uses A to win ExpPvP. B interacts

with A over the ledger CP and the challenger over the ledgers CP
and BL.

• Challenger provides B with public keys (pkCP
𝑆

, pkBL
𝑅
).

• B sets pk𝑆 := pkCP
𝑆

, generates (pkBL
𝑆
, skBL

𝑆
) and C := txBLbsc and

forwards (pk𝑆 ,C) to A, which returns (pk𝑅,𝑇 ).
• B sets pkCP

𝑅
:= pk𝑅 and forwards (pkCP

𝑅
, pkBL

𝑆
, txBLbsc,𝑇 ) to the

challenger.

• B engageswith the challenger andA on protocol ctCnd acting as
a relay. This results in (txCPcnd, 𝜎

CP
cnd, aux

CP) := (txcnd, 𝜎cnd, aux).
Thereafter, the challenger submits (txCPcnd, 𝜎

CP
cnd) to CP.

• A outputs the forgery txred on CP.
• Finally, B forwards txred

CP
:= txred to the challenger.

If A makes an OctCnd𝑆 query, B does not have the private key

pkCP
𝑆

, hence it forwards the query to OctCnd𝑆 and relays the answer.

Note that Q is synchronized in both games.

Our adversary B perfectly simulates wForge to A. Moreover,

it is easy to see that B is a PPT algorithm. Now, if A is suc-

cessful in wining wForge with non-negligible probability, this im-

plies that (1) txcnd ∉ Q (condition 𝑏0); (2) txcnd ∈ ΠCP .TX𝐿 and

isSender(txcnd, pk𝑆 ) = 1 (condition 𝑏1); (3) isCond(txcnd,C) =

1 ∧ isRcvr(txcnd, epk𝑆,𝑅) = 1 (condition 𝑏2); (4) ckTx(txred) = 1 ∧
isLinked(txcnd, txred) = 1 (condition 𝑏3). , It is easy to see that these

are equivalent to conditions𝑏0,𝑏2,𝑏2 and𝑏3 of game ExpPvP. More-

over, txBLbsc is generated calling ctTx(sk
BL
𝑆
, pkBL

𝑅
), hence condition 𝑏4

of game ExpPvP holds. Furthermore,A neither has the private key

skBL
𝑆

nor it interacts with ledger BL, hence condition 𝑏5 of game

ExpPvP holds. Finally, we know that Q is synchronized in both

games. However, this result contradicts the assumption that ΠCP
satisfies CP PvP against BL. Therefore, such A cannot exist, thus

this theorem has been proven. □

B CCE ADDITIONAL MATERIAL
In this section, we define correctness for CCE, CCE transaction

indistinguishability and we present the games of intermediary and

debtor balance security.

B.1 CCE Correctness
Hereby, we define correctness for CCE

Definition 11 (CCE correctness). A CCE is said to be correct if
for all _ ∈ N, all (pkcbl

𝐶
, skcbl

𝐶
) ← cbl.ctAcc(1_), all (pkcbl

𝐷
, skcbl

𝐷
) ←

cbl.ctAcc(1_), all (pk0
𝐷
, sk0

𝐷
) ← ΠCP0 .ctAcc(1_), all (pk0𝐼 , sk

0

𝐼
) ←

ΠCP0 .ctAcc(1_), all (pk1𝐼 , sk
1

𝐼
) ← ΠCP1 .ctAcc(1_), all (pk1𝐶 , sk

1

𝐶
) ←

ΠCP1 .ctAcc(1_), all (C,𝑤) ∈ R, all the following conditions are
satisfied:

(1) Set-Up: For all

〈(txcblcnd/⊥, aux𝐶 ),
(tx0cnd, aux𝐼 ),
(tx1cnd, aux𝐷 )

〉
←

〈Set𝐶 (sk0𝐶 , skcbl𝐶
,𝑇 ),

Set𝐼 (sk1𝐼 , sk
0

𝐼
),

Set𝐷 (skcbl𝐷
, sk1

𝐷
,C)

〉
, it

holds that:

Pr


ckTx(tx0cnd) = 1

ckTx(tx1cnd) = 1

ckTx(txcblcnd) = 1

 = 1

(2) Pay: If timeout 𝑇 has not expired, in addition to step 1, for all
( ¥pk𝑖𝑗 , ¥sk

𝑖
𝑗 ) ← ctAcc(1_), for every (𝑖, 𝑗) ∈ {(0, 𝐼 ), (1, 𝐷), (cbl,𝐶)},

for all

〈(txcblred/tx
cbl
bsc),

(tx0red),
(tx1red)

〉
←

〈 Pay𝐶 (skcbl𝐶
, txcblcnd,aux𝐶 ,

¥pkcbl𝐶 ),
Pay𝐼 (sk0𝐼 , tx

0

cnd, aux𝐼 ,
¥pk0𝐼 ),

Pay𝐷 (sk1𝐷 , tx
1

cnd,𝑤, aux𝐷 , ¥pk
1

𝐷 )

〉
, it

holds that:

Pr


ckTx(tx0red) = 1

ckTx(tx1red) = 1

ckTx(txcblred/tx
cbl
bsc) = 1

 = 1

(3) Refund: Let
17
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𝐵𝑆𝐼ΠCP
0
,ΠCP

1
,cbl,A (_)

Q := ∅

(pk0𝐼 , sk
0

𝐼 ), ( ¥pk
0

𝐼 ,
¥sk0𝐼 ) ← ΠCP0 .ctAcc

(2) (1_ )

(pk1𝐼 , sk
1

𝐼 ), ( ¥pk
1

𝐼 ,
¥sk1𝐼 ) ← ΠCP1 .ctAcc

(2) (1_ )
(pk0𝐶 , pk

1

𝐷 ,C,𝑇 , st
0
)

← ASet𝐼 O,Pay𝐼 O,Ref𝐼 O (pk0𝐼 , pk
1

𝐼 ,
¥pk0𝐼 , ¥pk

1

𝐼 )〈
(tx0cnd, aux𝐼 ),
(tx1cnd, aux𝑅, st1 )

〉
←

〈
Set𝐼 (sk1𝐼 , sk

0

𝐼
),

A(st
0
)

〉
𝜏 := readTime( ·)
if 𝜏 < 𝑇〈
(tx0red ),
(tx1red )

〉
←

〈
Pay𝐼 (sk0𝐼 , tx

0

cnd, aux𝐼 ,
¥pk0𝐼 ),

A(st
1
)

〉
if 𝜏 ≥ 𝑇

(tx1ref, 𝜎
1

ref ) ← ΠCP1 .Ref (tx
1

cnd, sk
1

𝐼 , aux, ¥pk
1

𝐼 )
ΠCP1 .subTx(tx

1

ref, 𝜎
1

ref )

𝑎0 := tx0cnd, tx
1

cnd, tx
cbl
bsc ∉ Q

𝑎1 := ΠCP0 .ckTx(tx
0

cnd ) ∧ isSender(tx
0

cnd, pk
0

𝐶 )
𝑎2 := isCond(tx0cnd,C) ∧ isRcvr(tx

0

cnd, epk
0

𝐶,𝐼 )
𝑎3 := ΠCP1 .ckTx(tx

1

cnd ) ∧ isSender(tx
1

cnd, pk
1

𝐼 )
𝑎4 := isCond(tx1cnd,C) ∧ isRcvr(tx

1

cnd, epk
1

𝐼 ,𝐷 )

𝑏0 := � txred
0

𝑠.𝑡 . txred
0 ∈ Q ∧ ckTx(txred

0 )∧

isLinked(tx0cnd, txred
0 )

𝑏1 := ΠCP0 .ckTx(tx
0

red ) = 0 ∧ isLinked(tx0cnd, tx
0

red )
𝑏2 := ΠCP1 .ckTx(tx

1

red ) ∧ isLinked(tx
1

cnd, tx
1

red )

𝑏3 := cbl.ckTx(txcblbsc )
𝑏4 := readTime( ·) < 𝑇

𝑐0 := � txred
1

𝑠.𝑡 . ckTx(txred
1 ) ∧ isLinked(tx1cnd, txred

1 )

𝑐1 := � txref
1

𝑠.𝑡 . txref
1 ∈ Q ∧ ckTx(txref

1 )∧

isLinked(tx1cnd, txref
1 )

𝑐2 := ΠCP1 .ckTx(tx
1

ref ) = 0 ∧ isLinked(tx1cnd, tx
1

ref )
𝑐3 := readTime( ·) ≥ 𝑇

return
∧

4

𝑖=0
𝑎𝑖 ∧ (

∧
4

𝑖=0
𝑏𝑖 ∨

∧
3

𝑖=0
𝑐𝑖 )

𝐵𝑆𝐷ΠCP
0
,ΠCP

1
,cbl,A (_)

Q := ∅

(pk1𝐷 , sk1𝐷 ), ( ¥pk
1

𝐷 , ¥sk1𝐷 ) ← ΠCP1 .ctAcc
(2) (1_ )

(pkcbl𝐷 , skcbl𝐷 ), ( ¥pk
cbl
𝐷 , ¥skcbl𝐷 ) ← cbl.ctAcc(2) (1_ )

(C, 𝑤 ) ← createR(1_ )

(pk1𝐼 , pk
cbl
𝐶 ,𝑇 , st

0
)

← ASet𝐷O,Pay𝐷O,Ref𝐷O (pk1𝐷 , pkcbl𝐷 , ¥pk1𝐷 , ¥pkcbl𝐷 ,C)〈
(txcblcnd/⊥, aux𝐶 , st1 ),
(tx1cnd, aux𝐷 )

〉
←

〈
A(st

0
),

Set𝐷 (skcbl𝐷
, sk1

𝐷
,C)

〉
𝜏 := readTime( ·)
if 𝜏 < 𝑇〈
(txcblred/tx

cbl
bsc ),

(tx1red )

〉
←

〈
A(st

1
)

Pay𝐷 (sk1𝐷 , tx1cnd, 𝑤, aux𝐷 , ¥pk1𝐷 )

〉
if 𝜏 ≥ 𝑇 + 2𝛿

(txcblref , 𝜎
cbl
ref ) ← cbl.Ref (txcblcnd, sk

1

𝐷 , aux, ¥pkcbl𝐷 )

cbl.subTx(txcblref , 𝜎
cbl
ref )

𝑎0 := tx1cnd, tx
cbl
cnd, tx

cbl
bsc ∉ Q

𝑎1 := ΠCP1 .ckTx(tx
1

cnd ) ∧ isSender(tx
1

cnd, pk
1

𝐼 )
𝑎2 := isCond(tx1cnd,C) ∧ isRcvr(tx

1

cnd, epk
1

𝐼 ,𝐷 )

𝑎3 := cbl.ckTx(txcblcnd ) ∧ isSender(tx
cbl
cnd, pk

cbl
𝐷 )

𝑎4 := isCond(txcblcnd,C) ∧ isRcvr(tx
cbl
cnd, epk

cbl
𝐷,𝐶 )

𝑎5 := isSender(txcblbsc, pk
cbl
𝐷 ) ∧ isRcvr(tx

cbl
bsc, pk

cbl
𝐶 )

𝑏0 := � txred
1

𝑠.𝑡 . txred
1 ∈ Q ∧ ckTx(txred

1 )∧

isLinked(tx1red, txred
1 )

𝑏1 := ΠCP1 .ckTx(tx
1

red ) = 0 ∧ isLinked(tx1cnd, tx
1

red )

𝑏2 := cbl.ckTx(txcblred ) ∧ isLinked(tx
cbl
cnd, tx

cbl
red )

𝑏3 := cbl.ckTx(txcblbsc )
𝑏4 := readTime( ·) < 𝑇

𝑐0 := � txred
cbl

𝑠.𝑡 . ckTx(txred
cbl ) ∧ isLinked(txcblcnd, txred

cbl )

𝑐1 := � txref
cbl

𝑠.𝑡 . txref
cbl ∈ Q ∧ ckTx(txref

cbl )∧

isLinked(txcblcnd, txref
cbl )

𝑐2 := cbl.ckTx(txcblref ) = 0 ∧ isLinked(txcblcnd, tx
cbl
ref )

𝑐3 := readTime( ·) ≥ 𝑇 + 2𝛿

return
∧

5

𝑖=0
𝑎𝑖 ∧ (

∧
4

𝑖=0
𝑏𝑖 ∨

∧
3

𝑖=0
𝑐𝑖 )

Figure 11: Experiments for balance security of intermediary and debtor C. Winning conditions and algorithm inputs/outputs
that apply only when cbl is a CP or a BL are denoted with colors violet and teal, respectively. Winning conditions 𝑎𝑖 , 𝑏𝑖 and 𝑐𝑖
correspond to the outcomes of protocols Set, Pay and algorithm Ref, respectively.

𝑏 := Pr

 ckTx(tx𝑖ref) = 1

IsFunded(txref [𝑆])
IsUnique(txref)
IsValid(tx𝑖ref , 𝜎

𝑖
ref)

subTx(tx𝑖ref , 𝜎
𝑖
ref) = 1



If timeout𝑇+2𝛿 has expired, in addition to step 1, for all ( ¥pk𝑖𝑗 , ¥sk
𝑖
𝑗 ) ←

ctAcc(1_), for all (tx𝑖ref , 𝜎
𝑖
ref) ← Ref ( tx𝑖cnd, 𝜎

𝑖
cnd, sk𝑗 , aux,

¥pk𝑖𝑗 ),
for every (𝑖, 𝑗) ∈ {(0,𝐶), (1, 𝐼 ), (cbl, 𝐷)}, it holds that:
(a) 𝑏 = 0, if ∃ tx𝑖red s.t. ckTx(tx𝑖red) ∧ isLinked(tx

𝑖
cnd, tx

𝑖
red).

(b) 𝑏 = 1, if � tx𝑖red s.t. ckTx(tx𝑖red) ∧ isLinked(tx
𝑖
cnd, tx

𝑖
red).
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B.2 CCE Security
In Figure 11, we present the games of intermediary and debtor

balance security.

B.3 CCE Privacy
CCE basic transaction indistinguishability ensures privacy towards

a third party (i.e., the adversary) observing transactions submitted

to cbl. The adversary is provided with three masked accounts and

is required to fund two of them. Thenceforth, one of the accounts

is chosen (u.a.r.) and a basic transaction transferring coins from

the selected account to the third account is submitted to the ledger.

Finally, the adversary is required to identify the funded account

that was used as the sender in the transaction. The adversary can

generate arbitrary accounts under its control and has access to

oracle ctAccO that enables it to initialize additional honest users in

the system. Moreover, it has access to oracles ctTxO that enables

it to create arbitrary transactions for honest users’ accounts; and

ccePayO that provides transcripts of executions of protocols Set
and Pay. Finally, the adversary is not allowed to query the oracle

on transactions transferring coins from either of the two funded

accounts.

Theorem 7. If ledger cbl is a BL that satisfies BL transaction
indistinguishability, then CCE satisfies CCE basic transaction indis-
tinguishability.

Proof. Assume by contradiction that there exists a PPTA such

that Pr[CCE − bscINDcbl,A (_) = 1] > 1

2
+ negl(_). Then we can

construct an adversary B that uses A to win bscIND. B interacts

with both A and the challenger over the ledger cbl.

• Challenger provides B with masked public accounts (p̃k
0
, p̃k

1
,

p̃k
2
).

• B sets p̃k
0

cbl
:= p̃k

0
, p̃k

1

cbl
:= p̃k

1
, p̃k

2

cbl
:= p̃k

2
and forwards

(p̃k
0

cbl
, p̃k

1

cbl
, p̃k

2

cbl) to A, which returns [txcblbsc]0 and [tx
cbl
bsc]1.

• Thereafter, B forwards (tx0bsc := txcbl
0

bsc , tx
1

bsc := txcbl
1

bsc ) to the

challenger.

• The challenger samples a random bit 𝑐 ∈ {0, 1}, creates a trans-
action tx∗bsc transferring coins from p̃k𝑐 to p̃k

2
. Henceforth, the

challenger submits tx∗bsc to ledger cbl and forwards it to B.
• B forwards txcbl

∗

bsc := tx∗bsc to A, which replies with a guess bit

𝑐∗. Finally, B forwards 𝑐∗ to the challenger.

IfA makes a query to ctAccO or ctTxO, B forwards it to oracles

ctAccO and ctTxO, respectively, and relays the answer. IfA makes

a query to ccePayO, B follows all the steps of protocols Set and
Pay per the protocol description forwarding any call to algorithm

cbl.ctTx to oracle ctTxO and forwards the transcript to A. Note

that Q is synchronized in both games.

Our adversary B perfectly simulates CCE − bscIND toA. More-

over, it is easy to see that B is a PPT algorithm. Now, ifA is success-

ful in winning CCE − bscIND with non-negligible probability, this

implies that (1) 𝑐 = 𝑐∗ (condition 𝑏0). (2) cbl.ckTx(txcbl
0

bsc ) = 1 and

isRcvr(txcbl0bsc , p̃k0
cbl) = 1 (condition 𝑏1); (3) cbl.ckTx(txcbl

1

bsc ) = 1 and

isRcvr(txcbl1bsc , p̃k1
cbl) = 1 (condition 𝑏2); (4)A did not use oracle to

generate any transaction transferring coins either from p̃k
0

cbl
or

CCE − bscINDcbl,A (_)
Q := ∅
(pkcbl𝑗 , skcbl𝑗 ) ← cbl.ctAcc(3) (1_ ) // for 𝑗 ∈ {0, 1, 2}

p̃k𝑗
cbl ← maskAcc(3) (pk𝑗 ) // for 𝑗 ∈ {0, 1, 2}

(txcbl0bsc , tx
cbl1
bsc , st0 ) ← A

ctAccO,ctTxO,ccePayO, (p̃k
0

cbl
, p̃k

1

cbl
, p̃k

2

cbl )
𝑐 ←$ {0, 1}

(txcbl∗bsc , 𝜎
cbl∗
bsc ) ← cbl.ctTx(skcbl𝑐 , p̃k

2

cbl )

cbl.subTx(txcbl∗bsc , 𝜎
cbl∗
bsc )

𝑐∗ ← A(st
0
, txcbl

∗
bsc )

𝑏0 := (𝑐
?

= 𝑐∗ )

𝑏1 := cbl.ckTx(txcbl0bsc ) ∧ isRcvr(tx
cbl0
bsc , p̃k0

cbl )

𝑏2 := cbl.ckTx(txcbl1bsc ) ∧ isRcvr(tx
cbl1
bsc , p̃k1

cbl )

𝑏3 := � txbsc
cbl𝑖

𝑠.𝑡 . txbsc
cbl𝑖

∉ Q ∧ isSender(txbsc
cbl𝑖

, p̃k𝑖
cbl )

// let 𝑖 ∈ {0, 1} .

return
∧

3

𝑖=0
𝑏𝑖

ccePayO(C,𝑤,𝑇 , sk0
𝐶
, skcbl

𝐶
, p̃k𝐶

cbl)
(pkcbl𝐷 , skcbl𝐷 ) ← cbl.ctAcc(1_ )

(pk0𝐼 , sk
0

𝐼 ), ( ¥pk
0

𝐼 ,
¥sk0𝐼 ) ← ΠCP0 .ctAcc

(2) (1_ )

(pk1𝐼 , sk
1

𝐼 ), (pk
1

𝐷 , sk1𝐷 ), ( ¥pk
1

𝐷 , ¥sk1𝐷 ) ← ΠCP1 .ctAcc
(3) (1_ )〈 (⊥, aux𝐶 ),

(tx0cnd, aux𝐼 ),
(tx1cnd, aux𝐷 )

〉
←

〈Set𝐶 (sk0𝐶 , skcbl𝐶
,𝑇 ),

Set𝐼 (sk1𝐼 , sk
0

𝐼
),

Set𝐷 (skcbl𝐷
, sk1

𝐷
,C)

〉
〈 (txcblbsc ),
(tx0red ),
(tx1red )

〉
←

〈 Pay𝐶 (skcbl𝐶
,⊥, aux𝐶 , p̃k𝐶

cbl ),
Pay𝐼 (sk0𝐼 , tx

0

cnd, aux𝐼 ,
¥pk0𝐼 ),

Pay𝐷 (sk1𝐷 , tx1cnd, 𝑤, aux𝐷 , ¥pk1𝐷 )

〉
Q := Q ∪ {txcblbsc}

return (txcblbsc, tx
0

cnd, tx
0

red, tx
1

cnd, tx
1

red )

Figure 12: Experiment forCCE transaction indistinguishability

p̃k
1

cbl
(condition𝑏3). It is easy to see that these are equivalent to con-

ditions 𝑏0, 𝑏1, 𝑏2, 𝑏3 of game bscIND. Furthermore, we know that

Q is synchronized in both games. However, this result contradicts

the assumption that cbl satisfies BL transaction indistinguishability.

Therefore, such adversary A cannot exist, thus this theorem has

been proven. □

C BL CONSTRUCTIONS
The simplest form of ledger, namely BL, comprises an ordered list

of transactions, a mechanism to prevent double spending and a

mechanism to authorize transactions. Instantiating these building

blocks, we can model several ledgers as BL such as e-cash [19, 20]

(together with its latest iterations GNU-Taler [22], UTT [64] and

Platypus [68]), Monero [51, 66] and KSIcash [14]).

In this section, we first provide an instantiation of BL w.r.t. a

digital signature scheme and prove that it satisfies BL unforgeability.
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As an illustrative example, we modify the generic instantiation to

capture how IsUnique and IsFunded are implemented in 𝑒𝐶𝑎𝑠ℎ

and prove that it offers BL transaction indistinguishability.

C.1 Our Generic Construction
Building Blocks. Our generic construction relies on a digital sig-

nature scheme and a double-spending mechanism as described next.

We require a digital signature schemeΠDS := (KGen, Sig,Vf), where:
(1) KGen gets as input 1

_
and outputs a key pair (pk, sk); (2) Sig

gets as input sk and a message𝑚 and outputs a signature 𝜎 ; and

(3) Vf gets as input pk, the message 𝑚 and the signature 𝜎 , and

outputs a bit 𝑏. We assume that ΠDS is correct (i.e. it holds that

Vf (pk,𝑚, Sig(sk,𝑚)) = 1) and secure under the standard notion of

existential unforgeability under chosen message attack (EUF-CMA),

which we restate in Figure 13.

EUF − CMA

Q := ∅

(pk, sk ) ← KGen(1_ )

(𝑚,𝜎 ) ← ASigO (pk )
return Vf (pk,𝑚, 𝜎 ) ∧𝑚 ∉ Q

SigO(𝑚)

𝜎 ← Sig(sk,𝑚)
Q := Q ∪𝑚
return 𝜎

Figure 13: Experiment for EUF-CMA.

Moreover, we assume the existence of a mechanism to prevent

double spending. Predicates IsFunded and IsUnique enforce this
mechanism.

Our Construction. We use the aforementioned building blocks as

shown in Figure 14. In particular, transactions are authorized by a

signature created with the transaction sender’s signing key. Accord-

ingly, the transaction validation (i.e., IsValid predicate) checks

whether the signature accompanying a transaction successfully

verifies with respect to the transaction sender’s public key.

Correctness. We now analyze the correctness of our construction.

Theorem 8 (BL correctness). Assume that the digital signature
scheme is correct and IsFunded and IsUnique hold. Then, the generic
instantiation is a correct BL according to Definition 2.

Proof. The ledger accounts are created by executing the ctAcc
algorithm, which simply calls ΠDS .KGen to create the key pairs.

This function is executed twice, in order to generate (pk𝑆 , sk𝑆 ) and
(pk𝑅, sk𝑅).

Then, the sender uses his private key (sk𝑆 ) and receiver’s pub-

lic key (pk𝑅 ) to run algorithm ctTx and obtain a transaction and

authorization pair (txbsc, 𝜎bsc).
We assume that for txbsc both IsFunded and IsUnique hold.

Then, IsValid checks that the signature provided is valid. This

check holds for correctness of the digital signature scheme. Since

all three predicates are valid, then subTx will add the transaction to

the ledger and return 1. Therefore, the transaction is in the ledger,

so ckTx will return 1 when queried about transaction txbsc. □

Security. We now analyze the security of our construction.

Key generation: Algorithm ctAcc(1_) does the following:
Compute (pk, sk ) ← ΠDS .KGen(1_ )
Return (pk, sk )

Create transaction: Algorithm ctTx(sk𝑆 , pk𝑅) does the
following:

Compute pk𝑆 from sk𝑆
Set txbsc := (txid, pk𝑆 , pk𝑅 )
Compute 𝜎 ← ΠDS .Sig(sk𝑆 , txbsc )
Set 𝜎bsc := 𝜎

Return (txbsc, 𝜎bsc )
Submit transaction: Algorithm subTx(txbsc, 𝜎bsc) does the
following:

Set 𝑎 := IsFunded(txbsc, 𝜎bsc )
Set 𝑏 := IsUnique(txbsc )
Set 𝑐 := IsValid(txbsc, 𝜎bsc )
if 𝑎 ∧ 𝑏 ∧ 𝑐

Add (txbsc, 𝜎bsc ) to TX𝐿

Return 1

else Return 0

Check transaction: Algorithm ckTx(txbsc) does the
following:

if txbsc ∈ TX𝐿

Return 1

else Return 0

IsValid: Predicate that takes as input (txbsc, 𝜎bsc) and does

the following:

Parse 𝜎 := 𝜎bsc

Return ΠDS .Vf (txbsc, 𝜎, txbsc [𝑆 ] )

Figure 14: Instantiation of BL assuming a digital signature
scheme and a double spending prevention mechanism.

Theorem 9 (BL unforgeability). Assume that the digital signa-
ture scheme is unforgeable. Then, the generic instantiation offers BL
unforgeabilty according to Definition 3.

Proof. Assume by contradiction that there exists a PPT adver-

saryA such that Pr[bscForge(_) = 1] > negl(_). We can construct

an adversary B that uses A to win the unforgeability of the signa-

ture scheme, with the following steps:

• The challenger produces they key pair (pk, sk) and shares pk
with B.
• B forwards pk as pk𝑆 toA, which replies with a basic transaction,

txbsc and the receiver’s public key pk𝑅 .
• B checks in the ledger for 𝜎bsc and renames the pair (txbsc, 𝜎bsc

as ((𝑚,𝜎))) and forwards this to the challenger.

The ctTxO oracle of bscForge requires to call the SigO oracle of the

signature unforgeability game, which guarantees that the memory

of both oracles is synchronized.

Our adversary B perfectly simulates bscForge toA. Moreover, it

is easy to see that B is a PPT algorithm. If the transaction is in the

ledger, this implies that IsValid holds and that the authorization
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for the transaction is valid. Therefore, the pair forwarded to the chal-

lenger will allow to forge a signature. However, this contradicts the

assumption that the digital signature scheme is EUF-CMA secure,

so A cannot exist and this concludes the proof of Theorem 9. □

C.2 BL Construction from eCash
In 𝑒𝐶𝑎𝑠ℎ based ledgers [19, 20, 22, 68], users obtain tokens that are

blindly signed by a bank, which is the operator of the ledger. In order

to make a payment, users must present an unblinded signature and

a token. If an unsigned token is provided, this token is not funded.

Only those tokens signed by the bank are funded. The tokens that

are spent are added to a list, to prevent other users from spending

the same token again.

Using our nomenclature, tokens are the user accounts. The na-

ture of 𝑒𝐶𝑎𝑠ℎ requires that these accounts are only used one time. In

eCash, IsFunded and IsUnique are instantiated by a blind signature
scheme and a list of spent accounts respectively.

Blind Signature Scheme [19]. ΠBS := (KGen, Sig,Vf). We have

split the description of the signing protocol Sig between a user and

a signer into three algorithms Blind, BSig and UnBlind as follows:

• (𝐵, 𝑓 ) ← Blind(1_,m): A PPT algorithm that on input the secu-

rity parameter _ and the message m outputs a blinded version

of the message 𝐵 and unblinding parameters 𝑓 .

• 𝜎𝑏𝑠 ← BSig(𝐵, sk) : A PPT algorithm that on input the blinded

message 𝐵 and the signing key sk outputs a blinded signature

𝜎𝑏𝑠 .

• 𝜎 ← UnBlind(𝜎𝑏𝑠 , 𝑓 ): A DPT algorithm that on input the blinded

signature 𝜎𝑏𝑠 and the unblinding parameters 𝑓 outputs a signa-

ture 𝜎 .

We require that ΠBS is correct and secure under the standard

notion of existential unforgeability under chosen message attack

(EUF-CMA), as well as blind. We refer the reader to Definition 12

for a complete description of the blind property for our description

of the Sig protocol.

Definition 12 (Blindness [1]). A blind signature scheme ΠBS :=

(KGen, Sig,Vf), with Sig described as three algorithms (Blind, BSig,
UnBlind), is said to offer blindness if for all _ ∈ N, there exists
a negligible function negl(_) such that for all PPT adversaries A,
the following holds, Pr[Blindness(_) = 1] ≤ 1

2
+ negl(_) where

Blindness is defined in Figure 15.

Our Construction. In order to integrate the double spending pre-

vention mechanism of 𝑒𝐶𝑎𝑠ℎ in the generic construction presented

in Appendix C.1, the instantiation presented in Figure 14 is modi-

fied and becomes Figure 16. To do so, we require a helper function

called getTx that given a secret key and blinding factor, returns a

transaction in which the masked public key of that secret key was

a receiver. The ledger operator holds a key pair, (pk𝑙𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒𝑟 , sk𝑙𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒𝑟 )
that uses to blindly sign transactions according to ΠBS. The public

key of the ledger, pk𝑙𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒𝑟 is known by all users. Each user has a

memory (e.g. memoryi) to keep track of parameter f, used to mask

accounts and unblind blinded signatures. To create a transaction,

a user obtains the masked key of the receiver, p̃k𝑅 and his own

private key sk𝑆 . First, the user is going to generate the transaction

tuple, txbsc as in Figure 14. However, then he is going obtain the

transaction in which his account received funds. This transaction

Blindness

(m0,m1, pk) ← A(⊥)

𝑐0 ←$ {0, 1}
𝑐0 := 1 − 𝑐0
(𝐵0, 𝑓 0 ) ← Blind(1_,m𝑐0 )

(𝐵1, 𝑓 1 ) ← Blind(1_,m𝑐0 )
(𝜎0

𝑏𝑠
, 𝜎1

𝑏𝑠
) ← A(𝐵0, 𝐵1 )

𝜎𝑐0 ← UnBlind(𝜎0

𝑏𝑠
, 𝑓 0 )

𝜎𝑐0 ← UnBlind(𝜎1

𝑏𝑠
, 𝑓 1 )

if 𝑏0 ∨ 𝑏1
abort

𝑐1 ← A(m0, 𝜎0,m1, 𝜎1 )
𝑏0 := Vf (m𝑐0 , 𝜎𝑐0 , pk) = 1

𝑏1 := Vf (m𝑐0 , 𝜎𝑐0 , pk) = 1

return (𝑐0 = 𝑐1 ) ∧ 𝑏0 ∧ 𝑏1

Figure 15: Experiment for Blindness.

has a blinded signature, 𝜎𝑏𝑠 on his masked key. Using f, he can

then unblind the signature to obtain the signature of the ledger on

his account, which allows him to spend funds. He then signs the

transaction. The authorization of the transaction, 𝜎bsc is a tuple that

contains both the signature of sk𝑆 over txbsc (𝜎) and the signature

of the ledger over his account pk𝑆 (𝜎𝑢𝑠 ). If the transaction is sub-

mitted to the ledger, together wit the authorization, it is validated

following the predicates: IsValid works as in Figure 14, IsFunded
verifies if the signature of the ledger (𝜎𝑢𝑠 ) on txbsc [𝑆] is valid and

IsUnique checks that the sender is not in the transaction list, TX𝐿 .

Correctness. Correctness works as in Appendix C.1, with the

additional implementation details of IsUnique and IsFunded. In

particular, IsFunded requires that p̃k𝑆 was a receiver in a previous

transaction that was included in the ledger.

Security. The security definition of BL assumes that IsFunded
and IsUnique, which substantiate the double-spending prevention

mechanism, cannot be used to break the BL unforgeability property.

Therefore, our assumption is the same as in Appendix C.1. Since the

transaction authorization is here also instantiated with a EUF-CMA

secure digital signature scheme, BL unforgeability holds, as we

proved in Appendix C.1.

Privacy. We now discuss the privacy of eCash as an instantiation

of BL.

Theorem 10 (BL eCash transaction indistinguishability).

Assume that the blind signature scheme is blind. Then, the eCash in-
stantiation offers BL transaction indistinguishability according to Def-
inition 6.

Proof. Assume by contradiction that there exists a PPT adver-

sary A such that Pr[bscINDΠBL,A (_) = 1] > negl(_). We can

construct an adversary B that usesA to win blindness of the blind

signature scheme with the following steps:

• B generates three key pairs, (pk0, sk0), (pk1, sk1) and (pk2, sk2).
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Key generation: Algorithm ctAcc(1_) does the following:
Compute (pk, sk ) ← ΠDS .KGen(1_ ) .
Return (pk, sk ) .

Mask key: Algorithm maskAcc(pk) does the following:
Compute (p̃k𝑖 , 𝑓 ) ← Blind(1_, pk𝑖 )
Add 𝑓 to memoryi

Return p̃k𝑖
Create transaction: Algorithm ctTx(sk𝑆 , p̃k𝑅) does the
following:

Compute pk𝑆 from sk𝑆

Set txbsc := (txid, pk𝑆 , p̃k𝑅 )
Read 𝑓 from memory𝑆
Compute (tx′bsc, 𝜎

′
bsc, 𝜎𝑏𝑠 ) ← getTx(sk𝑆 , 𝑓 )

Compute 𝜎𝑢𝑠 ← UnBlind(𝜎𝑏𝑠 , 𝑓 )
Compute 𝜎 ← ΠDS .Sig(sk𝑆 , txbsc )
Set 𝜎bsc := (𝜎, 𝜎𝑢𝑠 )
Return (txbsc, 𝜎bsc )

Submit transaction: Algorithm subTx(txbsc, 𝜎bsc) does the
following:

Set 𝑎 := IsFunded(txbsc, 𝜎bsc )
Set 𝑏 := IsUnique(txbsc )
Set 𝑐 := IsValid(txbsc, 𝜎bsc )
if 𝑎 ∧ 𝑏 ∧ 𝑐

Compute 𝜎𝑏𝑠 ← BSig(txbsc [𝑅 ], sk𝑙𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒𝑟 )
Add (txbsc, 𝜎bsc, 𝜎𝑏 ) to TX𝐿

Return 1

else Return 0

Check transaction: Algorithm ckTx(txbsc) does the
following:

if txbsc ∈ TX𝐿

Return 1

else Return 0

IsFunded: Predicate that takes as input (txbsc, 𝜎bsc) and does

the following:

Parse 𝜎bsc := (𝜎, 𝜎𝑢𝑠 )
Return ΠBS .Vf (txbsc [𝑆 ], 𝜎𝑢𝑠 , pk𝑙𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒𝑟 )

IsUnique: Predicate that takes as input (txbsc) and does the

following:

if txbsc [𝑆 ] ∉ TX𝐿

Return 1

else Return 0

IsValid: Predicate that takes as input (txbsc, 𝜎bsc) and does

the following:

Parse 𝜎bsc := (𝜎, 𝜎𝑢𝑠 )
Return ΠDS .Vf (txbsc, 𝜎, txbsc [𝑆 ] )

Figure 16: E-cash as an instantiation of BL.

• B renames pk0 as𝑚0
and pk1 as𝑚1

. It also obtains the public

key of the ledger, which is publicly known by all participants

and sends all three items to the challenger.

• The challenger will provide B with 𝐵0 and 𝐵1. B masks pk2 and
sends all three items to A.

• A replies with two transactions, tx0bsc and tx1bsc. The first one
uses 𝐵0 as receiver, while the second one uses 𝐵1.

• B calls ckTx for both transactions. If they are in the ledger, ob-

tains the blinded signature for each of them. Then, it sends both

blinded signatures to the challenger.

• Since the transactions were in the ledger, the blinded signatures

are valid, and the challenger will reply to B, sending the original
messages,𝑚0

and𝑚1
, accompanied with the unblinded signature

for each.

• B flips a bit 𝑐 and creates a transaction using pk𝑐 . Sends this
transaction and its authorization to A, which replies with a bit

guess.

• B forwards the bit to the challenger if 𝑐 was zero, otherwise, it

sends the inverse of the bit received.

It is easy to see that the conditions for winning bscIND are equiv-

alent to those of the blindness game. The first two conditions of

bscIND imply that both transactions are on the ledger, which guar-

antees that they will have a valid blind signature. Therefore, if both

of these transaction hold, the unblinded signatures in the blindness

game will also verify. The last condition is that the bit is guessed

correctly. B does not know how to distinguish between 𝐵0 and 𝐵1.

However, with the response of A, it will learn if pk𝑐 is related to

𝐵0 or 𝐵1. If the bit 𝑐 was zero and the bit received was zero, then

pk𝑐 is related to 𝐵0 and the bit selected by the challenger was also

zero. If the bit 𝑐 was zero and the bit received is one, then the bit

selected by the challenger was also one. Conversely, if the bit 𝑐 was

one and the bit received was zero, then pk𝑐 is related to 𝐵0 and the

bit selected by the challenger was one. If the bit 𝑐 was one and the

bit received is one, then the bit selected by the challenger was zero.

However, this result contradicts the assumption that the blind

signature scheme provides blindness. Therefore, such adversary A
cannot exist and this concludes the proof of Theorem 10. □

D CP CONSTRUCTIONS
Bitcoin and Ethereum are examples of ledgers with scripting ca-

pabilities that allow to accept transactions based on additional

requirements, like ledger dependent time and a cryptographic con-

dition. A prime example of this the Hash TimeLock Contracts [53].

An HTLC allows to create a transaction in which a sender and a

receiver agree to lock funds in an escrow address, under a C (a

hash value) and a timelock. In order to spend the funds from this

escrow account, there are two possible paths: (1) the witness of the

public statement (e.g. the hash preimage) is provided, together with

a signature of transaction valid under the receiver’s secret key, or

(2) after the timelock, a signature of transaction valid under the

sender’s secret key.

It is easy to see that the functionality of the HTLC matches the

definition of CP (Definition 4). In this section we show how the

HTLC contract blueprint (i.e., assuming any type of hard relation,

not only the hash function) to build a CP and show that it is a

correct and secure CP, according to Definition 10 and Definition 5.
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Create conditional transaction: Protocol ctCnd is

executed by sender 𝑆 and receiver 𝑅 and does the following:

𝑆 (sk𝑆 ,C,𝑇 ) 𝑅 (sk𝑅,C,𝑇 )
Compute pk𝑆 from sk𝑆 Compute pk𝑅 from sk𝑅
Receive(pk𝑅 ) Send(pk𝑅 )
Compute epk𝑆,𝑅 ← ctEAcc(pk𝑆 , pk𝑅 )
Set 𝐸 := (epk𝑆,𝑅,C,𝑇 )
Set txcnd := (txid, pk𝑆 , 𝐸 )
Compute 𝜎 ← ΠDS .Sig(sk𝑆 , txcnd )
Set 𝜎cnd := 𝜎

Set aux := ⊥
Send(txcnd, 𝜎cnd, aux) Receive(txcnd, 𝜎cnd, aux)
Return (txcnd, 𝜎cnd, aux) Return (txcnd, 𝜎cnd, aux)

Redeem: Algorithm Red(txcnd, sk𝑅,𝑤, aux, ¥pk) is run by

receiver 𝑅 and does the following:

Set txred := (txid, txcnd [𝐸 ], ¥pk )
Compute 𝜎 ← ΠDS .Sig(sk𝑅, txred )
Set 𝜎red := (𝜎, 𝑤 )
Return (txred, 𝜎red )

Refund: Algorithm Ref (txcnd, sk𝑆 , aux, ¥pk) is run by sender

𝑆 and does the following:

Set txref := (txid, txcnd [𝐸 ], ¥pk )
Compute 𝜎 ← ΠDS .Sig(sk𝑆 , txref )
Set 𝜎ref := (𝜎 )
Return (txref, 𝜎ref )

Get witness: Algorithm GetWit(txcnd, txred, aux) does the
following:

Read (txred, 𝜎red ) from TX𝐿

Parse (𝜎, 𝑤 ) := 𝜎red

Return 𝑤

Figure 17: Implementation of HTLC’s CP functionalities.

Building Blocks. Our construction relies on a digital signature

scheme ΠDS := (KGen, Sig,Vf). We assume that ΠDS is correct

and secure under the standard notion of existential unforgeability

under chosen message attack (EUF-CMA). We further assume the

existence of a mechanism to prevent double spending. Predicates

IsFunded and IsUnique enforce this mechanism.

Our Construction. In Appendix C we proved that a ledger based

on a digital signature algorithm and a double spending prevention

mechanism is a secure BL. Given that, we focus the presentation of

our construction here only on the specific functions that CP adds

on top of BL. This is presented in Figure 17.

D.1 Correctness and Security Analysis
We first analyze the correctness of our construction.

Theorem 11 (CP correctness). Assume that the digital sig-
nature scheme and the double spending prevention mechanism are

correct. Then, the generic HTLC instantiation is a correct CP according
to Definition 10.

Proof. The ledger accounts are created by executing the ctAcc
algorithm, which simply calls ΠDS .KGen to create the key pairs.

This function is executed twice, in order to generate (pk𝑆 , sk𝑆 ) and
(pk𝑅, sk𝑅).
Conditional Transaction. The sender and the receiver engage

in the ctCnd protocol in order to generate a conditional transac-

tion, txcnd, based on a timeout 𝑇 and a C. This requires the sender
to generate a signature on the conditional transaction, which is

submitted to the ledger.

We assume that txcnd satisfies the requirements of the double

spending prevention mechanism (which imply that both IsFunded
and IsUnique hold). Then, IsValid checks that the signature pro-

vided is valid. This check holds because the digital signature scheme

is correct. Since all three predicates are valid, then subTx will add
the transaction to the ledger and return 1. Therefore, the transac-

tion is in the ledger, so ckTx will not return 0 when queried about

transaction txcnd.
Now, from here onwards there are two possible paths to follow.

Redeem. If readTime(·) < 𝑇 , then the receiver can generate a re-

deem transaction, txred, using the conditional transaction, txcnd, his
secret key sk𝑅 , the witness,𝑤 , and the account in which he desires

to receive the funds
¥pk. The receiver the generates a signature on

the redeem transaction. The𝑤 is also added as part of the autho-

rization. Since no transaction has been accepted yet that spends

from txcnd, IsUnique and IsFunded hold. Then, IsValid checks

that the signature provided is corresponds to the receiver’s private

key (since readTime(·) < 𝑇 ). This check holds because the digital

signature scheme is correct. Additionally, since readTime(·) < 𝑇 ,

the ledger also checks that the witness𝑤 corresponds to the C used

in txcnd. Since all three predicates are valid, if the𝑤 corresponds to

the C for the chosen hard relation R, then subTx will add the trans-

action to the ledger and return 1. Therefore, the transaction is in

the ledger, so ckTxwill not return 0when queried about transaction

txred.
Refund. Alternatively, if readTime(·) ≥ 𝑇 and no redeem trans-

action has been accepted in the ledger, then the sender can claim

back his funds in a refund transaction, txref . To do so, he uses the

conditional transaction, txcnd, his secret key, sk𝑆 and the account in

which he desires to get the money back
¥pk. The sender the gener-

ates a signature on the refund transaction. Since no transaction has

been accepted yet that spends from txcnd, IsUnique and IsFunded
hold. Then, IsValid checks that the signature provided is corre-

sponds to the sender’s private key (since readTime(·) ≥ 𝑇 ). This

check holds because the digital signature scheme is correct. Since

all three predicates are valid, then subTx will add the transaction to

the ledger and return 1. Therefore, the transaction is in the ledger,

so ckTx will not return 0 when queried about transaction txref .
And this concludes the proof of Theorem 11 □

We now analyze the security properties of our construction,

starting from CP unforgeability.

Theorem 12 (CP unforgeability). Assume that the digital sig-
nature scheme is unforgeable. Then, our protocol offers CP unforge-
ability according to Definition 5.
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Proof. Assume by contradiction that there exists a PPT adver-

sary A such that Pr[cndForgeΠCP,R,A (_) = 1] > negl(_). We can

construct an adversary B that uses A to win the unforgeability of

the signature scheme. It is easy to see that the unforgeability of the

is equivalent to cndForge, with the following changes:

• The challenger produces they key pair (pk, sk) and shares pk
with B.
• B forwards pk as pk𝑆 to A, which replies with a conditional

transaction, txbsc, the receiver’s public key pk𝑅 , a public state-
ment C and a timeout 𝑇 .

• B checks in the ledger for 𝜎cnd and renames the pair (txcnd, 𝜎cnd
as ((𝑚,𝜎))) and forwards this to the challenger.

The ctTxO and ctCnd𝑆O oracles of cndForge require to call the

SigO oracle of the signature unforgeability game in order to gener-

ate valid signatures. This guarantees that all messages queried in

cndForge are also queried in the signature unforgeability game.

Our adversary B perfectly simulates cndForge to A. Moreover,

it is easy to see that B is a PPT algorithm. If the transaction is in the

ledger, this implies that IsValid holds and that the authorization

for the transaction is valid. Therefore, the pair forwarded to the chal-

lenger will allow to forge a signature. However, this contradicts the

assumption that the digital signature scheme is EUF-CMA secure,

so A cannot exist and this concludes the proof of Theorem 12. □

Theorem 13 (CPwitness unforgeability). Assume that (C,𝑤) ∈
R. Then, our protocol offers CPwitness unforgeability according to Def-
inition 5.

Proof. Assume by contradiction that there exists a PPT adver-

sary A such that Pr[wForgeΠCP,R,A (_) = 1] > negl(_). We can

construct an adversary B that uses A to break the hard relation

with the following steps:

• B receives C from the challenger.

• B executes ctAcc to generate (pk𝑆 , sk𝑆 ). Sends C and pk𝑆 to A.

• A sends pk𝑅 and 𝑇 to B.
• B andA engage in the ctCnd protocol as described in Figure 17,

resulting in (txcnd, 𝜎cnd, aux). B follows the 𝑆 role.

• B submits the transaction to the ledger. Since B controls pk𝑆 and

his goal is to emulate the challenger of wForge, he would have

selected a pk𝑆 such that IsFunded and IsUnique hold. Similarly,

since B knows sk𝑆 , he can generate a valid authorization and

IsValid will hold.
• A sends B a redeem transaction txred.
• B searches in TX𝐿 for txred and obtains 𝜎red.

• B extracts𝑤 from 𝜎red and sends it to the challenger.

The ctCnd𝑆O can be executed by B, since it holds pk𝑆 .
Our adversary B perfectly simulates wForge to A. Moreover,

it is easy to see that B is a PPT algorithm. Due to Figure 17, a

redeem transaction is only accepted if the 𝑤 that accompanies it

corresponds to C for the selected R. Therefore, since txred is in

the ledger, this means that its authorization must have a valid 𝑤 ,

so the forgery sent to the challenger will hold and B would have

used A to break the hard relation. However, this contradicts the

assumptions of the hard relation (given C it is hard to compute𝑤 ),

so A cannot exist and this concludes the proof of Theorem 13. □

Theorem 14 (CP redeemability). Assume that that the digital
signature scheme is unforgeable. Then, the generic instantiation offers
CP redeemability according to Definition 5.

Proof. Assume by contradiction that there exists a PPT adver-

sary A such that Pr[ExpRedeemΠCP,R,A (_) = 1] > negl(_). We

can construct an adversary B that usesA to win the unforgeability

of the signature scheme with the following steps:

• B receives from the challenger a public key, which renames as

pk𝑅 . He also generates the account to receive the funds of the

redeem transaction,
¥pk.

• B shares both pk𝑅 and
¥pk with A.

• A responds to B with her public key, pk𝑆 , a public statement, C
and a timeout 𝑇 .

• B andA engage in the ctCnd protocol as described in Figure 17,

resulting in (txcnd, 𝜎cnd, aux). B follows the 𝑅 role.

• A now sends B a𝑤 for the instance of the hard relation.

• B executes Red by performing a call to the signature oracle of

the challenger to obtain txred, 𝜎red and submits the pair to the

ledger.

IfA makes a ctCnd𝑅O query, B can follow the protocol without

problem, since he knows pk𝑅 and can forward it to A. If A makes

a RedO oracle query, then B makes a query to the signature oracle

of the unforgeability game. This ensures that the query memory of

both oracles is synchronized.

Our adversary B perfectly simulates ExpRedeem to A. More-

over, it is easy to see thatB is a PPT algorithm. Now, if (txred, 𝜎red) is
not accepted in the ledger, this means that at least one of IsValid,
IsUnique and IsFunded fail. The first one, IsValid must hold,

sinceB is simply forwarding a signature from the challenger. There-

fore, either IsUnique or IsFunded (or both) fail. This means that

A somehow has managed to spend the funds before with another

redeem transaction signed using pk𝑅 , since readTime(·) < 𝑇 . This

means that A sent a transaction to the ledger with a forged au-

thorization. B only has to search the ledger for a transaction that

spends for the escrow account and its authorization and share

it with the challenger to provide a valid forgery. However, this

contradicts the assumption that the digital signature scheme is un-

forgeable and, therefore, A cannot exists. And this concludes the

proof of Theorem 14. □

Theorem 15 (CP refundability). Assume that that the digital
signature scheme is unforgeable. Then, the generic instantiation offers
CP refundability according to Definition 5.

Proof. Assume by contradiction that there exists a PPT adver-

sary A such that Pr[ExpRefundΠCP,R,A (_) = 1] > negl(_). We

can construct an adversary B that usesA to win the unforgeability

of the signature scheme with the following steps:

• B receives from the challenger a public key, which renames as

pk𝑆 . He also generates the account to receive the funds of the

redeem transaction,
¥pk.

• B shares both pk𝑆 and
¥pk with A.

• A responds to B with her public key, pk𝑅 , a public statement, C
and a timeout 𝑇 .

• B andA engage in the ctCnd protocol as described in Figure 17,

resulting in (txcnd, 𝜎cnd, aux). B follows the 𝑆 role. He queries
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the signature oracle of the challenger when required to provide

a signature on pk𝑆
• B submits (txcnd, 𝜎cnd) to the ledger.

• B executes Ref by performing a call to the signature oracle of

the challenger to obtain txref , 𝜎ref and submits the pair to the

ledger.

IfA makes a ctCnd𝑆O query,B can follow the protocol until Sig
is required, when he forwards this as a signature query. IfA makes

a RefO oracle query, then B makes a query to the signature oracle

of the unforgeability game. This ensures that the query memory of

the oracles is synchronized.

Our adversary B perfectly simulates ExpRefund toA. Moreover,

it is easy to see that B is a PPT algorithm. Now, if (txref , 𝜎ref ) is
not accepted in the ledger, this means that at least one of IsValid,
IsUnique and IsFunded fail. The first one, IsValid must hold,

sinceB is simply forwarding a signature from the challenger. There-

fore, either IsUnique or IsFunded (or both) fail. This means that

A somehow has managed to spend the funds with another refund

transaction signed with pk𝑆 , since readTime(·) ≥ 𝑇 and one of the

conditions of ExpRefundΠCP,R,A is that no redeem transaction is

in the ledger. This means that A sent a transaction to the ledger

with a forged authorization. B only has to search the ledger for a

transaction that spends for the escrow account and its authorization

and share it with the challenger to provide a valid forgery. However,

this contradicts the assumption that the digital signature scheme

is unforgeable and, therefore, A cannot exists. And this concludes

the proof of Theorem 15. □

Theorem 16 (CP extractability). Assume that (C,𝑤) ∈ R.
Then, the generic instantiation offers CP extractability according
to Definition 5.

Proof. Game ExpExtract requires the sender and A to engage

in the ctCnd protocol to generate a pair (txcnd, 𝜎cnd) that is ac-
cepted by the ledger. Then, A has to successfully send a redeem

transaction, txred, to the ledger. In order for the ledger to accept

the txred transaction, in addition to the three predicates, the ledger

checks if readTime(·) < 𝑇 and (C,𝑤) ∈ R. Since 𝑤 is added as

part of the 𝜎red, it is straightforward for the ledger to check. If the

transaction is in the ledger, this means that the ledger is convinced

that (C,𝑤) ∈ R. Now, if the challenger checks 𝜎red to obtain the𝑤 ,

it cannot happen that (C,𝑤) ∉ R. Therefore, A cannot exist and

this concludes the proof of Theorem 16. □

E CORRECTNESS AND SECURITY OF CCE
BL-CBDC IMPLEMENTATION

E.1 Proof of Correctness
Theorem 17 (CCE correctness). Assume that both CP and BL

are correct. Assume that IsFunded holds for the accounts of C, I
and D. Assume IsUnique and IsValid hold for transactions created
according to the protocol. Then, the construction for CCE with cbl of
type BL depicted in Figure 8 is correct according to Definition 11.

Proof. CCE starts with all parties generating their accounts in

ΠCP0 , ΠCP1 and cbl. The following pairs are generated: (pkcbl𝐶
, skcbl

𝐶
),

(pk0
𝐶
, sk0

𝐶
), (pk0

𝐼
, sk0

𝐼
), (pk1

𝐼
, sk1

𝐼
), (pk1

𝐷
, sk1

𝐷
), (pkcbl

𝐷
, skcbl

𝐷
).

The protocol has two stages. The first one is Set. The second stage
could either be Pay or refund. We first analyze our implementation

for the Set protocol.
Set-Up. Before starting Set, the D runs cbl.ctTx in order to generate

txcblbsc, 𝜎
cbl
bsc. However, the transaction C

∗
:= txcblbsc is not submitted to

the ledger.

The implementation for Set starts with C sending 𝑇 to I and

D, and D replying to all with txcblbsc. Then, C and I engage in a

ΠCP0 .ctCnd protocol using C∗ as condition and𝑇 +𝛿 , together with
their keys (sk0

𝐶
) and (sk0

𝐼
), in ledger ΠCP0 . The protocol produces

(tx0cnd, 𝜎
0

cnd, aux
0). Now, C calls ΠCP0 .subTx(tx0cnd, 𝜎

0

cnd). The inter-
mediary checks if tx0cnd is in the ledger, if C is the sender of that

transaction, if the C∗ was used as condition in the transaction and

if the receiver is the shared account. Since we assume that (sk0
𝐶
) is

funded, IsFunded holds. Similarly, we assume that for tx0cnd, 𝜎
0

cnd,

IsUnique and IsValid hold. Additionally, the ΠCP0 .ctCnd proto-

col used C∗ as input, as well as (sk0
𝐶
) and (sk0

𝐼
). Therefore, since

CP is correct, ΠCP0 .subTx(tx0cnd, 𝜎
0

cnd) = 1. This implies that tx0cnd
is in the ledger, C is the sender of tx0cnd, C

∗
was used in tx0cnd and

the receiver is the shared account.

Finally, D engages with I to produce (tx1cnd, 𝜎
1

cnd, aux
1). It is easy

to see that this is correct for the same reasons as for the generation

of (tx0cnd, 𝜎
0

cnd, aux
0). Therefore, D obtains that tx1cnd is in the ledger,

I is the sender of tx1cnd, C
∗
was used in tx1cnd and the receiver is the

shared account since ΠCP1 is correct.

Therefore, we have shown that for our implementation of the

Set protocol, it holds that:

Pr

[
ckTx(tx0cnd) = 1

ckTx(tx1cnd) = 1

]
= 1

Pay. Now, if Set has been successful, two branches could happen.

Either the conditional transactions are redeemed or they are re-

funded. If timeout𝑇 has not expired, C, I and D can initiate the Pay
protocol to redeem the locked funds.

Before initiating Pay, D has to submit (txcblbsc, 𝜎
cbl
bsc) to cbl. Since

we assume that the account of the D is funded, IsFunded holds. Sim-

ilarly, we assume that IsValid and IsUnique hold as well. There-

fore, since cbl is a correct BL, it holds that cbl.subTx(txcblbsc, 𝜎
cbl
bsc) = 1,

so the transaction is in the ledger.

The implementation of Pay starts by each party obtaining the

information stored in the aux that they obtained from the correct

execution of Set . We have already proven that𝑤∗ := txcblbsc is on cbl

because of BL correctness. Since txcblbsc is in cbl, both C and I learn

the𝑤 of the hard relation.

Therefore, they can run ΠCP0 .Red and ΠCP1 .Red, using 𝑤∗ as
witness, and obtain (tx0red, 𝜎

0

red) for I and (tx
1

red, 𝜎
1

red) for C, respec-
tively. Now, when they submit these transactions to the ledger,

IsFunded will hold, since there has not been accepted any redeem

transaction in the ledger that spends either from tx0cnd or tx
1

cnd. Sim-

ilarly, we assume that IsValid and IsUnique hold. Since ΠCP0 and

ΠCP1 are correct, then tx0red and tx1red are successfully submitted

to the ledger, so ckTx(tx0red) = 1 and ckTx(tx1red) = 1. Addition-

ally, since I and C take tx0cnd and tx1cnd as input for ΠCP0 .Red and
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ΠCP1 .Red, tx
0

red is linked totx
0

cnd, and tx
1

red is linked to tx
1

cnd. There-

fore, the Pay protocol will not abort. As such,

Pr


ckTx(tx0red) = 1

ckTx(tx1red) = 1

ckTx(txcblbsc) = 1

 = 1

and the Pay implementation has been proven correct.

Refund. Finally, if Set has happened and 𝜏 ≥ 𝑇 + 2𝛿 , there are two
possible options: Either refund happens or not.

If Pay has happened, then we have a transaction that is spending

from the shared accounts used in txcnd0 and txcnd1. Therefore, if
any of the parties attempts to submit a refund transaction tx𝑖ref (for
𝑖 ∈ {0, 1}), this transaction will be rejected since IsFunded does not
hold: the funds of the shared account have been depleted during

the Pay execution, which we have proven correct. Therefore, since

CP is correct, it must hold that we have 𝑏 = 0 if Pay takes place.

However, if Pay has not happened, none of the two ledgers

have a transaction that spends from the shared accounts of txcnd0
and txcnd1. Therefore, if any of the parties attempts to submit a

refund transaction tx𝑖ref (for 𝑖 ∈ {0, 1}), IsFunded will hold for this

transaction: the funds of the shared account have not been spent yet

since Pay has not happened. Since our assumption is that IsUnique
and IsValid hold, since CP is correct, it must hold that 𝑏 = 1 if

Pay does not take place.

And this concludes the proof of Theorem 17 □

E.2 Proof of Security
Theorem 1 (BL-CBDC Balance Security). Let ledgers ΠCP0

and ΠCP1 provide CP PvP against ledger cbl and satisfy CP unforge-
ability, CP redeemability, CP refundability. Let ledger cbl satisfy BL
unforgeability. Then, our construction for CCE depicted in Figure 8 is
secure according to Definition 9.

Proof. In Figure 18 we show the oracles for our CCE construc-

tion when cbl is of type BL. As described in Definition 9, in order to

show that our protocol achieves balance security for the withdraw

implementation, we need to show that:

Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐵𝐿
ΠCP

0
,ΠCP

1
,cbl,A (_) = 1] ≤ negl(_)

Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐵𝐿ΠCP
0
,ΠCP

1
,cbl,A (_) = 1] ≤ negl(_)

Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐷𝐵𝐿
ΠCP

0
,ΠCP

1
,cbl,A (_) = 1] ≤ negl(_)

Lemma 1 (Balance security for C). For all PPT adversaries A, it
holds that Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐵𝐿

ΠCP
0
,ΠCP

1
,cbl,A (_) = 1] ≤ negl(_).

Proof. The game 𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐵𝐿
contains two mutually exclusive paths

that the adversary A could exploit. We will prove Lemma 1 by

performing reductions on the two possible paths since:

Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐵𝐿
ΠCP

0
,ΠCP

1
,cbl,A (_) ] =

Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐵𝐿 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
0
(_) = 1 ∨ 𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐵𝐿 −𝐺𝜏≥𝑇+𝛿

0
(_) = 1] ≤

Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐵𝐿 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
0
(_) = 1] + Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐵𝐿 −𝐺𝜏≥𝑇+𝛿

0
(_) = 1]

In the path where 𝜏 < 𝑇 , we consider the following game:

Game 𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐵𝐿 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
0

: This game, formally defined in Figure 19,

corresponds to the original game for Balance security for C re-

stricted to the path where 𝜏 < 𝑇 . The game is expanded with the

interactions described in our implementation.

On the path where 𝜏 ≥ 𝑇 + 𝛿 , we only consider the following

game:

Game 𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐵𝐿 − 𝐺𝜏≥𝑇+𝛿
0

: This game, formally defined in Fig-

ure 20, corresponds to the original game for Balance security for C

restricted to the path where 𝜏 ≥ 𝑇 + 𝛿 . The game is expanded with

the interactions described in our implementation.

Claim 1. Let ledgerΠCP0 have CP PvP against cbl. Then, Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐵𝐿−
𝐺𝜏<𝑇
0
(_) = 1] ≤ negl(_).

Proof. Assume by contradiction that there exists a PPT adver-

sary A such that Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐵𝐿 − 𝐺𝜏<𝑇
0
(_) = 1] > negl(_). We can

construct an adversary B that uses A to win ExpPvP. B interacts

with both A and the challenger over the ledgers ΠCP0 and cbl.

• Challenger provides B with public keys (pkCP
𝑆

, pkBL
𝑅
). B sets

pk0
𝐶
:= pkCP

𝑆
and pkcbl

𝐶
:= pkBL

𝑅
and generates 𝑇 .

• B forwards (pk0
𝐶
, pkcbl

𝐶
,𝑇 ) to A, witch returns (pk0

𝐼
, pkcbl

𝐷
,C∗ :=

txcblbsc). By assumption A wins the game 𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐵𝐿 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
0

, hence

condition 𝑎3 is fulfilled and B does not abort.

• B sets pkCP
𝑅

:= pk0
𝐼
, pkBL

𝑆
:= pkcbl

𝐷
and sets txBLbsc := txcblbsc as C

∗

and forwards (pkCP
𝑅

, pkBL
𝑆
,C∗,𝑇 ) to the challenger.

• B engages with the challenger and A on protocol ΠCP0 .ctCnd
acting as a relay. This results in (txCPcnd, 𝜎

CP
cnd, aux

CP) := (tx0cnd, 𝜎
0

cnd,

aux0). Thereafter, the challenger submits (txCPcnd, 𝜎
CP
cnd) to ΠCP0 .

• A produces the forgery txred
0

onΠCP0 andB forwards txred
CP

:=

txred
0

to the challenger.

IfA makes a query to Set𝐶O, B follows all the steps of protocol

Set as described in Figure 26. However, B does not have the private

key sk0
𝐶
, so when Set requires this input,B queries ctCnd𝑆O for the

output of ΠCP0 .ctCnd𝑆 (sk0𝐶 ,C,𝑇
′) and relays the answer. Note that

Q is synchronized in both games. If A makes a query to Pay𝐶O,
B follows all the steps of protocol Set, as described in Figure 27.

Our adversary B perfectly simulates 𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐵𝐿 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
0

toA. More-

over, it is easy to see that B is a PPT algorithm. Now, if A can

win 𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐵𝐿 − 𝐺𝜏<𝑇
0

with no negligible probability, this implies

that (1) tx0cnd, tx
cbl
bsc ∉ Q (condition 𝑎0); (2) tx0cnd ∈ ΠCP0 .TX𝐿 and

isSender(tx0cnd, pk
0

𝐶
) = 1 (condition 𝑎1); (3) isCond(tx0cnd,C

∗) = 1

and isRcvr(tx0cnd, epk
0

𝐶,𝐼
) = 1 (condition 𝑎2); (4) txred

0

∉ ΠCP0 .TX𝐿

and isLinked(tx0cnd, txred
0) = 1 (condition 𝑏0); (5) isSender(txcblbsc,

pkcbl
𝐷
) = 1 and isRcvr(txcblbsc, pk

cbl
𝐶
) = 1 (condition 𝑎3). (6) txcblbsc ∉

cbl.TX𝐿 (condition 𝑏1); It is easy to see that these are equivalent to

conditions 𝑏0, 𝑏1, 𝑏2, 𝑏3, 𝑏4 and 𝑏5 of game ExpPvP. Furthermore,

we know that Q is synchronized in both games. However, this result

contradicts the assumption that ΠCP0 satisfies CP PvP against cbl.
Therefore, such adversary A cannot exist, thus this claim has been

proven. □

So far, we have obtained that Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐵𝐿 − 𝐺𝜏<𝑇
0
(_) = 1] ≤

negl(_). This means that for the path where 𝜏 < 𝑇 ,A can win with

negligible probability.
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Set𝐶O(sk0𝐼 ,C
∗,𝑇 )

𝑇 ′ := 𝑇 + 𝛿

(tx0cnd, 𝜎
0

cnd, aux
0 ) ←

〈
ctCnd𝑆 (sk0𝐶 ,C

∗,𝑇 ′ ),
ctCnd𝑅 (sk0𝐼 ,C

∗,𝑇 ′ )

〉
aux𝐶 := (aux0, tx0cnd,C

∗ )
Q := Q ∪ {aux𝐶 }
return (tx0cnd, 𝜎

0

cnd, aux𝐶 )

ORef𝐶 (tx0cnd, aux𝐶 , ¥pk
0

𝐶 )
aux𝐶 := (aux0, tx0cnd,C

∗ )
(tx0ref, 𝜎

0

ref )

← ΠCP0 .Ref (tx
0

cnd, sk
0

𝐶 , aux
0, ¥pk0𝐶 )

Q := Q ∪ {tx0ref }
return (tx0ref, 𝜎

0

ref )

Set𝐼O(sk0𝐶 , sk
1

𝐷
,C∗,𝑇 )

𝑇 ′ := 𝑇 + 𝛿

(tx0cnd, 𝜎
0

cnd, aux
0 ) ←

〈
ctCnd𝑆 (sk0𝐶 ,C

∗,𝑇 ′ ),
ctCnd𝑅 (sk0𝐼 ,C

∗,𝑇 ′ )

〉
(tx1cnd, 𝜎

1

cnd, aux
1 ) ←

〈
ctCnd𝑆 (sk1𝐼 ,C∗,𝑇 ),
ctCnd𝑅 (sk1𝐷 ,C∗,𝑇 )

〉
aux𝐼 := (aux0, aux1, tx1cnd,C

∗ )
Q := Q ∪ { (tx0cnd, aux𝐼 ) }
return (tx0cnd, 𝜎

0

cnd, aux𝐼 )

Pay𝐼O(tx0cnd, aux𝐼 ,𝑤
∗, ¥pk0𝐼 )

aux𝐼 := (aux0, aux1, tx1cnd,C
∗ )

(tx0red, 𝜎
0

red )

← ΠCP0 .Red(tx
0

cnd, sk
0

𝐼 , 𝑤
∗, aux0, ¥pk0𝐼 )

Q := Q ∪ {tx0red}
return (tx0red, 𝜎

0

red )

Ref𝐼O(tx1cnd, aux𝐼 , ¥pk
1

𝐼 )
aux𝐼 := (aux0, aux1, tx1cnd,C

∗ )
(tx1ref, 𝜎

1

ref )

← ΠCP1 .Ref (tx
1

cnd, sk
1

𝐼 , aux
1, ¥pk1𝐼 )

Q := Q ∪ {tx1ref }
return (tx1ref, 𝜎

1

ref )

Set𝐷O(sk1𝐼 ,C
∗,𝑇 )

(tx1cnd, 𝜎
1

cnd, aux
1 ) ←

〈
ctCnd𝑆 (sk1𝐼 ,C∗,𝑇 ),
ctCnd𝑅 (sk1𝐷 ,C∗,𝑇 )

〉
aux𝐷 := (aux1,C∗ )
Q := Q ∪ { (tx1cnd, aux𝐷 ) }
return (tx1cnd, 𝜎

1

cnd, aux𝐷 )
Pay𝐷O(tx1cnd, aux𝐷 ,𝑤

∗, ¥pk1𝐷 )
aux𝐷 := (aux1,C∗ )
(tx1red, 𝜎

1

red )

← ΠCP1 .Red(tx
1

cnd, sk
1

𝐷 , 𝑤∗, aux1, ¥pk1𝐷 )
Q := Q ∪ {tx1red}
return (tx1red, 𝜎

1

red )

Figure 18: CCE oracles when cbl is a BL

We now explore the other path.

Claim 2. Let ledger ΠCP provide CP refundability. Then Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐵𝐿−
𝐺𝜏≥𝑇+𝛿
0

(_) = 1] ≤ negl(_).

Proof. Assume by contradiction that there exists a PPTA such

that Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐵𝐿−𝐺𝜏≥𝑇+𝛿
0

(_) = 1] > negl(_). Then we can construct
an adversary B that uses A to win ExpRefund. B interacts with

A over the ledgers ΠCP0 and cbl and with the challenger over the

ledger ΠCP0 .

• Challenger provides B with public keys (pkCP
𝑆

, pkBL
𝑅
). B sets

pk0
𝐶
:= pkCP

𝑆
and pkcbl

𝐶
:= pkBL

𝑅
and generates 𝑇 .

• B forwards (pk0
𝐶
, pkcbl

𝐶
,𝑇 ) to A, witch returns (pk0

𝐼
, pkcbl

𝐷
,C∗ :=

txcblbsc). By assumption A wins the game 𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐵𝐿 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
0

, hence

condition 𝑎3 is fulfilled and B does not abort.

• B sets pkCP
𝑅

:= pk0
𝐼
, pkBL

𝑆
:= pkcbl

𝐷
and sets txBLbsc := txcblbsc as C

∗
,

and forwards (pkCP
𝑅

, pkBL
𝑆
,C∗,𝑇 ) to the challenger.

• B engages with the challenger and A on protocol ΠCP0 .ctCnd
acting as a relay. This results in (txCPcnd, 𝜎

CP
cnd, aux

CP) := (tx0cnd, 𝜎
0

cnd,

aux0). Thereafter, the challenger submits (txCPcnd, 𝜎
CP
cnd) to ΠCP0 .

• Finally, the challenger generates a refund transaction txref from
txcnd and submits (txred, 𝜎red) to ΠCP0 .

IfA makes a query to Set𝐶O, B follows all the steps of protocol

Set as described in Figure 26. However, B does not have the private

key sk0
𝐶
, so when Set requires this input, B queries ctCnd𝑆O for

the output of ΠCP0 .ctCnd𝑆 (sk0𝐶 ,C,𝑇
′) and relays the answer. If A

makes a query toRef𝐶O,B does not have the private key sk0
𝐶
, hence

it queries RefO and relays the answer. Note that Q is synchronized

in both games. If A makes a query to Pay𝐶O, B follows all the

steps of protocol Set, as described in Figure 27.

Our adversary B perfectly simulates 𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐵𝐿 −𝐺0𝐺
𝜏≥𝑇+𝛿
0

to A.

Moreover, it is easy to see that B is a PPT algorithm. Now, if A
is successful in wining 𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐵𝐿 − 𝐺0𝐺

𝜏≥𝑇+𝛿
0

with non-negligible

probability, this implies that (1) tx0cnd, tx
cbl
bsc ∉ Q (condition 𝑎0);

(2) tx0cnd ∈ ΠCP0 .TX𝐿 and isSender(tx0cnd, pk
0

𝐶
) = 1 (condition 𝑎1);

(3) isCond(tx0cnd, tx
cbl
bsc) = 1 and isRcvr(tx0cnd, epk

0

𝐶,𝐼
) = 1 (condition

𝑎2); (4) A did not put txred
0

on ΠCP0 (condition 𝑐0); (5) A did not

use Ref𝐶O to put txref
0

onΠCP0 (condition 𝑐1); (6) tx
0

ref ∉ ΠCP0 .TX𝐿

and isLinked(tx0cnd, tx
0

ref) = 1 (condition 𝑐2); (7) timeout 𝑇 + 𝛿 has

expired (condition 𝑐3). It is easy to see that these are equivalent

to conditions 𝑏0, 𝑏1, 𝑏2, 𝑏3, 𝑏4, 𝑏5 and 𝑏6 of game ExpRefund. Fur-
thermore, we know that the two Q are synchronized. However,

this result contradicts the assumption that ΠCP0 satisfies CP refund-

ability. Therefore, such A cannot exist and this claim has been

proven. □
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𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐵𝐿
ΠCP

0
,ΠCP

1
,cbl,A −𝐺

𝜏<𝑇
0
(_)

Q := ∅

(pk0𝐶 , sk
0

𝐶 ) ← ΠCP0 .ctAcc(1
_ )

(pkcbl𝐶 , skcbl𝐶 ) ← cbl.ctAcc(1_ )
𝑇 ← createT( ·)
𝑇 ′ := 𝑇 + 𝛿

(pk0𝐼 , pk
cbl
𝐷 ,C∗ := txcblbsc, st0 ) ← A

Set𝐶O,Pay𝐶O (pk0𝐶 , pk
cbl
𝐶 ,𝑇 )

if ¬𝑎3 abort

(tx0cnd, 𝜎
0

cnd, aux
0, st

1
) ←

〈
ctCnd𝑆 (sk0𝐶 ,C

∗,𝑇 ′ ),
A(st

0
)

〉
subTx(tx0cnd, 𝜎

0

cnd )

txred
0 ← A(st

1
)

𝑎0 := tx0cnd, tx
cbl
bsc ∉ Q

𝑎1 := ΠCP0 .ckTx(tx
0

cnd ) ∧ isSender(tx
0

cnd, pk
0

𝐶 )
𝑎2 := isCond(tx0cnd,C

∗ ) ∧ isRcvr(tx0cnd, epk
0

𝐶,𝐼 )

𝑎3 := isSender(txcblbsc, pk
cbl
𝐷 ) ∧ isRcvr(tx

cbl
bsc, pk

cbl
𝐶 )

𝑏0 := ΠCP0 .ckTx(txred
0 ) ∧ isLinked(tx0cnd, txred

0 )

𝑏1 := cbl.ckTx(txcblbsc ) = 0

𝑏2 := readTime( ·) < 𝑇

return
∧

3

𝑖=0
𝑎𝑖 ∧

∧
2

𝑖=0
𝑏𝑖

Figure 19: Experiment for 𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐵𝐿 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
0
(_).

Therefore, we reach to:

Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐵𝐿
ΠCP

0
,ΠCP

1
,cbl,A (_) ]

= Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐵𝐿 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
0
(_) = 1 ∨ 𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐵𝐿 −𝐺𝜏≥𝑇+𝛿

0
(_) = 1]

≤ Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐵𝐿 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
0
(_) = 1] + Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐵𝐿 −𝐺𝜏≥𝑇+𝛿

0
(_) = 1]

≤ negl(_) .

This concludes the proof of Lemma 1. □

Lemma 2. (Balance security for I) For all PPT adversaries A, it
holds that Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐵𝐿

ΠCP
0
,ΠCP

1
,cbl,A (_) = 1] ≤ negl(_)

Proof. The game 𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐵𝐿 contains two mutually exclusive paths

that the adversary A could exploit. We will prove Lemma 2 by

performing reductions on the two possible paths since:

Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐵𝐿ΠCP
0
,ΠCP

1
,cbl,A (_) = 1] =

Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐵𝐿 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
0
(_) = 1 ∨ 𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐵𝐿 −𝐺𝜏≥𝑇

0
(_) = 1] ≤

Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐵𝐿 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
0
(_) = 2] + Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐵𝐿 −𝐺𝜏≥𝑇

0
(_) = 1]

In the path whare 𝜏 < 𝑇 , we perform the following game hops:

Game 𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐵𝐿 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
0

: This game, formally defined in Figure 21,

corresponds to the original game for Balance security for I restricted

to the pathwhere 𝜏 < 𝑇 . The game is expandedwith the interactions

described in our implementation.

Game 𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐵𝐿 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
1

: This game, formally defined in Figure 22,

works exactly as 𝐺0 with the following exception (highlighted in

the gray lines). At the start of the protocol, A produces a forgery

𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐵𝐿
ΠCP

0
,ΠCP

1
,cbl,A −𝐺

𝜏≥𝑇+𝛿
0

(_)
Q := ∅

(pk0𝐶 , sk
0

𝐶 ) ← ΠCP0 .ctAcc(1
_ )

(pkcbl𝐶 , skcbl𝐶 ) ← cbl.ctAcc(1_ )
𝑇 ← createT( ·)
𝑇 ′ := 𝑇 + 𝛿

(pk0𝐼 , pk
cbl
𝐷 ,C∗ := txcblbsc, st0 ) ← A

Set𝐶O,Pay𝐶O (pk0𝐶 , pk
cbl
𝐶 ,𝑇 )

if ¬𝑎3 abort

(tx0cnd, 𝜎
0

cnd, aux
0 ) ←

〈
ctCnd𝑆 (sk0𝐶 ,C

∗,𝑇 ′ ),
A(st

0
)

〉
subTx(tx0cnd, 𝜎

0

cnd )

(tx0ref, 𝜎
0

ref ) ← ΠCP0 .Ref (tx
0

cnd, sk
0

𝐶 , aux
0, ¥pk0𝐶 )

ΠCP0 .subTx(tx
0

ref, 𝜎
0

ref )

𝑎0 := tx0cnd, tx
cbl
bsc ∉ Q

𝑎1 := ΠCP0 .ckTx(tx
0

cnd ) ∧ isSender(tx
0

cnd, pk
0

𝐶 )

𝑎2 := isCond(tx0cnd, tx
cbl
bsc ) ∧ isRcvr(tx

0

cnd, epk
0

𝐶,𝐼 )

𝑎3 := isSender(txcblbsc, pk
cbl
𝐷 ) ∧ isRcvr(tx

cbl
bsc, pk

cbl
𝐶 )

𝑐0 := � txred
0

𝑠.𝑡 . ckTx(txred
0 ) ∧ isLinked(tx0cnd, txred

0 )

𝑐1 := � txref
0

𝑠.𝑡 . txref
0 ∈ Q ∧ ckTx(txref

0 )∧

isLinked(tx0cnd, txref
0 )

𝑐2 := ΠCP0 .ckTx(tx
0

ref ) = 0 ∧ isLinked(tx0cnd, tx
0

ref )
𝑐3 := readTime( ·) ≥ 𝑇 + 𝛿

return
∧

3

𝑖=0
𝑎𝑖 ∧

∧
3

𝑖=0
𝑐𝑖

Figure 20: Experiment for 𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐵𝐿 −𝐺ΠCP
0
.𝜏≥𝑇+𝛿

0
(_) .

txcnd
1

impersonating C. This allows A to lock C’s funds on ΠCP1 ,

without locking its own funds on ΠCP0 . If this forgery is valid, 𝐺1

aborts.

On the path where 𝜏 ≥ 𝑇 , we only consider the following game:

Game 𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐵𝐿 −𝐺𝜏≥𝑇
0

: This game, formally defined in Figure 23,

corresponds to the original game for Balance security for I, re-

stricted to the path where 𝜏 ≥ 𝑇 . The game is expanded with the

interactions described in our implementation.

Claim 3. Let Bad1 be the event that 𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐵𝐿 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
1

aborts on gray
lines of Figure 22. Assume that ledgerΠCP1 provides CP unforgeability,
then Pr[Bad1] ≤ negl(_).

Proof. Assume by contradiction that there exists a PPT ad-

versary A such that Pr[Bad1] > negl(_). We can construct an

adversary B that usesA to win cndForge. B interacts withA over

the ledgers ΠCP0 and ΠCP1 and with the challenger over the ledger

ΠCP1 .

• Challenger provides B with a sender public key pk𝑆 . B sets

pk1
𝐼
:= pk𝑆 and generates (pk0

𝐼
, sk0

𝐼
) and ( ¥pk0𝐶 , ¥sk

0

𝐶 ).
• B forwards (pk0

𝐼
, pk1

𝐼
, ¥sk0𝐶 ) toA, which returns (pk0

𝐶
, pk1

𝐷
,𝑤∗ :=

txcblbsc, 𝑇 ) and txcnd
1

, the latter being a forgery on ΠCP1 .
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𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐵𝐿
ΠCP

0
,ΠCP

1
,cbl,A −𝐺

𝜏<𝑇
0
(_)

Q := ∅

(pk0𝐼 , sk
0

𝐼 ) ← ΠCP0 .ctAcc(1
_ )

( ¥pk0𝐼 , ¥sk
0

𝐼 ) ← ΠCP0 .ctAcc(1
_ )

(pk1𝐼 , sk
1

𝐼 ) ← ΠCP1 .ctAcc(1
_ )

(pk0𝐶 , pk
1

𝐷 ,C∗ := txcblbsc,𝑇 , st0 ) ← A
Set𝐼 O,Pay𝐼 O (pk0𝐼 , pk

1

𝐼 ,
¥pk0𝐼 )

𝑇 ′ := 𝑇 + 𝛿

(tx0cnd, 𝜎
0

cnd, aux
0, st

1
) ←

〈
A(st

0
),

ΠCP0 .ctCnd𝑅 (sk0𝐼 ,C
∗,𝑇 ′ )

〉
if ¬(𝑎1 ∧ 𝑎2 ) abort

(tx1cnd, 𝜎
1

cnd, aux
1, st

2
) ←

〈
ΠCP1 .ctCnd𝑆 (sk1𝐼 ,C∗,𝑇 ),

A(st
1
)

〉
ΠCP1 .subTx(tx

1

cnd, 𝜎
1

cnd )
txred1← A(st2 )
if ¬𝑏3 abort

(tx0red, 𝜎
0

red ) ← ΠCP0 .Red(tx
0

cnd, sk
0

𝐼 , 𝑤
∗, aux0, ¥pk0𝐼 )

ΠCP0 .subTx(tx
0

red, 𝜎
0

red )

𝑎0 := tx0cnd, tx
1

cnd, tx
cbl
bsc ∉ Q

𝑎1 := ΠCP0 .ckTx(tx
0

cnd ) ∧ isSender(tx
0

cnd, pk
0

𝐶 )
𝑎2 := isCond(tx0cnd,C

∗ ) ∧ isRcvr(tx0cnd, epk
0

𝐶,𝐼 )
𝑎3 := ΠCP1 .ckTx(tx

1

cnd ) ∧ isSender(tx
1

cnd, pk
1

𝐼 )
𝑎4 := isCond(tx1cnd,C

∗ ) ∧ isRcvr(tx1cnd, epk
1

𝐼 ,𝐷 )

𝑏0 := � txred
0

𝑠.𝑡 . txred
0 ∈ Q ∧ ckTx(txred

0 )∧

isLinked(tx0cnd, txred
0 )

𝑏1 := ΠCP0 .ckTx(tx
0

red ) = 0 ∧ isLinked(tx0cnd, tx
0

red )
𝑏2 := ΠCP1 .ckTx(tx

1

red ) ∧ isLinked(tx
1

cnd, tx
1

red )

𝑏3 := cbl.ckTx(txcblbsc )
𝑏4 := readTime( ·) < 𝑇

return
∧

4

𝑖=0
𝑎𝑖 ∧

∧
4

𝑖=0
𝑏𝑖

Figure 21: Experiment for 𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐵𝐿 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
0
(_) .

• B forwards (txi := txcnd
1

, pk𝑆 := pk1
𝐷
,C := C∗,𝑇 ) to challenger.

If A makes a query to Set𝐼O, B follows all the steps of protocol

Set as described in Figure 26. However, B does not have the private

key sk1
𝐼
, so when Set requires this input, B queries ctCnd𝑆O for the

output of ΠCP1 .ctCnd𝑆 (sk1𝐼 ,C,𝑇 ) and relays the answer. Note that

Q is synchronized in both games. If A makes a query to Pay𝐼O, B
follows all the steps of protocol Set, as described in Figure 27.

Our adversary B perfectly simulates 𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐵𝐿 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
1

to A. More-

over, it is easy to see that B is a PPT algorithm. Now, ifA can force

B to abort on the gray lines of Figure 22, it implies that (1) txcnd
1

∉

Q (condition 𝑐0); (2) txcnd
1 ∈ ΠCP1 .TX𝐿 and isSender(txcnd

1

, pk1
𝐶
) =

1 (condition 𝑐1); (3) isCond(txcnd
1

,C∗) = 1 (condition 𝑐2). It is easy

to see that these are equivalent to conditions 𝑏0, 𝑏1 and 𝑏2 of game

cndForge. Furthermore, we know that Q is synchronized in both

𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐵𝐿
ΠCP

0
,ΠCP

1
,cbl,A −𝐺

𝜏<𝑇
1
(_)

Q := ∅

(pk0𝐼 , sk
0

𝐼 ) ← ΠCP0 .ctAcc(1
_ )

( ¥pk0𝐼 , ¥sk
0

𝐼 ) ← ΠCP0 .ctAcc(1
_ )

(pk1𝐼 , sk
1

𝐼 ) ← ΠCP1 .ctAcc(1
_ )

(pk0𝐶 , pk
1

𝐷 ,C∗ := txcblbsc,𝑇 , st0 ) ← A
Set𝐼 O,Pay𝐼 O (pk0𝐼 , pk

1

𝐼 ,
¥pk0𝐼 )

𝑇 ′ := 𝑇 + 𝛿

txcnd
1 ← A(st

0
)

𝑐0 := txcnd
1

∉ Q

𝑐1 := ΠCP1 .ckTx(txcnd
1 ) ∧ isSender(txcnd

1

, pk1
𝐼
)

𝑐2 := isCond(txcnd
1

,C∗ )
if 𝑐0 ∧ 𝑐1 ∧ 𝑐2 abort

(tx0cnd, 𝜎
0

cnd, aux
0, st

1
) ←

〈
A(st

0
),

ΠCP0 .ctCnd𝑅 (sk0𝐼 ,C
∗,𝑇 ′ )

〉
if ¬(𝑎1 ∧ 𝑎2 ) abort

(tx1cnd, 𝜎
1

cnd, aux
1, st

2
) ←

〈
ΠCP1 .ctCnd𝑆 (sk1𝐼 ,C∗,𝑇 ),

A(st
1
)

〉
ΠCP1 .subTx(tx

1

cnd, 𝜎
1

cnd )
txred1← A(st2 )
if ¬𝑏3 abort

(tx0red, 𝜎
0

red ) ← ΠCP0 .Red(tx
0

cnd, sk
0

𝐼 , 𝑤
∗, aux0, ¥pk0𝐼 )

ΠCP0 .subTx(tx
0

red, 𝜎
0

red )

𝑎0 := tx0cnd, tx
1

cnd, tx
cbl
bsc ∉ Q

𝑎1 := ΠCP0 .ckTx(tx
0

cnd ) ∧ isSender(tx
0

cnd, pk
0

𝐶 )
𝑎2 := isCond(tx0cnd,C

∗ ) ∧ isRcvr(tx0cnd, epk
0

𝐶,𝐼 )
𝑎3 := ΠCP1 .ckTx(tx

1

cnd ) ∧ isSender(tx
1

cnd, pk
1

𝐼 )
𝑎4 := isCond(tx1cnd,C

∗ ) ∧ isRcvr(tx1cnd, epk
1

𝐼 ,𝐷 )

𝑏0 := � txred
0

𝑠.𝑡 . txred
0 ∈ Q ∧ ckTx(txred

0 )∧

isLinked(tx0cnd, txred
0 )

𝑏1 := ΠCP0 .ckTx(tx
0

red ) = 0 ∧ isLinked(tx0cnd, tx
0

red )
𝑏2 := ΠCP1 .ckTx(tx

1

red ) ∧ isLinked(tx
1

cnd, tx
1

red )

𝑏3 := cbl.ckTx(txcblbsc )
𝑏4 := readTime( ·) < 𝑇

return
∧

4

𝑖=0
𝑎𝑖 ∧

∧
4

𝑖=0
𝑏𝑖

Figure 22: Experiment for 𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐵𝐿 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
1
(_) .

games. However, this result contradicts the assumption that ΠCP1
satisfies CP unforgeability. Therefore, such adversary A cannot

exist, thus this claim has been proven. □

Since games 𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐵𝐿 − 𝐺𝜏<𝑇
0

and 𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐵𝐿 − 𝐺𝜏<𝑇
1

are equivalent

except for event Bad1 occuring, it holds that

Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐵𝐿 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
0
(_) = 1] ≤ Pr[𝐺𝜏<𝑇

1
(_) = 1] + negl(_)
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Claim 4. Let ledgerΠCP0 provide CP redeemability. Then Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐵𝐿−
𝐺𝜏<𝑇
1
(_) = 1] ≤ negl(_).

Proof. Assume by contradiction that there exists a PPT adver-

sary A such that Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐵𝐿 − 𝐺𝜏<𝑇
1
(_) = 1] > negl(_). We can

construct an adversary B that uses A to win ExpRedeem. B inter-

acts withA over the ledgers ΠCP0 and ΠCP1 and with the challenger

over the ledger ΠCP0 .

• Challenger provides B with public keys (pk𝑅, ¥pk). B sets pk0
𝐼
:=

pk𝑅 , ¥pk
0

𝐼 :=
¥pk and generates (pk1

𝐼
, sk1

𝐼
).

• B forwards (pk0
𝐼
, pk1

𝐼
, ¥sk0𝐼 ) to A, which returns (pk0

𝐶
, pk1

𝐷
,C∗ :=

txcblbsc, 𝑇 ) and txcnd
1

, the latter being a forgery on ΠCP1 . Due to

Pr[Bad1] ≤ negl(_), this forgery does not make the game to

abort.

• B sets pk𝑆 := pk0
𝐶
, C := C∗,𝑇 ′ := 𝑇 +𝛿 and forwards (pk𝑆 ,C,𝑇 ′)

to the challenger.

• B engages with the challenger and A on protocol ΠCP0 .ctCnd
acting as a relay. This results in (txcnd, 𝜎cnd, aux) := (tx

0

cnd, 𝜎
0

cnd,

aux0). By assumption A wins the game 𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐵𝐿 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
1

, hence

conditions 𝑎1 and 𝑎2 are fulfilled and B does not abort.

• B engages withA on protocolΠCP1 .ctCnd that outputs the tuple
(tx1cnd, 𝜎

1

cnd, aux
1). Henceforth, B submits the pair (tx1cnd, 𝜎

1

cnd)

to ΠCP1 .

• A outputs tx1red. By assumptionA wins the game 𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐵𝐿 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
1

,

hence condition 𝑏3 is fulfilled and B does not abort. Henceforth,

B forwards𝑤 := 𝑤∗ to the challenger.

• Finally, the challenger uses witness𝑤 to output (txred, 𝜎red) and
submits it to ΠCP0 .

IfA makes a query to Set𝐶O, B follows all the steps of protocol

Set as described in Figure 26. However, B does not have the private

key sk0
𝐼
, so when Set requires this input, B queries ctCnd𝑅O for

the output of ΠCP0 .ctCnd𝑅 (sk0𝐼 ,C,𝑇
′) and relays the answer. Sim-

ilarly, when A makes a query to Pay𝐶O, B follows all the steps

of protocol Pay as described in Figure 27. Nevertheless, B does

not have the private key sk0
𝐼
, hence it queries RedO for the output

of ΠCP0 .Red(tx0cnd, sk
0

𝐼
,𝑤∗, aux0, ¥pk0𝐼 ) and relays the answer. Note

that Q is synchronized in both games.

Our adversary B perfectly simulates 𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐵𝐿 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
1

to A. More-

over, it is easy to see that B is a PPT algorithm. Now, if A can

win 𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐵𝐿 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
1

with non-negligible probability, this implies that

(1) tx0cnd ∉ Q (condition𝑎0); (2) tx0cnd ∈ ΠCP0 .TX𝐿 and isSender(tx0cnd,
pk0

𝐶
) = 1 (condition 𝑎1); (3) isCond(tx0cnd,C

∗) = 1 and isRcvr(tx0cnd,
epk0

𝐶,𝐼
) = 1 (condition 𝑎2); (4) (5)A did not use Pay𝐼O to put txred

0

on ΠCP0 (condition 𝑏0); (6) tx0red ∉ ΠCP0 .TX𝐿 and isLinked(tx0cnd,
tx0red) = 1 (condition 𝑏1); (7) (C∗,𝑤∗) ∈ R (CP PvP); (8) timeout 𝑇

has not expired (condition 𝑏3). It is easy to see that these are equiv-

alent to conditions 𝑏0, 𝑏1, 𝑏2, 𝑏3, 𝑏4, 𝑏5 and 𝑏6 of game ExpRedeem.

Furthermore, we know that Q is synchronized in both games. How-

ever, this result contradicts the assumption that ΠCP satisfies CP

redeemability. Therefore, such A cannot exist, thus this claim has

been proven. □

So far, we have obtained that

Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐵𝐿 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
0
(_) = 1] ≤

Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐵𝐿 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
1
(_) = 1] + Pr[Bad1 ] ≤

Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐵𝐿 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
1
(_) = 1] + Pr[Bad2 ] + Pr[Bad1 ] ≤ negl(_) .

Thismeans that for the pathwhere 𝜏 < 𝑇 ,A canwinwith negligible

probability.

We now explore the other path.

Claim 5. Let ledger ΠCP1 provide CP refundability. Then Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐵𝐿−
𝐺𝜏≥𝑇
0
(_) = 1] ≤ negl(_).

Proof. Assume by contradiction that there exists a PPT adver-

sary A such that Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐵𝐿 − 𝐺𝜏≥𝑇
0
(_) = 1] > negl(_). We can

construct an adversary B that uses A to win ExpRefund. B inter-

acts withA over the ledgers ΠCP0 and ΠCP1 and with the challenger

over the ledger ΠCP1 .

• Challenger provides B with public keys (pk𝑆 , ¥pk). B sets pk1
𝐼
:=

pk𝑆 , ¥pk
1

𝐼 :=
¥pk and generates (pk0

𝐼
, sk0

𝐼
).

• B forwards (pk0
𝐼
, pk1

𝐼
, ¥pk1𝐼 ) toA, which returns (pk0

𝐶
, pk1

𝐷
,C∗ :=

txcblbsc, 𝑇 ).
• B sets pk𝑅 := pk1

𝐷
, C := C∗ and forwards (pk𝑅,C,𝑇 ) to the

challenger.

• B engages withA on protocolΠCP0 .ctCnd that outputs the tuple
(tx0cnd, 𝜎

0

cnd, aux
0). By assumption A wins the game 𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐵𝐿 −

𝐺𝜏≥𝑇
0

, hence conditions 𝑎1 and 𝑎2 are fulfilled and B does not

abort.

• B engages with the challenger and A on protocol ΠCP1 .ctCnd
acting as a relay. This results in (txcnd, 𝜎cnd, aux) := (tx

1

cnd, 𝜎
1

cnd,

aux1). Thereafter, the challenger submits (txcnd, 𝜎cnd) to ΠCP1 .

• Finally, the challenger generates a refund transaction txref from
txcnd and submits (txred, 𝜎red) to ΠCP1 .

If A makes a query to Set𝐼O, B follows all the steps of protocol

Set as described in Figure 26. However, B does not have the private

key sk1
𝐼
, so when Set requires this input, B queries ctCnd𝑆O for

the output of ΠCP1 .ctCnd𝑆 (sk1𝐼 ,C,𝑇 ) and relays the answer. If A
makes a query to Ref𝐼O, B does not have the private key sk1

𝐼
, hence

it queries RefO and relays the answer. Note that Q is synchronized

in both games.

Our adversary B perfectly simulates 𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐵𝐿 −𝐺𝜏≥𝑇
0

toA. More-

over, it is easy to see that B is a PPT algorithm. Now, ifA is success-

ful in wining 𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐵𝐿 −𝐺𝜏≥𝑇
0

with non-negligible probability, this

implies that (1) tx1cnd ∉ Q (condition 𝑎0); (2) tx1cnd ∈ ΠCP1 .TX𝐿 and

isSender(tx1cnd, pk
1

𝐼
) = 1 (condition 𝑎3); (3) isCond( tx1cnd,C

∗) = 1

and isRcvr(tx1cnd, epk
1

𝐼 ,𝐷
) = 1 (condition𝑎4); (4)A did not put txred

1

onΠCP1 (condition 𝑐0); (5)A did not useRef𝐼O to put txref
1

onΠCP1
(condition 𝑐1); (6) tx1ref ∉ ΠCP1 .TX𝐿 and isLinked(tx1cnd, tx

1

ref) = 1

(condition 𝑐2); (7) timeout𝑇 has expired (condition 𝑐3). , It is easy to

see that these are equivalent to conditions𝑏0,𝑏1,𝑏2,𝑏3,𝑏4,𝑏5 and𝑏6
of game ExpRefund. Furthermore, we know that Q is synchronized

in both games. However, this result contradicts the assumption

that ΠCP1 satisfies CP refundability. Therefore, suchA cannot exist,

thus this claim has been proven. □
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𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐵𝐿
ΠCP

0
,ΠCP

1
,cbl,A −𝐺

𝜏≥𝑇
0
(_)

Q := ∅

(pk0𝐼 , sk
0

𝐼 ) ← ΠCP0 .ctAcc(1
_ )

( ¥pk0𝐼 , ¥sk
0

𝐼 ) ← ΠCP0 .ctAcc(1
_ )

(pk1𝐼 , sk
1

𝐼 ) ← ΠCP1 .ctAcc(1
_ )

(pk0𝐶 , pk
1

𝐷 ,C∗ := txcblbsc,𝑇 , st0 ) ← A
Set𝐼 O,Pay𝐼 O (pk0𝐼 , pk

1

𝐼 ,
¥pk0𝐼 )

𝑇 ′ := 𝑇 + 𝛿

(tx0cnd, 𝜎
0

cnd, aux
0, st

1
) ←

〈
A(st

0
),

ΠCP0 .ctCnd𝑅 (sk0𝐼 ,C
∗,𝑇 ′ )

〉
if ¬(𝑎1 ∧ 𝑎2 ) abort

(tx1cnd, 𝜎
1

cnd, aux
1 ) ←

〈
ΠCP1 .ctCnd𝑆 (sk1𝐼 ,C∗,𝑇 ),

A(st
1
)

〉
ΠCP1 .subTx(tx

1

cnd, 𝜎
1

cnd )

(tx1ref, 𝜎
1

ref ) ← ΠCP1 .Ref (tx
1

cnd, sk
1

𝐼 , aux
1, ¥pk1𝐼 )

ΠCP1 .subTx(tx
1

ref, 𝜎
1

ref )

𝑎0 := tx0cnd, tx
1

cnd, tx
cbl
bsc ∉ Q

𝑎1 := ΠCP0 .ckTx(tx
0

cnd ) ∧ isSender(tx
0

cnd, pk
0

𝐶 )
𝑎2 := isCond(tx0cnd,C

∗ ) ∧ isRcvr(tx0cnd, epk
0

𝐶,𝐼 )
𝑎3 := ΠCP1 .ckTx(tx

1

cnd ) ∧ isSender(tx
1

cnd, pk
1

𝐼 )
𝑎4 := isCond(tx1cnd,C

∗ ) ∧ isRcvr(tx1cnd, epk
1

𝐼 ,𝐷 )

𝑐0 := � txred
1

𝑠.𝑡 . ckTx(txred
1 ) ∧ isLinked(tx1cnd, txred

1 )

𝑐1 := � txref
1

𝑠.𝑡 . txref
1 ∈ Q ∧ ckTx(txref

1 )∧

isLinked(tx1cnd, txref
1 )

𝑐2 := ΠCP1 .ckTx(tx
1

ref ) = 0 ∧ isLinked(tx1cnd, tx
1

ref )
𝑐3 := readTime( ·) ≥ 𝑇

return
∧

4

𝑖=0
𝑎𝑖 ∧

∧
3

𝑖=0
𝑐𝑖

Figure 23: Experiment for 𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐵𝐿 −𝐺𝜏≥𝑇
0
(_) .

Therefore, we reach to:

Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐼ΠCP
0
,ΠCP

1
,cbl,A (_) ]

= Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐵𝐿 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
0
(_) = 1 ∨ 𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐵𝐿 −𝐺𝜏≥𝑇

0
(_) = 1] ≤

Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐵𝐿 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
0
(_) = 1] + Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐵𝐿 −𝐺𝜏≥𝑇

0
(_) = 1]

≤ negl(_) .

This concludes the proof of Lemma 2. □

Lemma 3 (Balance security for D). For all PPT adversaries A, it
holds that Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐷𝐵𝐿

ΠCP
0
,ΠCP

1
,cbl,A (_) = 1] ≤ negl(_).

Proof. We consider the following game hops:

Game 𝐵𝑆𝐷𝐵𝐿 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
0

: This game, formally defined in Figure 24,

corresponds to the original game for Balance security for D re-

stricted the path where 𝜏 < 𝑇 . The game is expanded with the

interactions described in our implementation.

Game 𝐵𝑆𝐷𝐵𝐿 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
1

: This game, formally defined in Figure 25,

works exactly as 𝐺0 with the following exception (highlighted in

the grey lines). At the beginning of the protocol, A produces a

𝐵𝑆𝐷𝐵𝐿
ΠCP

0
,ΠCP

1
,cbl,A −𝐺

𝜏<𝑇
0
(_)

Q := ∅

(pk1𝐷 , sk1𝐷 ) ← ΠCP1 .ctAcc(1
_ )

( ¥pk1𝐷 , ¥sk1𝐷 ) ← ΠCP1 .ctAcc(1
_ )

(pkcbl𝐷 , skcbl𝐷 ) ← cbl.ctAcc(1_ )

(txcblbsc, 𝜎
cbl
bsc ) ← cbl.ctTx(skcbl𝐷 , pkcbl𝐶 )

(pk1𝐼 , pk
cbl
𝐶 ,𝑇 , st

0
) ← ASet𝐷O,Pay𝐷O (pk1𝐷 , pkcbl𝐷 , ¥pk1𝐷 ,C∗ := txcblbsc )

(tx1cnd, 𝜎
1

cnd, aux
1 ) ←

〈
A(st

0
),

ctCnd𝑅 (sk1𝐷 ,C∗,𝑇 )

〉
if ¬(𝑎1 ∧ 𝑎2 ) abort

subTx(txcblbsc, 𝜎
cbl
bsc )

(tx1red, 𝜎
1

red ) ← ΠCP1 .Red(tx
1

cnd, sk
1

𝐷 , 𝑤∗, aux1, ¥pk1𝐷 )
ΠCP1 .subTx(tx

1

red, 𝜎
1

red )

𝑎0 := tx1cnd, tx
cbl
bsc ∉ Q

𝑎1 := ΠCP1 .ckTx(tx
1

cnd ) ∧ isSender(tx
1

cnd, pk
1

𝐷 )
𝑎2 := isCond(tx1cnd,C

∗ ) ∧ isRcvr(tx1cnd, epk
1

𝐼 ,𝑑𝑒𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑜𝑟
)

𝑎3 := isSender(txcblbsc, pk
cbl
𝐷 ) ∧ isRcvr(tx

cbl
bsc, pk

cbl
𝐶 )

𝑏0 := � txred
1

𝑠.𝑡 . txred
1 ∈ Q ∧ ckTx(txred

1 )∧

isLinked(tx1red, txred
1 )

𝑏1 := ΠCP1 .ckTx(tx
1

red ) = 0 ∧ isLinked(tx1cnd, tx
1

red )

𝑏2 := ckTx(txcblbsc )
𝑏3 := readTime( ·) < 𝑇

return
∧

3

𝑖=0
𝑎𝑖 ∧

∧
3
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Figure 24: Experiment for 𝐵𝑆𝐷𝐵𝐿 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
0
(_) .

forgery a txbsc
cbl

impersonating D. This allowsA to lock D’s funds

on cbl, without locking its own funds on ΠCP1 . If this forgery is

valid, 𝐺1 aborts.

Claim 6. Let Bad1 be the event that 𝐵𝑆𝐷𝐵𝐿 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
1

aborts on grey
lines of Figure 24. Assume that cbl provides BL unforgeability. Then
Pr[Bad1] ≤ negl(_).

Proof. Assume by contradiction that there exists a PPT ad-

versary A such that Pr[Bad1] > negl(_). We can construct an

adversary B that usesA to win bscForge. B interacts withA over

the ledgers ΠCP1 and cbl and with the challenger over the ledger

cbl.

• Challenger provides B with a sender public key pk𝑆 .
• B sets pkcbl

𝐷
:= pk𝑆 and generate (pk1

𝐷
, sk1

𝐷
), ( ¥pk1𝐷 , ¥sk

1

𝐷 ) and
(txcblbsc, 𝜎

cbl
bsc).

• B forwards (pk1
𝐷
, pkcbl

𝐷
, ¥pk1𝐷 ,C∗ := txcblbsc) to A, which returns

(pk1
𝐼
, pkcbl

𝐶
,𝑇 ) and txbsc

cbl
, the latter being a forgery on cbl.

• B forwards (txbsc := txbsc
cbl
, pk𝑆 := pkcbl

𝐶
) to the challenger.

If A makes a query to Set𝐷O or Pay𝐷O query, B holds the

private keys required to provide an honest transcript, since he does
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not need to use skcbl
𝐷

in any of those for our implementation, as

described in Figure 8 and Figure 8.

Our adversary B perfectly simulates 𝐵𝑆𝐷𝐵𝐿 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
1

toA. More-

over, it is easy to see that B is a PPT algorithm. Now, ifA can force

B to abort on the gray lines of Figure 24, it implies that (1) txbsc
cbl

∉

Q (condition 𝑐0); (2) txbsc
cbl ∈ ΠCP0 .TX𝐿 and isSender(txbsc

cbl
,

pkcbl
𝐷
) = 1 (condition 𝑐1). It is easy to see that these are equiva-

lent to conditions 𝑏0 and 𝑏1 of game bscForge. Furthermore, we

know that Q is synchronized in both games. However, this result

contradicts the assumption that ΠCP0 satisfies BL unforgeability.

Therefore, such adversary A cannot exist, thus this claim has been

proven. □

Since games 𝐵𝑆𝐷𝐵𝐿 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
0

and 𝐵𝑆𝐷𝐵𝐿 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
1

are equivalent

except for event Bad1 occurring, it holds that

Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐷𝐵𝐿 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
0
(_) = 1] ≤ Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐷𝐵𝐿 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇

1
(_) = 1] + negl(_)

.

Claim 7. Let ledgerΠCP provide CP redeemability. Then Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐷𝐵𝐿−
𝐺𝜏<𝑇
1
(_) = 1] ≤ negl(_).

Proof. Assume by contradiction that there exists a PPT adver-

sary A such that Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐷𝐵𝐿 − 𝐺𝜏<𝑇
1
(_) = 1] > negl(_). We can

construct an adversary B that uses A to win ExpRedeem. B inter-

acts with A over the ledgers ΠCP1 and cbl and with the challenger

over the ledger ΠCP1 .

• Challenger provides B with public keys (pk𝑅, ¥pk). B sets pk1
𝐷

:=

pk𝑅 , ¥pk
1

𝐷 := ¥pk and generates (pkcbl
𝐷
, skcbl

𝐷
) and (txcblbsc, 𝜎

cbl
bsc).

• B forwards (pk1
𝐷
, pkcbl

𝐷
, ¥pk1𝐷 ,C∗ := txcblbsc) to A, which returns

(pk1
𝐼
, pkcbl

𝐶
,𝑇 ) and txbsc

cbl
, the latter being a forgery on cbl. Due

to Pr[Bad1] ≤ negl(_), this forgery does not make the game to

abort.

• B sets pk𝑆 := pk1
𝐼
, C := C∗ and forwards (pk𝑆 ,C,𝑇 ) to the

challenger.

• B engages with the challenger and A on protocol ΠCP1 .ctCnd
acting as a relay. This results in (txcnd, 𝜎cnd, aux) := (tx

1

cnd, 𝜎
1

cnd,

aux1). By assumption A wins the game 𝐵𝑆𝐷𝐵𝐿 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
1

, hence

conditions 𝑎1 and 𝑎2 are fulfilled and B does not abort.

• Finally, B submits the pair (txcblbsc, 𝜎
cbl
bsc) to cbl and forwards𝑤 :=

txcblbsc to the challenger. The latter uses𝑤 to output (txred, 𝜎red)
and submits it to cbl.

IfA makes a query to Set𝐷O, B follows all the steps of protocol

Set as described in Figure 26. However, B does not have the private

key sk1
𝐷
, so when Set requires this input, B queries ctCnd𝑅O

for the output of ΠCP1 .ctCnd𝑅 (sk1𝐷 ,C,𝑇 ) and relays the answer.

Similarly, whenA makes a query to Pay𝐶O, B follows all the steps

of protocol Pay as described in Figure 27. Nevertheless, B does

not have the private key sk1
𝐷
, hence it queries RedO for the output

of ΠCP1 .Red(tx1cnd, sk
1

𝐷
,𝑤, aux1, ¥pk1𝐷 ) and relays the answer. Note

that Q is synchronized in both games.

Our adversary B perfectly simulates 𝐵𝑆𝐷𝐵𝐿 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
1

toA. More-

over, it is easy to see that B is a PPT algorithm. Now, if A can win

𝐵𝑆𝐷𝐵𝐿 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
1

with non-negligible probability, this implies that

(1) tx1cnd ∉ Q (condition𝑎0); (2) tx1cnd ∈ ΠCP1 .TX𝐿 and isSender(tx1cnd,

pk1
𝐷
) = 1 (condition 𝑎1); (3) isCond(tx1cnd,C

∗) = 1 and isRcvr(tx1cnd,
epk1

𝐼 ,𝐷
) = 1 (condition 𝑎2); (4) A did not use Pay𝐷O to put txred

1

on ΠCP1 (condition 𝑏0); (5) tx1red ∉ ΠCP1 .TX𝐿 and isLinked(tx1cnd,
tx1red) = 1 (condition 𝑏1); (6) (C∗,𝑤∗) ∈ R (CP PvP); (7) timeout 𝑇

has not expired (condition 𝑏3). It is easy to see that these are equiv-

alent to conditions 𝑏0, 𝑏1, 𝑏2, 𝑏3, 𝑏4, 𝑏5 and 𝑏6 of game ExpRedeem.

Furthermore, we know that Q is synchronized in both games. How-

ever, this result contradicts the assumption that ΠCP1 satisfies CP

redeemability. Therefore, such A cannot exist, thus this claim has

been proven. □

Therefore, we reach to:

Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐷ΠCP
0
,ΠCP

1
,cbl,A (_) ]

≤ Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐷𝐵𝐿 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
0
(_) = 1] + Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐷𝐵𝐿 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇

1
(_) = 1]

≤ negl(_) .

This concludes the proof of Lemma 3. □

And this concludes the proof of Theorem 1. □

F DETAILS ON THE CP-CBDC
INSTANTIATION FOR CCE

Here we present a concrete instantiation of CBDC-cash environ-

ment w.r.t. three conditional payment ledgers, namely, ΠCP0 ,ΠCP1
and cbl. Hence, the three parties can realize fund or defund opera-

tions agreeing on a condition C.
Overview. We present a high level overview of protocols Set and
Pay which are depicted in Fig. 26 and 27. Protocol Set executed
by (1) creditor C, with inputs private keys sk0

𝐶
, skcbl

𝐶
and timeout

𝑇 ; (2) intermediary I, with inputs private keys sk1
𝐼
; and (3) debtor

D, with inputs private keys skcbl
𝐷

, sk1
𝐷
and condition C, does the

following: (1) Creditor C and debtor D forward to the other parties

timeout 𝑇 and condition C, respectively. (2) debtor D engages with

creditor C in protocol cbl.ctCnd which results in a conditional pay-

ment transaction txcblcnd (on ledger cbl) transferring coins from D to

C with payment condition C and timeout 𝑇 ′′ := 𝑇 + 2𝛿 . (3) If trans-
action txcblcnd is well-formed, creditor C engages with intermediary

I in protocol ΠCP0 .ctCnd which results in a conditional payment

transaction tx0cnd (on ledger ΠCP0 ) transferring coins from C to I

with payment condition C and timeout𝑇 ′ := 𝑇 +𝛿 . (4) If transaction
tx0cnd is well-formed, intermediary I engages with debtor D in proto-

col ΠCP1 .ctCnd which results in a conditional payment transaction

tx1cnd (on ledger ΠCP1 ) transferring coins from I to D with payment

condition C and timeout 𝑇 . (5) Finally, debtor D checks that tx1cnd
is well-formed and the protocol terminates outputting auxiliary

information aux𝐶 , aux𝐼 and aux𝐷 for creditor C, intermediary I and

debtor D, respectively.

Note that timeouts at conditional payment transactions txcblcnd
and tx0cnd have been staggered by factors 2𝛿 and 𝛿 , respectively, so

that each participant has enough time to redeem the payment at

each ledger after D triggers the Pay protocol. In a bit more detail,

the protocol Pay is executed by (1) creditor C, with inputs private

key skcbl
𝐶

, conditional transaction txcblcnd and auxiliary information

aux𝐶 ; (2) intermediary I, with inputs private key sk0
𝐼
, conditional

transaction tx0cnd and auxiliary information aux𝐼 ; and (3) debtor
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𝐵𝑆𝐷𝐵𝐿
ΠCP

0
,ΠCP

1
,cbl,A −𝐺

𝜏<𝑇
1
(_)

Q := ∅

(pk1𝐷 , sk1𝐷 ) ← ΠCP1 .ctAcc(1
_ )

( ¥pk1𝐷 , ¥sk1𝐷 ) ← ΠCP1 .ctAcc(1
_ )

(pkcbl𝐷 , skcbl𝐷 ) ← cbl.ctAcc(1_ )

(txcblbsc, 𝜎
cbl
bsc ) ← cbl.ctTx(skcbl𝐷 , pkcbl𝐶 )

(pk1𝐼 , pk
cbl
𝐶 ,𝑇 , st

0
) ← ASet𝐷O,Pay𝐷O (pk1𝐷 , pkcbl𝐷 , ¥pk1𝐷 ,C∗ := txcblbsc )

txbsc
cbl ← A(st

0
)

𝑐0 ∉ Q

𝑐1 := cbl.ckTx(txbsc
cbl ) ∧ isSender(txbsc

cbl
, pkcbl

𝐷
)

if 𝑐0 ∧ 𝑐1 abort

(tx1cnd, 𝜎
1

cnd, aux
1 ) ←

〈
A(st

0
),

ctCnd𝑅 (sk1𝐷 ,C∗,𝑇 )

〉
if ¬(𝑎1 ∧ 𝑎2 ) abort

subTx(txcblbsc, 𝜎
cbl
bsc )

(tx1red, 𝜎
1

red ) ← ΠCP1 .Red(tx
1

cnd, sk
1

𝐷 , 𝑤∗, aux1, ¥pk1𝐷 )
ΠCP1 .subTx(tx

1

red, 𝜎
1

red )

𝑎0 := tx1cnd, tx
cbl
bsc ∉ Q

𝑎1 := ΠCP1 .ckTx(tx
1

cnd ) ∧ isSender(tx
1

cnd, pk
1

𝐷 )
𝑎2 := isCond(tx1cnd,C

∗ ) ∧ isRcvr(tx1cnd, epk
1

𝐼 ,𝑑𝑒𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑜𝑟
)

𝑎3 := isSender(txcblbsc, pk
cbl
𝐷 ) ∧ isRcvr(tx

cbl
bsc, pk

cbl
𝐶 )

𝑏0 := � txred
1

𝑠.𝑡 . txred
1 ∈ Q ∧ ckTx(txred

1 )∧

isLinked(tx1red, txred
1 )

𝑏1 := ΠCP1 .ckTx(tx
1

red ) = 0 ∧ isLinked(tx1cnd, tx
1

red )

𝑏2 := ckTx(txcblbsc )
𝑏3 := readTime( ·) < 𝑇

return
∧

3
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∧
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𝑖=0
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Figure 25: Experiment for 𝐵𝑆𝐷𝐵𝐿 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
1
(_) .

D, with inputs private key sk1
𝐷
, conditional transaction tx1cnd, wit-

ness𝑤 , and auxiliary information aux𝐷 , does the following: (1) All
parties parse their respective auxiliary information. (2) Debtor D

redeems transaction tx1cnd invoking algorithm ΠCP1 .Red with wit-

ness 𝑤 . (3) Intermediary I extracts witness 𝑤 from (tx1cnd, tx
1

red)
and then redeems transaction tx0cnd invoking algorithm ΠCP0 .Red.
(4) Finally, creditor C extracts witness 𝑤 from (tx0cnd, tx

0

red) and
then redeems transaction txcblcnd invoking algorithm cbl.Red.

In case transaction debtor D did not use witness 𝑤 to redeem

transaction tx1cnd, all parties can recover their locked coins invoking
algorithms ΠCP0 .Red, ΠCP1 .Red and cbl.Red.

F.1 Proof of Correctness
Theorem 18 (CCE Correctness). Assume that all three CP are

correct. Assume that IsFunded holds for the accounts of C, I and
D. Assume IsUnique and IsValid hold for all transactions. Then,

our construction for CCE with cbl of type CP is correct according
to Definition 11.

Proof. CCE starts with all parties generating their accounts in

ΠCP0 , ΠCP1 and cbl. The following pairs are generated: (pkcbl𝐶
, skcbl

𝐶
),

(pk0
𝐶
, sk0

𝐶
), (pk0

𝐼
, sk0

𝐼
), (pk1

𝐼
, sk1

𝐼
), (pk1

𝐷
, sk1

𝐷
), (pkcbl

𝐷
, skcbl

𝐷
). Also, an

instance of the hard relation (C,𝑤) ∈ R is selected.

The protocol has two stages. The first one is Set. The second stage
could either be Pay or refund. We first analyze our implementation

for the Set protocol.
Set-Up. The implementation for Set starts with C sending𝑇 to I and

D, and D replying to all withC. Then, C and D engage in a cbl.ctCnd
protocol using C and 𝑇 + 2𝛿 , together with their keys (skcbl

𝐶
) and

(skcbl
𝐷
), in ledger cbl. The protocol produces (txcblcnd, 𝜎

cbl
cnd, aux

cbl).
Now, D calls cbl.subTx(txcblcnd, 𝜎

cbl
cnd). The creditor checks if tx

cbl
cnd is

in the ledger, if D is the sender of that transaction, if C was used

in the transaction and if the receiver is the shared account. Since

we assume that (skcbl
𝐷
) is funded, IsFunded holds. Similarly, we

assume that for txcblcnd, 𝜎
cbl
cnd, IsUnique and IsValid hold. Addition-

ally, the cbl.ctCnd protocol used C as input, as well as (skcbl
𝐶
) and

(skcbl
𝐷
). Therefore, since CP is correct, cbl.subTx(txcblcnd, 𝜎

cbl
cnd) = 1.

This implies that txcblcnd is in the ledger, the D is the sender of txcblcnd,

C was used in txcblcnd and the receiver is the shared account.

In the next step, C engages with I to produce (tx0cnd, 𝜎
0

cnd, aux
0).

It is easy to see that this is correct for the same reasons as for the

generation of (txcblcnd, 𝜎
cbl
cnd, aux

cbl). Therefore, I obtains that tx0cnd is

in the ledger, C is the sender of tx0cnd, C was used in tx0cnd and the

receiver is the shared account since ΠCP0 is correct.

Finally, D engages with I to produce (tx1cnd, 𝜎
1

cnd, aux
1). It is easy

to see that this is correct for the same reasons as for the generation

of (txcblcnd, 𝜎
cbl
cnd, aux

cbl) and (tx0cnd, 𝜎
0

cnd, aux
0). Therefore, D obtains

that tx1cnd is in the ledger, I is the sender of tx1cnd, C was used in

tx1cnd and the receiver is the shared account since ΠCP1 is correct.

Therefore, we have shown that for our implementation of the

Set protocol, it holds that:

Pr


ckTx(tx0cnd) = 1

ckTx(tx1cnd) = 1

ckTx(txcblcnd) = 1

 = 1

Pay. Now, if Set has been successful, two branches could happen.

Either the conditional transactions are redeemed or they are re-

funded. If timeout𝑇 has not expired, C, I and D can initiate the Pay
protocol to redeem the locked funds.

The implementation of Pay starts by each party obtaining the

information stored in the aux that they obtained from the correct ex-

ecution of Set. Since D is the only party that has𝑤 at the beginning,

it starts by running the CP function ΠCP1 .Red, which produces

(tx1red, 𝜎
1

red). D submits this transaction to ΠCP1 . The first thing that

I checks is if the tx1red is in the ledger and if it is linked to tx1cnd(i.e.
if it is spending the locked funds). Since no other transaction that is

spending from tx1cnd has been added to the ledger, IsFunded holds

for tx1red. Similarly, we assumed that IsValid holds for transactions
that use the private keys of any of the parties. We also assumed

that the transactions validate IsUnique as well. Therefore, since
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C(sk0𝐶 , sk
cbl
𝐶 ,𝑇 ) I(sk1𝐼 , sk

0

𝐼 ) D(skcbl𝐷 , sk1𝐷 ,C)

Send(𝑇 ) Route(𝑇 ) Receive(𝑇 )
Receive(C) Route(C) Send(C)
𝑇 ′′ := 𝑇 + 2𝛿 ;𝑇 ′ := 𝑇 + 𝛿 𝑇 ′ := 𝑇 + 𝛿 𝑇 ′′ := 𝑇 + 2𝛿

(txcblcnd, 𝜎
cbl
cnd, aux

cbl ) (txcblcnd, 𝜎
cbl
cnd, aux

cbl )

← cbl.ctCnd𝑅 (skcbl𝐶 ,C,𝑇 ′′ ) ← cbl.ctCnd𝑆 (skcbl𝐷 ,C,𝑇 ′′ )

cbl.subTx(txcblcnd, 𝜎
cbl
cnd )

𝑏0 := cbl.ckTx(txcblcnd ) ∧ isSender(tx
cbl
cnd, pk

cbl
𝐷 )

𝑏1 := isCond(txcblcnd,C) ∧ isRcvr(tx
cbl
cnd, epk

cbl
𝐷,𝐶 )

if ¬(𝑏0 ∧ 𝑏1 ) abort

(tx0cnd, 𝜎
0

cnd, aux
0 ) (tx0cnd, 𝜎

0

cnd, aux
0 )

← ΠCP0 .ctCnd𝑆 (sk
0

𝐶 ,C,𝑇
′ ) ← ΠCP0 .ctCnd𝑅 (sk

0

𝐼 ,C,𝑇
′ )

ΠCP0 .subTx(tx
0

cnd, 𝜎
0

cnd )
𝑏2 := ΠCP0 .ckTx(tx

0

cnd ) ∧ isSender(tx
0

cnd, pk
0

𝐶 )
𝑏3 := isCond(tx0cnd,C) ∧ isRcvr(tx

0

cnd, epk
0

𝐶,𝐼 )
if ¬(𝑏2 ∧ 𝑏3 ) abort

(tx1cnd, 𝜎
1

cnd, aux
1 ) (tx1cnd, 𝜎

1

cnd, aux
1 )

← ΠCP1 .ctCnd𝑆 (sk
1

𝐼 ,C,𝑇 ) ← ΠCP1 .ctCnd𝑅 (sk
1

𝐷 ,C,𝑇 )
ΠCP1 .subTx(tx

1

cnd, 𝜎
1

cnd )
𝑏4 := ΠCP1 .ckTx(tx

1

cnd ) ∧ isSender(tx
1

cnd, pk
1

𝐼 )
𝑏5 := isCond(tx1cnd,C) ∧ isRcvr(tx

1

cnd, epk
1

𝐼 ,𝐷 )
if ¬(𝑏4 ∧ 𝑏5 ) abort

aux𝐶 := (auxcbl, aux0, tx0cnd ) aux𝐼 := (aux0, aux1, tx1cnd ) aux𝐷 := (aux1, auxcbl, txcblcnd )

return (txcblcnd, aux𝐶 ) return (tx0cnd, aux𝐼 ) return (tx1cnd, aux𝐷 )

Figure 26: Instantiation of Set for CP-CBDC

ΠCP1 is correct, ΠCP1 .subTx((tx1red, 𝜎
1

red)) = 1. Similarly, D is taking

tx1cnd as input to generate (tx1red, 𝜎
1

red). This implies that I obtains

that tx1red is in the ledger and it is linked to tx1cnd, since CP is cor-

rect. Now, I runs ΠCP1 .GetWit, taking as input tx1red, tx
1

cnd and aux
1
.

Since ΠCP1 is correct, it holds that (C,𝑤) ∈ R for the𝑤 generated

by ΠCP1 .GetWit.
Now, I runs ΠCP0 .Red, which produces (tx0red, 𝜎

0

red). I submits

this transaction to ΠCP0 . The first thing that C checks is if the tx0red
is in the ledger and if it is linked to tx0cnd(i.e. if it is spending the

locked funds). Since no other transaction that is spending from

tx0cnd has been added to the ledger, IsFunded holds for tx0red. Sim-

ilarly, we assumed that IsValid holds for transactions that use

the private keys of any of the parties. We also assumed that the

transactions validate IsUnique as well. Therefore, since ΠCP0 is

correct, ΠCP0 .subTx((tx0red, 𝜎
0

red)) = 1. Similarly, I is taking tx0cnd
as input to generate (tx0red, 𝜎

0

red). This implies that C obtains that

tx0red is in the ledger and it is linked to tx0cnd, since CP is correct.

Now, C runs ΠCP0 .GetWit, taking as input tx0red, tx
0

cnd and aux0.
Since ΠCP0 is correct, it holds that (C,𝑤) ∈ R for the𝑤 generated

by ΠCP0 .GetWit.

Refund. Finally, C runs cbl.Red, which produces (txcblred, 𝜎
cbl
red). C

now submits this transaction to cbl. Since no other transaction that

is spending from txcblcnd has been added to the ledger, IsFunded holds

for txcblred. Similarly, we assumed that IsValid holds for transactions
that use the private keys of any of the parties. We also assumed

that the transactions validate IsUnique as well. Therefore, since

cbl is correct, cbl.subTx(txcblred, 𝜎
cbl
red) = 1.

Therefore,

Pr


ckTx(tx0red) = 1

ckTx(tx1red) = 1

ckTx(txcblred) = 1

 = 1

and the Pay implementation has been proven correct.

Finally, if Set has happened and timeout𝑇 +2𝛿 has expired, there

are two possible options: Either refund happens or not.

If Pay has happened, then we have a transaction that is spend-

ing from the shared accounts used in txcndcbl, txcnd0 and txcnd1.
Therefore, if any of the parties attempts to submit a refund transac-

tion tx𝑖ref (for 𝑖 ∈ {0, 1, cbl}), this transaction will be rejected since

IsFunded does not hold: the funds of the shared account have been
depleted during the Pay execution, which we have proven correct.
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C(skcbl𝐶 , txcblcnd, aux𝐶 ,
¥pkcbl𝐶 ) I(sk0𝐼 , tx

0

cnd, aux𝐼 ,
¥pk0𝐼 ) D(sk1𝐷 , tx1cnd, 𝑤, aux𝐷 , ¥pk1𝐷 )

(auxcbl, aux0, tx0cnd ) ← aux𝐶 (aux0, aux1, tx1cnd ) ← aux𝐼 (aux1, auxcbl, txcblcnd ) ← aux𝐷

(tx1red, 𝜎
1

red )

← ΠCP1 .Red(tx
1

cnd, sk
1

𝐷 , 𝑤, aux1, ¥pk1𝐷 )
ΠCP1 .subTx(tx

1

red, 𝜎
1

red )
𝑏0 := ΠCP1 .ckTx(tx

1

red ) ∧ isLinked(tx
1

cnd, tx
1

red )
if ¬𝑏0 abort

𝑤 ← ΠCP1 .GetWit(tx1cnd, tx
1

red, aux
1 )

(tx0red, 𝜎
0

red )

← ΠCP0 .Red(tx
0

cnd, sk
0

𝐼 , 𝑤, aux0, ¥pk0𝐼 )
ΠCP0 .subTx(tx

0

red, 𝜎
0

red )
𝑏1 := ΠCP0 .ckTx(tx

0

red ) ∧ isLinked(tx
0

cnd, tx
0

red )
if ¬𝑏1 abort

𝑤 ← ΠCP0 .GetWit(tx0cnd, tx
0

red, aux
0 )

(txcblred, 𝜎
cbl
red )

← cbl.Red(txcblcnd, sk
cbl
𝐶 , 𝑤, auxcbl, ¥pkcbl𝐶 )

cbl.subTx(txcblred, 𝜎
cbl
red )

return (txcblred ) return (tx0red ) return (tx1red )

Figure 27: Instantiation of Pay for CP-CBDC

Therefore, since CP is correct, it must hold that we have 𝑏 = 0 if

Pay takes place.

However, if Pay has not happened, none of the three ledgers

have a transaction that spends from the shared accounts of txcndcbl,
txcnd0 and txcnd1. Therefore, if any of the parties attempts to submit

a refund transaction tx𝑖ref (for 𝑖 ∈ {0, 1, cbl}), IsFunded will hold

for this transaction: the funds of the shared account have not been

spent yet since Pay has not happened. Since our assumption is that

transaction ensure that IsUnique and IsValid hold, since CP is

correct, it must hold that 𝑏 = 1 if Pay does not take place.

And this concludes the proof of Theorem 18 □

F.2 Proof of Security
Theorem 19 (CCE balance security (CP-CBDC)). Let ledgers

ΠCP0 , ΠCP1 and cbl, satisfy CP unforgeability, CP witness unforgeabil-
ity, CP redeemability, CP extractability and CP refundability. Then,
our construction for CCE when cbl is of type CP depicted in Fig. 26
and 27 is secure according to Definition 9.

Proof. In Figure 28 we show the oracles for our CCE construc-

tion when cbl is of type CP. As described in Definition 9, in order

to show that our protocol achieves balance security, we need to

show that:

Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑃
ΠCP

0
,ΠCP

1
,cbl,A (_) = 1] ≤ negl(_)

Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐶𝑃ΠCP
0
,ΠCP

1
,cbl,A (_) = 1] ≤ negl(_)

Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐷𝐶𝑃
ΠCP

0
,ΠCP

1
,cbl,A (_) = 1] ≤ negl(_)

Lemma 4. (Balance security for C) For all PPT adversaries A, it
holds that Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑃

ΠCP
0
,ΠCP

1
,cbl,A (_) = 1] ≤ negl(_).

Proof. The game 𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑃
contains two mutually exclusive paths

that the adversary A could exploit. We will prove Lemma 4 by

performing reductions on the two possible paths since:

Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑃
ΠCP

0
,ΠCP

1
,cbl,A (_) = 1] =

Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
0
(_) = 1 ∨ 𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏≥𝑇+𝛿

0
(_) = 1] ≤

Pr𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
0
(_) = 1] + Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏≥𝑇+𝛿

0
(_) = 1]

In the path where 𝜏 < 𝑇 , we perform the following game hops:

Game 𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
0

: This game, formally defined in Figure 29,

corresponds to the original game for Balance security for C re-

stricted to the path where 𝜏 < 𝑇 . The game is expanded with the

interactions described in our implementation.

Game 𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
1

: This game, formally defined in Figure 30,

works exactly as 𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑃 −𝐺ΠCP
1
.𝜏<𝑇

0
with the following exception

(highlighted in the gray lines): At the beginning of the protocol,

A produces a forgery txcnd
0

impersonating C. This allows A to

lock C’s funds on ΠCP0 , without locking its own funds on cbl. If
this forgery is valid, 𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇

1
aborts.

Game 𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
2

: This game, formally defined in Figure 31,

works exactly as 𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑃 − 𝐺𝜏<𝑇
1

with the following exception

(highlighted in the gray lines): If the value 𝑤 extracted from the
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Set𝐶O(skcbl𝐷
, sk0

𝐼
,C,𝑇 )

𝑇 ′′ := 𝑇 + 2𝛿 ; 𝑇 ′ := 𝑇 + 𝛿

(txcblcnd, 𝜎
cbl
cnd, aux

cbl ) ←
〈
ctCnd𝑆 (skcbl𝐷

,C,𝑇 ′′ ),
ctCnd𝑅 (skcbl𝐶

,C,𝑇 ′′ )

〉
(tx0cnd, 𝜎

0

cnd, aux
0 ) ←

〈
ctCnd𝑆 (sk0𝐶 ,C,𝑇

′ ),
ctCnd𝑅 (sk0𝐼 ,C,𝑇

′ )

〉
aux𝐶 := (auxcbl, aux0, tx0cnd )

Q := Q ∪ { (txcblcnd, aux𝐶 ) }

return (txcblcnd, 𝜎
cbl
cnd, tx

0

cnd, 𝜎
0

cnd, aux𝐶 )

Pay𝐶O(txcblcnd, aux𝐶 ,𝑤, ¥pkcbl𝐶 )
aux𝐶 := (auxcbl, aux0, tx0cnd )

(txcblred, 𝜎
cbl
red )

← ΠCPcbl .Red(tx
cbl
cnd, sk

cbl
𝐶 , 𝑤, auxcbl, ¥pkcbl𝐶 )

Q := Q ∪ {tx0red}

return (txcblred, 𝜎
cbl
red )

ORef𝐶 (tx0cnd, aux𝐶 , ¥pk
0

𝐶 )
aux𝐶 := (auxcbl, aux0, tx0cnd )
(tx0ref, 𝜎

0

ref )

← ΠCP0 .Ref (tx
0

cnd, sk
0

𝐶 , aux
0, ¥pk0𝐷 )

Q := Q ∪ {tx0ref }
return (tx0ref, 𝜎

0

ref )

Set𝐼O(sk0𝐶 , sk
1

𝐷
,C,𝑇 )

𝑇 ′ := 𝑇 + 𝛿

(tx0cnd, 𝜎
0

cnd, aux
0 ) ←

〈
ctCnd𝑆 (sk0𝐶 ,C,𝑇

′ ),
ctCnd𝑅 (sk0𝐼 ,C,𝑇

′ )

〉
(tx1cnd, 𝜎

1

cnd, aux
1 ) ←

〈
ctCnd𝑆 (sk1𝐼 ,C,𝑇 ),
ctCnd𝑅 (sk1𝐷 ,C,𝑇 )

〉
aux𝐼 := (aux0, aux1, tx1cnd )
Q := Q ∪ { (tx0cnd, aux𝐼 ) }
return (tx0cnd, 𝜎

0

cnd, tx
1

cnd, 𝜎
1

cnd, aux𝐼 )

Pay𝐼O(tx0cnd, aux𝐼 , tx
cbl
bsc,
¥pk0𝐼 )

aux𝐼 := (aux0, aux1, tx1cnd )
(tx0red, 𝜎

0

red )

← ΠCP0 .Red(tx
0

cnd, sk
0

𝐼 , tx
cbl
bsc, aux

0, ¥pk0𝐼 )
Q := Q ∪ {tx0red}
return (tx0red, 𝜎

0

red )

Ref𝐼O(tx1cnd, aux𝐼 , ¥pk
1

𝐼 )
aux𝐼 := (aux0, aux1, tx1cnd )
(tx1ref, 𝜎

1

ref )

← ΠCP1 .Ref (tx
1

cnd, sk
1

𝐼 , aux
1, ¥pk1𝐼 )

Q := Q ∪ {tx1ref }
return (tx1ref, 𝜎

1

ref )

Set𝐷O(skcbl𝐶
, sk1

𝐼
,C,𝑇 )

𝑇 ′′ := 𝑇 + 2𝛿

(txcblcnd, 𝜎
cbl
cnd, aux

cbl ) ←
〈
ctCnd𝑆 (skcbl𝐷

,C,𝑇 ′′ ),
ctCnd𝑅 (skcbl𝐶

,C,𝑇 ′′ )

〉
(tx1cnd, 𝜎

1

cnd, aux
1 ) ←

〈
ctCnd𝑆 (sk1𝐼 ,C,𝑇 ),
ctCnd𝑅 (sk1𝐷 ,C,𝑇 )

〉
aux𝐷 := (aux1, auxcbl, txcblcnd )
Q := Q ∪ { (tx1cnd, aux𝐷 ) }

return (txcblcnd, 𝜎
cbl
cnd, tx

1

cnd, 𝜎
1

cnd, aux𝐷 )
Pay𝐷O(tx1cnd, aux𝐷 , tx

cbl
bsc,
¥pk1𝐷 )

aux𝐷 := (aux1, auxcbl, txcblcnd )
(tx1red, 𝜎

1

red )

← ΠCP1 .Red(tx
1

cnd, sk
1

𝐷 , txcblbsc, aux
1, ¥pk1𝐷 )

Q := Q ∪ {tx1red}
return (tx1red, 𝜎

1

red )

Ref𝐷O(txcblcnd, aux𝐷 ,
¥pkcbl𝐷 )

aux𝐷 := (aux1, auxcbl, txcblcnd )

(txcblref , 𝜎
cbl
ref )

← cbl.Ref (txcblcnd, sk
cbl
𝐷 , auxcbl, ¥pkcbl𝐷 )

Q := Q ∪ {txcblref }

return (txcblref , 𝜎
cbl
ref )

Figure 28: CCE oracles when cbl is a CP

pair (tx0cnd, tx
0

red) is not a valid witness for the public statement C,

𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
2

aborts.

On the path where 𝜏 ≥ 𝑇 + 𝛿 , we only consider the following

game:

Game 𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑃 − 𝐺𝜏≥𝑇+𝛿
0

: This game, formally defined in Fig-

ure 32, corresponds to the original game for Balance security for C

restricted to the path where 𝜏 ≥ 𝑇 + 𝛿 . The game is expanded with

the interactions described in our implementation.

Claim 8. Let Bad1 be the event that 𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
1

aborts on gray
lines of Figure 30. Assume that ledgerΠCP0 provides CP unforgeability,
then Pr[Bad1] ≤ negl(_).

Proof. Assume by contradiction that there exists a PPT ad-

versary A such that Pr[Bad1] > negl(_). We can construct an

adversary B that usesA to win cndForge. B interacts withA over

the ledgers ΠCP0 and cbl and with the challenger over the ledger

ΠCP0 .

• Challenger provides B with a sender public key pk𝑆 . B sets

pk0
𝐶
:= pk𝑆 and generates (pkcbl

𝐶
, skcbl

𝐶
), ( ¥pkcbl𝐶 , ¥skcbl𝐶 ) and 𝑇 .

• B forwards (pk0
𝐶
, pkcbl

𝐶
, ¥pkcbl𝐶 ,𝑇 ) toA, which returns (pk0

𝐼
, pkcbl

𝐷
,

C) and txcnd
0

, the latter being a forgery on ΠCP0 .

• B forwards (txcnd := txcnd
0

, pk𝑅 := pk0
𝐼
,C,𝑇 ) to the challenger.

IfA makes a query to Set𝐶O, B follows all the steps of protocol

Set as described in Figure 26. However, B does not have the pri-

vate key sk0
𝐶
, so when Set requires this input, B queries ctCnd𝑆O

for the output of ΠCP0 .ctCnd𝑆 (sk0𝐶 ,C,𝑇
′) and relays the answer.

Note that Q is synchronized in both games. If A makes a query to

Pay𝐶O query, B follows all the steps of protocol Set, as described
in Figure 27.

Our adversary B perfectly simulates 𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
1

toA. More-

over, it is easy to see that B is a PPT algorithm. Now, ifA can force

B to abort on the gray lines of Figure 30, it implies that (1) txcnd
0

∉

Q (condition 𝑐0); (2) txcnd
0 ∈ ΠCP0 .TX𝐿 and isSender(txcnd

0

, pk0
𝐶
) =

1 (condition 𝑐1); (3) isCond(txcnd
0

,C) = 1 (condition 𝑐2). It is easy

to see that these are equivalent to conditions 𝑏0, 𝑏1 and 𝑏2 of game

cndForge. Furthermore, we know that Q is synchronized in both

games. However, this result contradicts the assumption that ΠCP0
satisfies CP unforgeability. Therefore, such adversary A cannot

exist, thus this claim has been proven. □

Since games 𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
0

and 𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
1

are equivalent

except for event Bad1 occuring, it holds that

Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
0
(_) = 1] ≤ Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇

1
(_) = 1] + negl(_) .
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𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑃
ΠCP

0
,ΠCP

1
,cbl,A −𝐺

𝜏<𝑇
0
(_)

Q := ∅

(pk0𝐶 , sk
0

𝐶 ) ← ΠCP0 .ctAcc(1
_ )

(pkcbl𝐶 , skcbl𝐶 ) ← cbl.ctAcc(1_ )

( ¥pkcbl𝐶 , ¥skcbl𝐶 ) ← cbl.ctAcc(1_ )
𝑇 ← createT( ·)
𝑇 ′ := 𝑇 + 𝛿 ; 𝑇 ′′ := 𝑇 + 2𝛿

(pk0𝐼 , pk
cbl
𝐷 ,C, st

0
) ← ASet𝐶O,Pay𝐶O (pk0𝐶 , pk

cbl
𝐶 , ¥pkcbl𝐶 ,𝑇 )

(txcblcnd, 𝜎
cbl
cnd, aux

cbl, st
1
) ←

〈
A(st

0
),

cbl.ctCnd𝑅 (skcbl𝐶
,C,𝑇 ′′ )

〉
if ¬(𝑎3 ∧ 𝑎4 ) abort

(tx0cnd, 𝜎
0

cnd, aux
0, st

2
) ←

〈
ΠCP0 .ctCnd𝑆 (sk0𝐶 ,C,𝑇

′ ),
A(st

1
)

〉
ΠCP0 .subTx(tx

0

cnd, 𝜎
0

cnd )
tx0red ← A(st2 )
if ¬𝑏0 abort

𝑤 ← ΠCP0 .GetWit(tx0cnd, tx
0

red, aux
0 )

(txcblred, 𝜎
cbl
red ) ← cbl.Red(txcblcnd, sk

cbl
𝐶 , 𝑤, auxcbl, ¥pkcbl𝐶 )

cbl.subTx(txcblred, 𝜎
cbl
red )

𝑎0 := tx0cnd, tx
cbl
cnd ∉ Q

𝑎1 := ΠCP0 .ckTx(tx
0

cnd ) ∧ isSender(tx
0

cnd, pk
0

𝐶 )
𝑎2 := isCond(tx0cnd,C) ∧ isRcvr(tx

0

cnd, epk
0

𝐶,𝐼 )

𝑎3 := cbl.ckTx(txcblcnd ) ∧ isSender(tx
cbl
cnd, pk

cbl
𝐷 )

𝑎4 := isCond(txcblcnd,C) ∧ isRcvr(tx
cbl
cnd, epk

cbl
𝐷,𝐶 )

𝑏0 := ΠCP0 .ckTx(tx
0

red ) ∧ isLinked(tx
0

cnd, tx
0

red )

𝑏1 := � txred
cbl

𝑠.𝑡 . txred
cbl ∈ Q ∧ ckTx(txred

cbl )∧

isLinked(txcblcnd, txred
cbl )

𝑏2 := cbl.ckTx(txcblred ) = 0 ∧ isLinked(txcblcnd, tx
cbl
red )

𝑏3 := readTime( ·) < 𝑇

return
∧

4

𝑖=0
𝑎𝑖 ∧

∧
3

𝑖=0
𝑏𝑖

Figure 29: Experiment for 𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
0
(_).

Claim 9. Let Bad2 be the event that 𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
2

aborts on gray
lines of Figure 31. Assume that ledger ΠCP0 provides CP extractability,
then Pr[Bad2] ≤ negl(_).

Proof. Assume by contradiction that there exists a PPT ad-

versary A such that Pr[Bad2] > negl(_). We can construct an

adversary B that uses A to win ExpExtract. B interacts with A
over the ledgers ΠCP0 and cbl and with the challenger over the

ledger ΠCP0 .

• Challenger provides B with a sender public key pk𝑆 . B sets

pk0
𝐶
:= pk𝑆 and generates (pkcbl

𝐶
, skcbl

𝐶
), ( ¥pkcbl𝐶 , ¥skcbl𝐶 ) and 𝑇 .

𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑃
ΠCP

0
,ΠCP

1
,cbl,A −𝐺

𝜏<𝑇
1
(_)

Q := ∅

(pk0𝐶 , sk
0

𝐶 ) ← ΠCP0 .ctAcc(1
_ )

(pkcbl𝐶 , skcbl𝐶 ) ← cbl.ctAcc(1_ )

( ¥pkcbl𝐶 , ¥skcbl𝐶 ) ← cbl.ctAcc(1_ )
𝑇 ← createT( ·)
𝑇 ′ := 𝑇 + 𝛿 ; 𝑇 ′′ := 𝑇 + 2𝛿

(pk0𝐼 , pk
cbl
𝐷 ,C, st

0
) ← ASet𝐶O,Pay𝐶O (pk0𝐶 , pk

cbl
𝐶 , ¥pkcbl𝐶 ,𝑇 )

txcnd
0 ← A(st

0
)

𝑐0 := txcnd
0

∉ Q

𝑐1 := ΠCP0 .ckTx(txcnd
0 ) ∧ isSender(txcnd

0

, pk0
𝐶
)

𝑐2 := isCond(txcnd
0

,C)
if 𝑐0 ∧ 𝑐1 ∧ 𝑐2 abort

(txcblcnd, 𝜎
cbl
cnd, aux

cbl, st
1
) ←

〈
A(st

0
),

cbl.ctCnd𝑅 (skcbl𝐶
,C,𝑇 ′′ )

〉
if ¬(𝑎3 ∧ 𝑎4 ) abort

(tx0cnd, 𝜎
0

cnd, aux
0, st

2
) ←

〈
ΠCP0 .ctCnd𝑆 (sk0𝐶 ,C,𝑇

′ ),
A(st

1
)

〉
ΠCP0 .subTx(tx

0

cnd, 𝜎
0

cnd )
tx0red ← A(st2 )
if ¬𝑏0 abort

𝑤 ← ΠCP0 .GetWit(tx0cnd, tx
0

red, aux
0 )

(txcblred, 𝜎
cbl
red ) ← cbl.Red(txcblcnd, sk

cbl
𝐶 , 𝑤, auxcbl, ¥pkcbl𝐶 )

cbl.subTx(txcblred, 𝜎
cbl
red )

𝑎0 := tx0cnd, tx
cbl
cnd ∉ Q

𝑎1 := ΠCP0 .ckTx(tx
0

cnd ) ∧ isSender(tx
0

cnd, pk
0

𝐶 )
𝑎2 := isCond(tx0cnd,C) ∧ isRcvr(tx

0

cnd, epk
0

𝐶,𝐼 )

𝑎3 := cbl.ckTx(txcblcnd ) ∧ isSender(tx
cbl
cnd, pk

cbl
𝐷 )

𝑎4 := isCond(txcblcnd,C) ∧ isRcvr(tx
cbl
cnd, epk

cbl
𝐷,𝐶 )

𝑏0 := ΠCP0 .ckTx(tx
0

red ) ∧ isLinked(tx
0

cnd, tx
0

red )

𝑏1 := � txred
cbl

𝑠.𝑡 . txred
cbl ∈ Q ∧ ckTx(txred

cbl )∧

isLinked(txcblcnd, txred
cbl )

𝑏2 := cbl.ckTx(txcblred ) = 0 ∧ isLinked(txcblcnd, tx
cbl
red )

𝑏3 := readTime( ·) < 𝑇

return
∧

4

𝑖=0
𝑎𝑖 ∧

∧
3

𝑖=0
𝑏𝑖

Figure 30: Experiment for 𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
1
(_).

• B forwards (pk0
𝐶
, pkcbl

𝐶
, ¥pkcbl𝐶 ,𝑇 ) toA, which returns (pk0

𝐼
, pkcbl

𝐷
,

C) and txcnd
0

, the latter being a forgery onΠCP0 . Due to Pr[Bad1]
≤ negl(_), this forgery does not make the game to abort.

• B sets pk𝑅 := pk0
𝐼
, 𝑇 ′ := 𝑇 + 𝛿 and forwards (pk𝑅,C,𝑇 ′) to the

challenger.

• B engages with A on protocol cbl.ctCnd that outputs the tuple

(txcblcnd, 𝜎
cbl
cnd, aux

cbl). By assumption A wins the game 𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑃 −
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𝐺𝜏<𝑇
2

, hence conditions 𝑎3 and 𝑎4 are fulfilled and B does not

abort.

• B engages with the challenger and A on protocol ΠCP0 .ctCnd
acting as a relay. This results in (txcnd, 𝜎cnd, aux) := (tx

0

cnd, 𝜎
0

cnd,

aux0). Thereafter, the challenger submits (txcnd, 𝜎cnd) to ΠCP0 .

• A outputs tx0red. By assumptionA wins the game 𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
2

,

hence condition 𝑏0 is fulfilled and B does not abort. Henceforth,

B forwards txred := tx0red to the challenger.

• Finally, both B and the challenger extract 𝑤 from (txcnd :=

tx0cnd, txred := tx0red).
IfA makes a query to Set𝐶O, B follows all the steps of protocol

Set as described in Figure 26. However, B does not have the private

key sk0
𝐶
, so when Set requires this input,B queries ctCnd𝑆O for the

output of ΠCP0 .ctCnd𝑆 (sk0𝐶 ,C,𝑇
′) and relays the answer. Note that

Q is synchronized in both games. If A makes a query to Pay𝐶O,
B follows all the steps of protocol Set, as described in Figure 27.

Our adversary B perfectly simulates 𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
2

toA. More-

over, it is easy to see that B is a PPT algorithm. Now, ifA can force

B to abort on the gray lines of Figure 31, this implies that (1) tx0cnd ∉

Q (condition 𝑎0); (2) tx0cnd ∈ ΠCP0 .TX𝐿 and isSender(tx0cnd, pk
0

𝐶
) =

1 (condition𝑎1); (3) isCond(tx0cnd,C) = 1 and isRcvr(tx0cnd, epk
0

𝐶,𝐼
) =

1 (condition𝑎2); (4) tx0red ∈ ΠCP0 .TX𝐿 and isLinked(tx0cnd, tx
0

red) = 1

(condition 𝑏0); (5) (C,𝑤) ∉ R (condition 𝑐3). It is easy to see that

these are equivalent to conditions 𝑏0, 𝑏1, 𝑏2, 𝑏3 and 𝑏4 of game

ExpExtract. Furthermore, we know that Q is synchronized in both

games. However, this result contradicts the assumption that ΠCP0
satisfies CP extractability. Therefore, such adversaryA cannot exist,

thus this claim has been proven. □

Since games 𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
1

and 𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
2

are equivalent

except for event Bad2 occuring, it holds that

Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
1
(_) = 1] ≤ Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇

2
(_) = 1] + negl(_) .

Claim 10. Let ledger cbl provide CP redeemability. Then Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑃−
𝐺𝜏<𝑇
2
(_) = 1] ≤ negl(_).

Proof. Assume by contradiction that there exists a PPT adver-

sary A such that Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑃 − 𝐺𝜏<𝑇
2
(_) = 1] > negl(_). We can

construct an adversary B that uses A to win ExpRedeem. B inter-

acts with A over the ledgers ΠCP0 and cbl and with the challenger

over the ledger cbl.

• Challenger providesB with public keys (pk𝑅, ¥pk).B sets pkcbl
𝐶

:=

pk𝑅 , ¥pk
cbl
𝐶 := ¥pk and generates (pk0

𝐶
, sk0

𝐶
) and 𝑇 .

• B forwards (pk0
𝐶
, pkcbl

𝐶
, ¥pkcbl𝐶 ,𝑇 ) toA, which returns (pk0

𝐼
, pkcbl

𝐷
,

C) and txcnd
0

, the latter being a forgery onΠCP0 . Due to Pr[Bad1]
≤ negl(_), this forgery does not make the game to abort.

• B sets pk𝑆 := pkcbl
𝐷

, 𝑇 ′′ := 𝑇 + 2𝛿 and forwards (pk𝑆 ,C,𝑇 ′′) to
challenger.

• B engages with the challenger and A on protocol cbl.ctCnd
acting as a relay. This results in (txcnd, 𝜎cnd, aux) := (tx

cbl
cnd, 𝜎

cbl
cnd,

aux𝐶𝐿). By assumptionA wins the game 𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
2

, hence

conditions 𝑎3 and 𝑎4 are fulfilled and B does not abort.

• B engages withA on protocolΠCP0 .ctCnd that outputs the tuple
(tx0cnd, 𝜎

0

cnd, aux
0). Henceforth, B submits the pair (tx0cnd, 𝜎

0

cnd)

to ΠCP0 .

• A outputs tx0red. By assumptionA wins the game 𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
2

,

hence condition 𝑏0 is fulfilled and B does not abort. Thereafter,

B extracts 𝑤 from (tx0cnd, tx
0

cnd). Due to Pr[Bad2] ≤ negl(_) it
holds that (C,𝑤) ∈ R. Hence, B forwards𝑤 to the challenger.

• Finally, the challenger uses𝑤 to output (txred, 𝜎red) and submits

it to cbl.

IfA makes a query to Set𝐶O, B follows all the steps of protocol

Set as described in Figure 26. However, B does not have the private

key skcbl
𝐶

, so when Set requires this input, B queries ctCnd𝑅O
for the output of cbl.ctCnd𝑅 (skcbl𝐶

,C,𝑇 ′′) and relays the answer.

Similarly, whenA makes a query to Pay𝐶O, B follows all the steps

of protocol Pay as described in Figure 27. Nevertheless, B does not

have the private key skcbl
𝐶

, hence it queries RedO for the output

of cbl.Red(txcblcnd, sk
cbl
𝐶

,𝑤, auxcbl, ¥pkcbl𝐶 ) and relays the answer. Note

that Q is synchronized in both games.

Our adversary B perfectly simulates 𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
2

toA. More-

over, it is easy to see that B is a PPT algorithm. Now, if A can

win 𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑃 − 𝐺𝜏<𝑇
2

with non-negligible probability, this implies

that (1) txcblcnd ∉ Q (condition 𝑎0); (2) txcblcnd ∈ ΠCPcbl .TX𝐿 and

isSender(txcblcnd, pk
cbl
𝐶
) = 1 (condition 𝑎3); (3) isCond(txcblcnd,C) = 1

and isRcvr(txcblcnd, epk
cbl
𝐷,𝐶
) = 1 (condition 𝑎4); (4) A did not use

Pay𝐶O to put txred
cbl

on cbl (condition 𝑏1); (5) txcblred ∉ ΠCPcbl .TX𝐿

and isLinked(txcblcnd, tx
cbl
red) = 1 (condition 𝑏2); (6) (C,𝑤) ∈ R (Pr[

Bad2] ≤ negl(_)); (7) 𝑇 𝑇 has not expired (condition 𝑏3). It is easy

to see that these are equivalent to conditions 𝑏0, 𝑏1, 𝑏2, 𝑏3, 𝑏4,

𝑏5 and 𝑏6 of game ExpRedeem. Furthermore, we know that Q is

synchronized in both games. However, this result contradicts the

assumption that ΠCP satisfies CP redeemability. Therefore, such

adversary A cannot exist, thus this claim has been proven. □

So far, we have obtained that

𝑃𝑟 [𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
0
(_) = 1] ≤

Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
1
(_) = 1] + Pr[Bad1 ] ≤

Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
2
(_) = 1] + Pr[Bad2 ] + Pr[Bad1 ] ≤ negl(_) .

Thismeans that for the pathwhere 𝜏 < 𝑇 ,A canwinwith negligible

probability.

We now explore the other path.

Claim11. Let ledgerΠCP0 provide CP refundability. Then Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑃−
𝐺𝜏≥𝑇+𝛿
0

(_) = 1] ≤ negl(_).

Proof. Assume by contradiction that there exists a PPTA such

that Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑃−𝐺𝜏≥𝑇+𝛿
0

(_) = 1] > negl(_). Thenwe can construct
an adversary B that uses A to win ExpRefund. B interacts with

A over the ledgers ΠCP0 and cbl and with the challenger over the

ledger ΠCP0 .

• Challenger provides B with public keys (pk𝑆 , ¥pk). B sets pk0
𝐶
:=

pk𝑆 , ¥pk
0

𝐶 := ¥pk and generates (pkcbl
𝐶

, skcbl
𝐶
) and 𝑇 .

• B forwards (pk0
𝐶
, pkcbl

𝐶
, ¥pk0𝐶 ,𝑇 ) toA, which returns (pk0

𝐼
, pkcbl

𝐷
,C).

• B sets pk𝑅 := pk0
𝐼
, 𝑇 ′ := 𝑇 + 𝛿 and forwards (pk𝑅,C,𝑇 ′) to the

challenger.

• B engages with A on protocol cbl.ctCnd that outputs the tuple

(txcblcnd, 𝜎
cbl
cnd, aux

cbl). By assumption A wins the game 𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑃 −
38
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𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑃
ΠCP

0
,ΠCP

1
,cbl,A −𝐺

𝜏<𝑇
2
(_)

Q := ∅

(pk0𝐶 , sk
0

𝐶 ) ← ΠCP0 .ctAcc(1
_ )

(pkcbl𝐶 , skcbl𝐶 ) ← cbl.ctAcc(1_ )

( ¥pkcbl𝐶 , ¥skcbl𝐶 ) ← cbl.ctAcc(1_ )
𝑇 ← createT( ·)
𝑇 ′ := 𝑇 + 𝛿 ; 𝑇 ′′ := 𝑇 + 2𝛿

(pk0𝐼 , pk
cbl
𝐷 ,C, st

0
) ← ASet𝐶O,Pay𝐶O (pk0𝐶 , pk

cbl
𝐶 , ¥pkcbl𝐶 ,𝑇 )

txcnd
0 ← A(st

0
)

𝑐0 := txcnd
0

∉ Q

𝑐1 := ΠCP0 .ckTx(txcnd
0 ) ∧ isSender(txcnd

0

, pk0𝐶 )

𝑐2 := isCond(txcnd
0

,C)
if 𝑐0 ∧ 𝑐1 ∧ 𝑐2 abort

(txcblcnd, 𝜎
cbl
cnd, aux

cbl, st
1
) ←

〈
A(st

0
),

cbl.ctCnd𝑅 (skcbl𝐶
,C,𝑇 ′′ )

〉
if ¬(𝑎3 ∧ 𝑎4 ) abort

(tx0cnd, 𝜎
0

cnd, aux
0, st

2
) ←

〈
ΠCP0 .ctCnd𝑆 (sk0𝐶 ,C,𝑇

′ ),
A(st

1
)

〉
ΠCP0 .subTx(tx

0

cnd, 𝜎
0

cnd )
tx0red ← A(st2 )
if ¬𝑏0 abort

𝑤 ← ΠCP0 .GetWit(tx0cnd, tx
0

red, aux
0 )

𝑐3 := (C, 𝑤 ) ∉ R
if 𝑐3 abort

(txcblred, 𝜎
cbl
red ) ← cbl.Red(txcblcnd, sk

cbl
𝐶 , 𝑤, auxcbl, ¥pkcbl𝐶 )

cbl.subTx(txcblred, 𝜎
cbl
red )

𝑎0 := tx0cnd, tx
cbl
cnd ∉ Q

𝑎1 := ΠCP0 .ckTx(tx
0

cnd ) ∧ isSender(tx
0

cnd, pk
0

𝐶 )
𝑎2 := isCond(tx0cnd,C) ∧ isRcvr(tx

0

cnd, epk
0

𝐶,𝐼 )

𝑎3 := cbl.ckTx(txcblcnd ) ∧ isSender(tx
cbl
cnd, pk

cbl
𝐷 )

𝑎4 := isCond(txcblcnd,C) ∧ isRcvr(tx
cbl
cnd, epk

cbl
𝐷,𝐶 )

𝑏0 := ΠCP0 .ckTx(tx
0

red ) ∧ isLinked(tx
0

cnd, tx
0

red )

𝑏1 := � txred
cbl

𝑠.𝑡 . txred
cbl ∈ Q ∧ ckTx(txred

cbl )∧

isLinked(txcblcnd, txred
cbl )

𝑏2 := cbl.ckTx(txcblred ) = 0 ∧ isLinked(txcblcnd, tx
cbl
red )

𝑏3 := readTime( ·) < 𝑇

return
∧

4

𝑖=0
𝑎𝑖 ∧

∧
3

𝑖=0
𝑏𝑖

Figure 31: Experiment for 𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
2
(_).

𝐺𝜏<𝑇
0

, hence conditions 𝑎3 and 𝑎4 are fulfilled and B does not

abort.

• B engages with challenger and A on protocol ΠCP0 .𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑒

acting as a relay. This results in (txcnd, 𝜎cnd, aux) := (tx
0

cnd, 𝜎
0

cnd,

aux0). Thereafter, the challenger submits (txcnd, 𝜎cnd) to ΠCP0 .

• Finally, the challenger generates a refund transaction txref from
txcnd and submits (txred, 𝜎red) to ΠCP0 .

IfA makes a query to Set𝐶O, B follows all the steps of protocol

Set as described in Figure 26. However, B does not have the private

key sk0
𝐶
, so when Set requires this input, B queries ctCnd𝑆O for

the output of ΠCP0 .ctCnd𝑆 (sk0𝐶 ,C,𝑇
′) and relays the answer. If A

makes a query toRef𝐶O,B does not have the private key sk0
𝐶
, hence

it queries RefO and relays the answer. Note that Q is synchronized

in both games. If A makes a query to Pay𝐶O, B follows all the

steps of protocol Set, as described in Figure 27.

Our adversary B perfectly simulates 𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑃 − 𝐺𝜏≥𝑇+𝛿
0

to A.

Moreover, it is easy to see that B is a PPT algorithm. Now, if A is

successful in wining 𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏≥𝑇+𝛿
0

with non-negligible prob-

ability, this implies that (1) tx0cnd ∉ Q (condition 𝑎0); (2) tx0cnd ∈
ΠCP0 .TX𝐿 and isSender(tx0cnd, pk

0

𝐶
) = 1 (condition 𝑎1); (3) isCond(

tx0cnd,C) = 1 and isRcvr(tx0cnd, epk
0

𝐶,𝐼
) = 1 (condition 𝑎2); (4)A did

not put txred
0

on ΠCP0 (condition 𝑐0); (5) A did not use Ref𝐶O
to put txref

0

on ΠCP0 (condition 𝑐1); (6) tx0ref ∉ ΠCP0 .TX𝐿 and

isLinked(tx0cnd, tx
0

ref) = 1 (condition 𝑐2); (7) timeout 𝑇 + 𝛿 has ex-

pired (condition 𝑐3). , It is easy to see that these are equivalent to

conditions 𝑏0, 𝑏1, 𝑏2, 𝑏3, 𝑏4, 𝑏5 and 𝑏6 of game ExpRefund. Further-
more, we know that the two Q are synchronized. However, this

result contradicts the assumption that ΠCP0 satisfies CP refund-

ability. Therefore, such A cannot exist and this claim has been

proven. □

Therefore, we reach to:

Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑃
ΠCP

0
,ΠCP

1
,cbl,A (_) = 1]

= Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
0
(_) = 1 ∨ 𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏≥𝑇+𝛿

0
(_) = 1]

≤ Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
0
(_) = 1] + Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏≥𝑇+𝛿

0
(_) = 1]

≤ negl(_)

This concludes the proof of Lemma 4. □

Lemma 5. (Balance security for I) For all PPT adversaries A, it
holds that Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐶𝑃

ΠCP
0
,ΠCP

1
,cbl,A (_) = 1] ≤ negl(_)

Proof. The game 𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐶𝑃 contains two mutually exclusive paths

that the adversary A could exploit. We will prove Lemma 5 by

performing reductions on the two possible paths since:

Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐶𝑃
ΠCP

0
,ΠCP

1
,cbl,A (_) = 1) ] =

Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
0
(_) = 1 ∨ 𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏≥𝑇

0
(_) = 1] ≤

Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
0
(_) = 1] + Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏≥𝑇

0
(_) = 1]

In the path whare 𝜏 < 𝑇 , we perform the following game hops:

Game 𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
0

: This game, formally defined in Figure 33,

corresponds to the original game for Balance security for I restricted

to the pathwhere 𝜏 < 𝑇 . The game is expandedwith the interactions

described in our implementation.

Game 𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
1

: This game, formally defined in Figure 34,

works exactly as 𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
0

with the following exception (high-

lighted in the gray lines). At the start of the protocol, A produces

a forgery txcnd
1

impersonating C. This allows A to lock C’s funds
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𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑃
ΠCP

0
,ΠCP

1
,cbl,A −𝐺

𝜏≥𝑇+𝛿
0

(_)
Q := ∅

(pk0𝐶 , sk
0

𝐶 ) ← ΠCP0 .ctAcc(1
_ )

( ¥pk0𝐶 , ¥sk
0

𝐶 ) ← ΠCP0 .ctAcc(1
_ )

(pkcbl𝐶 , skcbl𝐶 ) ← cbl.ctAcc(1_ )
𝑇 ← createT( ·)
𝑇 ′ := 𝑇 + 𝛿 ; 𝑇 ′′ := 𝑇 + 2𝛿

(pk0𝐼 , pk
cbl
𝐷 ,C, st

0
) ← ASet𝐶O,Ref𝐶O (pk0𝐶 , pk

cbl
𝐶 , ¥pk0𝐶 ,𝑇 )

(txcblcnd, 𝜎
cbl
cnd, aux

cbl, st
1
) ←

〈
A(st

0
),

cbl.ctCnd𝑅 (skcbl𝐶
,C,𝑇 ′′ )

〉
if ¬(𝑎3 ∧ 𝑎4 ) abort

(tx0cnd, 𝜎
0

cnd, aux
0 ) ←

〈
ΠCP0 .ctCnd𝑆 (sk0𝐶 ,C,𝑇

′ ),
A(st

1
)

〉
ΠCP0 .subTx(tx

0

cnd, 𝜎
0

cnd )

(tx0ref, 𝜎
0

ref ) ← ΠCP0 .Ref (tx
0

cnd, sk
0

𝐶 , aux
0, ¥pk0𝐶 )

ΠCP0 .subTx(tx
0

ref, 𝜎
0

ref )

𝑎0 := tx0cnd, tx
cbl
cnd ∉ Q

𝑎1 := ΠCP0 .ckTx(tx
0

cnd ) ∧ isSender(tx
0

cnd, pk
0

𝐶 )
𝑎2 := isCond(tx0cnd,C) ∧ isRcvr(tx

0

cnd, epk
0

𝐶,𝐼 )

𝑎3 := cbl.ckTx(txcblcnd ) ∧ isSender(tx
cbl
cnd, pk

cbl
𝐷 )

𝑎4 := isCond(txcblcnd,C) ∧ isRcvr(tx
cbl
cnd, epk

cbl
𝐷,𝐶 )

𝑐0 := � txred
0

𝑠.𝑡 . ckTx(txred
0 ) ∧ isLinked(tx0cnd, txred

0 )

𝑐1 := � txref
0

𝑠.𝑡 . txref
0 ∈ Q ∧ ckTx(txref

0 )∧

isLinked(tx0cnd, txref
0 )

𝑐2 := ΠCP0 .ckTx(tx
0

ref ) = 0 ∧ isLinked(tx0cnd, tx
0

ref )
𝑐3 := readTime( ·) ≥ 𝑇 + 𝛿

return
∧

4

𝑖=0
𝑎𝑖 ∧

∧
3

𝑖=0
𝑐𝑖

Figure 32: Experiment for 𝐵𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏≥𝑇+𝛿
0

(_).

on ΠCP1 , without locking its own funds on ΠCP0 . If this forgery is

valid, 𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
1

aborts.

Game 𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
2

: This game, formally defined in Figure 35,

works exactly as 𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐶𝑃 −𝐺ΠCP
1
.𝜏<𝑇

1
with the following exception

(highlighted in the gray lines). If the value 𝑤 extracted from the

pair (tx1cnd, tx
1

red) is not a valid witness for the public statement C,

𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
2

aborts.

On the path where 𝜏 ≥ 𝑇 , we only consider the following game:

Game 𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏≥𝑇
0

: This game, formally defined in Figure 36,

corresponds to the original game for Balance security for I, re-

stricted to the path where 𝜏 ≥ 𝑇 . The game is expanded with the

interactions described in our implementation.

Claim 12. Let Bad1 be the event that 𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
1

aborts on gray
lines of Figure 34. Assume that ledgerΠCP1 provides CP unforgeability,
then Pr[Bad1] ≤ negl(_).

𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐶𝑃
ΠCP

0
,ΠCP

1
,cbl,A −𝐺

𝜏<𝑇
0
(_)

Q := ∅

(pk0𝐼 , sk
0

𝐼 ) ← ΠCP0 .ctAcc(1
_ )

( ¥pk0𝐼 , ¥sk
0

𝐼 ) ← ΠCP0 .ctAcc(1
_ )

(pk1𝐼 , sk
1

𝐼 ) ← ΠCP1 .ctAcc(1
_ )

(pk0𝐶 , pk
1

𝐷 ,C,𝑇 , st
0
) ← ASet𝐼 O,Pay𝐼 O (pk0𝐼 , pk

1

𝐼 ,
¥pk0𝐼 )

𝑇 ′ := 𝑇 + 𝛿

(tx0cnd, 𝜎
0

cnd, aux
0, st

1
) ←

〈
A(st

0
),

ΠCP0 .ctCnd𝑅 (sk0𝐼 ,C,𝑇
′ )

〉
if ¬(𝑎1 ∧ 𝑎2 ) abort

(tx1cnd, 𝜎
1

cnd, aux
1, st

2
) ←

〈
ΠCP1 .ctCnd𝑆 (sk1𝐼 ,C,𝑇 ),

A(st
1
)

〉
ΠCP1 .subTx(tx

1

cnd, 𝜎
1

cnd )
txred1← A(st2 )
if ¬𝑏2 abort

𝑤 ← ΠCP1 .GetWit(tx1cnd, tx
1

red, aux
1 )

(tx0red, 𝜎
0

red ) ← ΠCP0 .Red(tx
0

cnd, sk
0

𝐼 , 𝑤, aux0, ¥pk0𝐼 )
ΠCP0 .subTx(tx

0

red, 𝜎
0

red )
𝑎0 := tx0cnd, tx

1

cnd ∉ Q
𝑎1 := ΠCP0 .ckTx(tx

0

cnd ) ∧ isSender(tx
0

cnd, pk
0

𝐶 )
𝑎2 := isCond(tx0cnd,C) ∧ isRcvr(tx

0

cnd, epk
0

𝐶,𝐼 )
𝑎3 := ΠCP1 .ckTx(tx

1

cnd ) ∧ isSender(tx
1

cnd, pk
1

𝐼 )
𝑎4 := isCond(tx1cnd,C) ∧ isRcvr(tx

1

cnd, epk
1

𝐼 ,𝐷 )

𝑏0 := � txred
0

𝑠.𝑡 . txred
0 ∈ Q ∧ ckTx(txred

0 )∧

isLinked(tx0cnd, txred
0 )

𝑏1 := ΠCP0 .ckTx(tx
0

red ) = 0 ∧ isLinked(tx0cnd, tx
0

red )
𝑏2 := ΠCP1 .ckTx(tx

1

red ) ∧ isLinked(tx
1

cnd, tx
1

red )
𝑏3 := readTime( ·) < 𝑇

return
∧

4

𝑖=0
𝑎𝑖 ∧

∧
3

𝑖=0
𝑏𝑖

Figure 33: Experiment for 𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
0
(_) .

Proof. Assume by contradiction that there exists a PPT ad-

versary A such that Pr[Bad1] > negl(_). We can construct an

adversary B that usesA to win cndForge. B interacts withA over

the ledgers ΠCP0 and ΠCP1 and with the challenger over the ledger

ΠCP1 .

• Challenger provides B with a sender public key pk𝑆 . B sets

pk1
𝐼
:= pk𝑆 and generates (pk0

𝐼
, sk0

𝐼
) and ( ¥pk0𝐶 , ¥sk

0

𝐶 ).
• B forwards (pk0

𝐼
, pk1

𝐼
, ¥sk0𝐶 ) to A, which returns (pk0

𝐶
, pk1

𝐷
,C,𝑇 )

and txcnd
1

, the latter being a forgery on ΠCP1 .

• B forwards (txi := txcnd
1

, pk𝑅 := pk1
𝐷
,C,𝑇 ) to challenger.

If A makes a query to Set𝐼O, B follows all the steps of protocol

Set as described in Figure 26. However, B does not have the private

key sk1
𝐼
, so when Set requires this input, B queries ctCnd𝑆O for the

output of ΠCP1 .ctCnd𝑆 (sk1𝐼 ,C,𝑇 ) and relays the answer. Note that
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Q is synchronized in both games. If A makes a query to Pay𝐼O, B
follows all the steps of protocol Set, as described in Figure 27.

Our adversary B perfectly simulates 𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
1

toA. More-

over, it is easy to see that B is a PPT algorithm. Now, ifA can force

B to abort on the gray lines of Figure 34, it implies that (1) txcnd
1

∉

Q (condition 𝑐0); (2) txcnd
1 ∈ ΠCP1 .TX𝐿 and isSender(txcnd

1

, pk1
𝐶
) =

1 (condition 𝑐1); (3) isCond(txcnd
1

,C) = 1 (condition 𝑐2). It is easy

to see that these are equivalent to conditions 𝑏0, 𝑏1 and 𝑏2 of game

cndForge. Furthermore, we know that Q is synchronized in both

games. However, this result contradicts the assumption that ΠCP1
satisfies CP unforgeability. Therefore, such adversary A cannot

exist, thus this claim has been proven. □

Since games 𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
0

and 𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
1

are equivalent

except for event Bad1 occuring, it holds that

Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
0
(_) = 1] ≤ Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇

1
(_) = 1] + negl(_) .

Claim 13. Let Bad2 be the event that 𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
2

aborts on gray
lines of Figure 35. Assume that ledger ΠCP1 provides CP extractability,
then Pr[Bad2] ≤ negl(_).

Proof. Assume by contradiction that there exists a PPT adver-

sary A such that Pr[Bad2] > negl(_). Then we can construct an

adversary B that uses A to win ExpExtract. B interacts with A
over the ledgers ΠCP0 and ΠCP1 and with the challenger over the

ledger ΠCP1 .

• Challenger provides B with a sender public key pk𝑆 . B sets

pk1
𝐼
:= pk𝑆 and generates (pk0

𝐶
, sk0

𝐶
) and ( ¥pk0𝐶 , ¥sk

0

𝐶 ).
• B forwards (pk0

𝐼
, pk1

𝐼
, ¥sk0𝐼 ) to A, which returns (pk0

𝐶
, pk1

𝐷
,C,𝑇 )

and txcnd
1

, the latter being a forgery onΠCP1 . Due to Pr[Bad1] ≤
negl(_), this forgery does not make the game to abort.

• B sets pk𝑅 := pk1
𝐷
and forwards (pk𝑅,C,𝑇 ) to the challenger.

• B engages with A on protocol cbl.ctCnd that outputs the tuple

(tx0cnd, 𝜎
0

cnd, aux
0). By assumption A wins the game 𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐶𝑃 −

𝐺𝜏<𝑇
2

, hence conditions 𝑎1 and 𝑎2 are fulfilled and B does not

abort.

• B engages with the challenger and A on protocol ΠCP1 .ctCnd
acting as a relay. This results in (txcnd, 𝜎cnd, aux) := (tx

1

cnd, 𝜎
1

cnd,

aux1). Thereafter, the challenger submits txcnd to ΠCP1 .

• A outputs tx1red. By assumptionA wins the game 𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
2

,

hence condition 𝑏2 is fulfilled and B does not abort. Henceforth,

B forwards txred := tx1red to the challenger.

• Finally, both B and the challenger extract 𝑤 from (txcnd :=

tx1cnd, txred := tx1red).
If A makes a query to Set𝐼O, B follows all the steps of protocol

Set as described in Figure 26. However, B does not have the private

key sk1
𝐼
, so when Set requires this input, B queries ctCnd𝑆O for the

output of ΠCP1 .ctCnd𝑆 (sk1𝐼 ,C,𝑇 ) and relays the answer. Note that

Q is synchronized in both games. If A makes a query to Pay𝐼O, B
follows all the steps of protocol Set, as described in Figure 27.

Our adversary B perfectly simulates 𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
2

toA. More-

over, it is easy to see that B is a PPT algorithm. Now, ifA can force

B to abort on the gray lines of Figure 31, this implies that (1) tx1cnd ∉

Q (condition𝑎0); (2) tx1cnd ∈ ΠCP1 .TX𝐿 and isSender(tx1cnd, pk
1

𝐼
) = 1

(condition 𝑎3); (3) isCond(tx1cnd,C) = 1 and isRcvr(tx1cnd, epk
1

𝐼 ,𝐷
) =

𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐶𝑃
ΠCP

0
,ΠCP

1
,cbl,A −𝐺

𝜏<𝑇
1
(_)

Q := ∅

(pk0𝐼 , sk
0

𝐼 ) ← ΠCP0 .ctAcc(1
_ )

( ¥pk0𝐼 , ¥sk
0

𝐼 ) ← ΠCP0 .ctAcc(1
_ )

(pk1𝐼 , sk
1

𝐼 ) ← ΠCP1 .ctAcc(1
_ )

(pk0𝐶 , pk
1

𝐷 ,C,𝑇 , st
0
) ← ASet𝐼 O,Pay𝐼 O (pk0𝐼 , pk

1

𝐼 ,
¥pk0𝐼 )

𝑇 ′ := 𝑇 + 𝛿

txcnd
1 ← A(st

0
)

𝑐0 := txcnd
1

∉ Q

𝑐1 := ΠCP1 .ckTx(txcnd
1 ) ∧ isSender(txcnd

1

, pk1
𝐼
)

𝑐2 := isCond(txcnd
1

,C)
if 𝑐0 ∧ 𝑐1 ∧ 𝑐2 abort

(tx0cnd, 𝜎
0

cnd, aux
0, st

1
) ←

〈
A(st

0
),

ΠCP0 .ctCnd𝑅 (sk0𝐼 ,C,𝑇
′ )

〉
if ¬(𝑎1 ∧ 𝑎2 ) abort

(tx1cnd, 𝜎
1

cnd, aux
1, st

2
) ←

〈
ΠCP1 .ctCnd𝑆 (sk1𝐼 ,C,𝑇 ),

A(st
1
)

〉
ΠCP1 .subTx(tx

1

cnd, 𝜎
1

cnd )
txred1← A(st2 )
if ¬𝑏2 abort

𝑤 ← ΠCP1 .GetWit(tx1cnd, tx
1

red, aux
1 )

(tx0red, 𝜎
0

red ) ← ΠCP0 .Red(tx
0

cnd, sk
0

𝐼 , 𝑤, aux0, ¥pk0𝐼 )
ΠCP0 .subTx(tx

0

red, 𝜎
0

red )
𝑎0 := tx0cnd, tx

1

cnd ∉ Q
𝑎1 := ΠCP0 .ckTx(tx

0

cnd ) ∧ isSender(tx
0

cnd, pk
0

𝐶 )
𝑎2 := isCond(tx0cnd,C) ∧ isRcvr(tx

0

cnd, epk
0

𝐶,𝐼 )
𝑎3 := ΠCP1 .ckTx(tx

1

cnd ) ∧ isSender(tx
1

cnd, pk
1

𝐼 )
𝑎4 := isCond(tx1cnd,C) ∧ isRcvr(tx

1

cnd, epk
1

𝐼 ,𝐷 )

𝑏0 := � txred
0

𝑠.𝑡 . txred
0 ∈ Q ∧ ckTx(txred

0 )∧

isLinked(tx0cnd, txred
0 )

𝑏1 := ΠCP0 .ckTx(tx
0

red ) = 0 ∧ isLinked(tx0cnd, tx
0

red )
𝑏2 := ΠCP1 .ckTx(tx

1

red ) ∧ isLinked(tx
1

cnd, tx
1

red )
𝑏3 := readTime( ·) < 𝑇

return
∧

4

𝑖=0
𝑎𝑖 ∧

∧
3

𝑖=0
𝑏𝑖

Figure 34: Experiment for 𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
1
(_) .

1 (condition𝑎4); (4) tx1red ∈ ΠCP1 .TX𝐿 and isLinked(tx1cnd, tx
1

red) = 1

(condition 𝑏2); (5) (C,𝑤) ∉ R (condition 𝑐3). It is easy to see that

these are equivalent to conditions 𝑏0, 𝑏1, 𝑏2, 𝑏3 and 𝑏4 of game

ExpExtract. Furthermore, we know that Q is synchronized in both

games. However, this result contradicts the assumption that ΠCP0
satisfies CP extractability. Therefore, such adversaryA cannot exist,

thus this claim has been proven. □
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Since games 𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
1

and 𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
2

are equivalent

except for event Bad2 occuring, it holds that

Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐼 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
1
(_) = 1] ≤ Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇

2
(_) = 1] + negl(_) .

Claim14. Let ledgerΠCP0 provide CP redeemability. Then Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐶𝑃−
𝐺𝜏<𝑇
2
(_) = 1] ≤ negl(_).

Proof. Assume by contradiction that there exists a PPT adver-

sary A such that Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐶𝑃 − 𝐺𝜏<𝑇
2
(_) = 1] > negl(_). We can

construct an adversary B that uses A to win ExpRedeem. B inter-

acts withA over the ledgers ΠCP0 and ΠCP1 and with the challenger

over the ledger ΠCP0 .

• Challenger provides B with public keys (pk𝑅, ¥pk). B sets pk0
𝐼
:=

pk𝑅 , ¥pk
0

𝐼 :=
¥pk and generates (pk1

𝐼
, sk1

𝐼
).

• B forwards (pk0
𝐼
, pk1

𝐼
, ¥sk0𝐼 ) to A, which returns (pk0

𝐶
, pk1

𝐷
,C,𝑇 )

and txcnd
1

, the latter being a forgery onΠCP1 . Due to Pr[Bad1] ≤
negl(_), this forgery does not make the game to abort.

• B sets pk𝑆 := pk0
𝐶
, 𝑇 ′ := 𝑇 + 𝛿 and forwards (pk𝑆 ,C,𝑇 ′) to the

challenger.

• B engages with the challenger and A on protocol ΠCP0 .ctCnd
acting as a relay. This results in (txcnd, 𝜎cnd, aux) := (tx

0

cnd, 𝜎
0

cnd,

aux0). By assumption A wins the game 𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
2

, hence

conditions 𝑎1 and 𝑎2 are fulfilled and B does not abort.

• B engages withA on protocolΠCP1 .ctCnd that outputs the tuple
(tx1cnd, 𝜎

1

cnd, aux
1). Henceforth, B submits the pair (tx1cnd, 𝜎

1

cnd)

to ΠCP1 .

• A outputs tx1red. By assumptionA wins the game 𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
2

,

hence condition 𝑏2 is fulfilled and B does not abort. Thereafter,

B extracts 𝑤 from (tx1cnd, tx
1

red). Due to Pr[Bad1] ≤ negl(_) it
holds that (C,𝑤) ∈ R. Hence, B forwards𝑤 to the challenger.

• Finally, the challenger uses𝑤 to output (txred, 𝜎red) and submits

it to ΠCP0 .

IfA makes a query to Set𝐶O, B follows all the steps of protocol

Set as described in Figure 26. However, B does not have the private

key sk0
𝐼
, so when Set requires this input, B queries ctCnd𝑅O for

the output of ΠCP0 .ctCnd𝑅 (sk0𝐼 ,C,𝑇
′) and relays the answer. Simi-

larly, when A makes a query to Pay𝐶O, B follows all the steps of

protocol Pay as described in Figure 27. Nevertheless, B does not

have the private key sk0
𝐼
, hence it queries RedO for the output of

ΠCP0 .Red(tx0cnd, sk
0

𝐼
,𝑤, aux0, ¥pk0𝐼 ) and relays the answer. Note that

Q is synchronized in both games.

Our adversary B perfectly simulates 𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
2

toA. More-

over, it is easy to see that B is a PPT algorithm. Now, if A can

win 𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
2

with non-negligible probability, this implies that

(1) tx0cnd ∉ Q (condition𝑎0); (2) tx0cnd ∈ ΠCP0 .TX𝐿 and isSender(tx0cnd,
pk0

𝐶
) = 1 (condition 𝑎1); (3) isCond(tx0cnd,C) = 1 and isRcvr(tx0cnd,

epk0
𝐶,𝐼
) = 1 (condition 𝑎2); (4) A did not use Pay𝐼O to put txred

0

on ΠCP0 (condition 𝑏0); (5) tx0red ∉ ΠCP0 .TX𝐿 and isLinked(tx0cnd,
tx0red) = 1 (condition 𝑏1); (6) (C,𝑤) ∈ R (Pr[ Bad2] ≤ negl(_));
(7) timeout 𝑇 has not expired (condition 𝑏3). It is easy to see that

these are equivalent to conditions 𝑏0, 𝑏1, 𝑏2, 𝑏3, 𝑏4, 𝑏5 and 𝑏6 of

game ExpRedeem. Furthermore, we know that Q is synchronized

in both games. However, this result contradicts the assumption

that ΠCP satisfies CP redeemability. Therefore, suchA cannot exist,

thus this claim has been proven. □

So far, we have obtained that

Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
0
(_) = 1] ≤

Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
1
(_) = 1] + Pr[Bad1 ] ≤

Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
2
(_) = 1] + Pr[Bad2 ] + Pr[Bad1 ] ≤ negl(_) .

Thismeans that for the pathwhere 𝜏 < 𝑇 ,A canwinwith negligible

probability.

We now explore the other path.

Claim15. Let ledgerΠCP1 provide CP refundability. Then Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐶𝑃−
𝐺𝜏≥𝑇
0
(_) = 1] ≤ negl(_).

Proof. Assume by contradiction that there exists a PPT adver-

sary A such that Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐶𝑃 − 𝐺𝜏≥𝑇
0
(_) = 1] > negl(_). We can

construct an adversary B that uses A to win ExpRefund. B inter-

acts withA over the ledgers ΠCP0 and ΠCP1 and with the challenger

over the ledger ΠCP1 .

• Challenger provides B with public keys (pk𝑆 , ¥pk). B sets pk1
𝐼
:=

pk𝑆 , ¥pk
1

𝐼 :=
¥pk and generates (pk0

𝐼
, sk0

𝐼
).

• B forwards (pk0
𝐼
, pk1

𝐼
, ¥pk1𝐼 ) to A, which returns (pk0

𝐶
, pk1

𝐷
,C,𝑇 ).

• B sets pk𝑅 := pk1
𝐷
and forwards (pk𝑅,C,𝑇 ) to the challenger.

• B engages withA on protocolΠCP0 .ctCnd that outputs the tuple
(tx0cnd, 𝜎

0

cnd, aux
0). By assumption A wins the game 𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐶𝑃 −

𝐺𝜏<𝑇
2

, hence conditions 𝑎1 and 𝑎2 are fulfilled and B does not

abort.

• B engages with the challenger and A on protocol ΠCP1 .ctCnd
acting as a relay. This results in (txcnd, 𝜎cnd, aux) := (tx

1

cnd, 𝜎
1

cnd,

aux1). Thereafter, the challenger submits (txcnd, 𝜎cnd) to ΠCP1 .

• Finally, the challenger generates a refund transaction txref from
txcnd and submits (txref , 𝜎ref) to ΠCP1 .

If A makes a query to Set𝐼O, B follows all the steps of protocol

Set as described in Figure 26. However, B does not have the private

key sk1
𝐼
, so when Set requires this input, B queries ctCnd𝑆O for

the output of ΠCP1 .ctCnd𝑆 (sk1𝐼 ,C,𝑇 ) and relays the answer. If A
makes a query to Ref𝐼O, B does not have the private key sk1

𝐼
, hence

it queries RefO and relays the answer. Note that Q is synchronized

in both games.

Our adversary B perfectly simulates 𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏≥𝑇
0

toA. More-

over, it is easy to see that B is a PPT algorithm. Now, ifA is success-

ful in wining 𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏≥𝑇
0

with non-negligible probability, this

implies that (1) tx1cnd ∉ Q (condition 𝑎0); (2) tx1cnd ∈ ΠCP1 .TX𝐿 and

isSender(tx1cnd, pk
1

𝐼
) = 1 (condition 𝑎3); (3) isCond( tx1cnd,C) = 1

and isRcvr(tx1cnd, epk
1

𝐼 ,𝐷
) = 1 (condition𝑎4); (4)A did not put txred

1

onΠCP1 (condition 𝑐0); (5)A did not useRef𝐼O to put txref
1

onΠCP1
(condition 𝑐1); (6) tx1ref ∉ ΠCP1 .TX𝐿 and isLinked(tx1cnd, tx

1

ref) = 1

(condition 𝑐2); (7) timeoutn 𝑇 has expired (condition 𝑐3). , It is easy

to see that these are equivalent to conditions 𝑏0, 𝑏1, 𝑏2, 𝑏3, 𝑏4,

𝑏5 and 𝑏6 of game ExpRefund. Furthermore, we know that Q is

synchronized in both games. However, this result contradicts the

assumption that ΠCP1 satisfies CP refundability. Therefore, such A
cannot exist, thus this claim has been proven. □
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𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐶𝑃
ΠCP

0
,ΠCP

1
,cbl,A −𝐺

𝜏<𝑇
2
(_)

Q := ∅

(pk0𝐼 , sk
0

𝐼 ) ← ΠCP0 .ctAcc(1
_ )

( ¥pk0𝐼 , ¥sk
0

𝐼 ) ← ΠCP0 .ctAcc(1
_ )

(pk1𝐼 , sk
1

𝐼 ) ← ΠCP1 .ctAcc(1
_ )

(pk0𝐶 , pk
1

𝐷 ,C,𝑇 , st
0
) ← ASet𝐼 O,Pay𝐼 O (pk0𝐼 , pk

1

𝐼 ,
¥pk0𝐼 )

𝑇 ′ := 𝑇 + 𝛿

txcnd
1 ← A(st

0
)

𝑐0 := txcnd
1

∉ Q

𝑐1 := ΠCP1 .ckTx(txcnd
1 ) ∧ isSender(txcnd

1

, pk1𝐼 )

𝑐2 := isCond(txcnd
1

,C)
if 𝑐0 ∧ 𝑐1 ∧ 𝑐2 abort

(tx0cnd, 𝜎
0

cnd, aux
0, st

1
) ←

〈
A(st

0
),

ΠCP0 .ctCnd𝑅 (sk0𝐼 ,C,𝑇
′ )

〉
if ¬(𝑎1 ∧ 𝑎2 ) abort

(tx1cnd, 𝜎
1

cnd, aux
1, st

2
) ←

〈
ΠCP1 .ctCnd𝑆 (sk1𝐼 ,C,𝑇 ),

A(st
1
)

〉
ΠCP1 .subTx(tx

1

cnd, 𝜎
1

cnd )
txred1← A(st2 )
if ¬𝑏2 abort

𝑤 ← ΠCP1 .GetWit(tx1cnd, tx
1

red, aux
1 )

𝑐3 := (C, 𝑤 ) ∉ R
if 𝑐3 abort

(tx0red, 𝜎
0

red ) ← ΠCP0 .Red(tx
0

cnd, sk
0

𝐼 , 𝑤, aux0, ¥pk0𝐼 )
ΠCP0 .subTx(tx

0

red, 𝜎
0

red )
𝑎0 := tx0cnd, tx

1

cnd ∉ Q
𝑎1 := ΠCP0 .ckTx(tx

0

cnd ) ∧ isSender(tx
0

cnd, pk
0

𝐶 )
𝑎2 := isCond(tx0cnd,C) ∧ isRcvr(tx

0

cnd, epk
0

𝐶,𝐼 )
𝑎3 := ΠCP1 .ckTx(tx

1

cnd ) ∧ isSender(tx
1

cnd, pk
1

𝐼 )
𝑎4 := isCond(tx1cnd,C) ∧ isRcvr(tx

1

cnd, epk
1

𝐼 ,𝐷 )

𝑏0 := � txred
0

𝑠.𝑡 . txred
0 ∈ Q ∧ ckTx(txred

0 )∧

isLinked(tx0cnd, txred
0 )

𝑏1 := ΠCP0 .ckTx(tx
0

red ) = 0 ∧ isLinked(tx0cnd, tx
0

red )
𝑏2 := ΠCP1 .ckTx(tx

1

red ) ∧ isLinked(tx
1

cnd, tx
1

red )
𝑏3 := readTime( ·) < 𝑇

return
∧

4

𝑖=0
𝑎𝑖 ∧

∧
3

𝑖=0
𝑏𝑖

Figure 35: Experiment for 𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
2
(_) .

Therefore, we reach to:

Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐶𝑃
ΠCP

0
,ΠCP

1
,cbl,A (_) ]

= Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
0
(_) = 1 ∨ 𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏≥𝑇

0
(_) = 1]

≤ Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
0
(_) = 1] + Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏≥𝑇

0
(_) = 1]

≤ negl(_) .

𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐶𝑃
ΠCP

0
,ΠCP

1
,cbl,A −𝐺

𝜏≥𝑇
0
(_)

Q := ∅

(pk0𝐼 , sk
0

𝐼 ) ← ΠCP0 .ctAcc(1
_ )

(pk1𝐼 , sk
1

𝐼 ) ← ΠCP1 .ctAcc(1
_ )

( ¥pk1𝐼 , ¥sk
1

𝐼 ) ← ΠCP1 .ctAcc(1
_ )

(pk0𝐶 , pk
1

𝐷 ,C,𝑇 , st
0
) ← ASet𝐼 O,Ref𝐼 O (pk0𝐼 , pk

1

𝐼 ,
¥pk0𝐼 )

𝑇 ′ := 𝑇 + 𝛿

(tx0cnd, 𝜎
0

cnd, aux
0, st

1
) ←

〈
A(st

0
),

ΠCP0 .ctCnd𝑅 (sk0𝐼 ,C,𝑇
′ )

〉
if ¬(𝑎1 ∧ 𝑎2 ) abort

(tx1cnd, 𝜎
1

cnd, aux
1 ) ←

〈
ΠCP1 .ctCnd𝑆 (sk1𝐼 ,C,𝑇 ),

A(st
1
)

〉
ΠCP1 .subTx(tx

1

cnd, 𝜎
1

cnd )

(tx1ref, 𝜎
1

ref ) ← ΠCP1 .Ref (tx
1

cnd, sk
1

𝐼 , aux
1, ¥pk1𝐼 )

ΠCP1 .subTx(tx
1

ref, 𝜎
1

ref )
𝑎0 := tx0cnd, tx

1

cnd ∉ Q
𝑎1 := ΠCP0 .ckTx(tx

0

cnd ) ∧ isSender(tx
0

cnd, pk
0

𝐶 )
𝑎2 := isCond(tx0cnd,C) ∧ isRcvr(tx

0

cnd, epk
0

𝐶,𝐼 )
𝑎3 := ΠCP1 .ckTx(tx

1

cnd ) ∧ isSender(tx
1

cnd, pk
1

𝐼 )
𝑎4 := isCond(tx1cnd,C) ∧ isRcvr(tx

1

cnd, epk
1

𝐼 ,𝐷 )

𝑐0 := � txred
1

𝑠.𝑡 . ckTx(txred
1 ) ∧ isLinked(tx1cnd, txred

1 )

𝑐1 := � txref
1

𝑠.𝑡 . txref
1 ∈ Q ∧ ckTx(txref

1 )∧

isLinked(tx1cnd, txref
1 )

𝑐2 := ΠCP1 .ckTx(tx
1

ref ) = 0 ∧ isLinked(tx1cnd, tx
1

ref )
𝑐3 := readTime( ·) ≥ 𝑇

return
∧

4

𝑖=0
𝑎𝑖 ∧

∧
3

𝑖=0
𝑐𝑖

Figure 36: Experiment for 𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏≥𝑇
0
(_) .

This concludes the proof of Lemma 5. □

Lemma 6. (Balance security for D) For all PPT adversaries A, it
holds that Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐷𝐶𝑃

ΠCP
0
,ΠCP

1
,cbl,A (_) = 1] ≤ negl(_)

Proof. The game 𝐵𝑆𝐷𝐶𝑃
contains twomutually exclusive paths

that the adversary A could exploit. We will prove Lemma 6 by

performing reductions on the two possible paths since:

Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐷𝐶𝑃
ΠCP

0
,ΠCP

1
,cbl,A (_) ] =

Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐷𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
0
(_) = 1 ∨ 𝐵𝑆𝐷𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏≥𝑇+2𝛿

0
(_) = 1] ≤

Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐷𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
0
(_) = 1] + Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐷𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏≥𝑇+2𝛿

0
(_) = 1]

In the path where 𝜏 < 𝑇 , we perform the following game hops:

Game 𝐵𝑆𝐷𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
0

: This game, formally defined in Figure 37,

corresponds to the original game for Balance security for D, re-

stricted to the path where 𝜏 < 𝑇 . The game is expanded with the

interactions described in our implementation.
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𝐵𝑆𝐷𝐶𝑃
ΠCP

0
,ΠCP

1
,cbl,A −𝐺

𝜏<𝑇
0
(_)

Q := ∅

(pk1𝐷 , sk1𝐷 ) ← ΠCP1 .ctAcc(1
_ )

( ¥pk1𝐷 , ¥sk1𝐷 ) ← ΠCP1 .ctAcc(1
_ )

(pkcbl𝐷 , skcbl𝐷 ) ← cbl.ctAcc(1_ )

(C, 𝑤 ) ← createR(1_ )

(pk1𝐼 , pk
cbl
𝐶 ,𝑇 , st

0
) ← ASet𝐷O,Pay𝐷O (pk1𝐷 , pkcbl𝐷 , ¥pk1𝐷 ,C)

𝑇 ′′ := 𝑇 + 2𝛿

(txcblcnd, 𝜎
cbl
cnd, aux

cbl, st
1
) ←

〈
cbl.ctCnd𝑆 (skcbl𝐷

,C,𝑇 ′′ ),
A(st

0
)

〉
cbl.subTx(txcblcnd, 𝜎

cbl
cnd )

(tx1cnd, 𝜎
1

cnd, aux
1 ) ←

〈
A(st

1
),

ΠCP1 .ctCnd𝑅 (sk1𝐷 ,C,𝑇 )

〉
if ¬(𝑎1 ∧ 𝑎2 ) abort

(tx1red, 𝜎
1

red ) ← ΠCP1 .Red(tx
1

cnd, sk
1

𝐷 , 𝑤, aux1, ¥pk1𝐷 )
ΠCP1 .subTx(tx

1

red, 𝜎
1

red )

𝑎0 := tx1cnd, tx
cbl
cnd ∉ Q

𝑎1 := ΠCP1 .ckTx(tx
1

cnd ) ∧ isSender(tx
1

cnd, pk
1

𝐼 )
𝑎2 := isCond(tx1cnd,C) ∧ isRcvr(tx

1

cnd, epk
1

𝐼 ,𝐷 )

𝑎3 := cbl.ckTx(txcblcnd ) ∧ isSender(tx
cbl
cnd, pk

cbl
𝐷 )

𝑎4 := isCond(txcblcnd,C) ∧ isRcvr(tx
cbl
cnd, epk

cbl
𝐷,𝐶 )

𝑏0 := � txred
1

𝑠.𝑡 . txred
1 ∈ Q ∧ ckTx(txred

1 )∧

isLinked(tx1red, txred
1 )

𝑏1 := ΠCP1 .ckTx(tx
1

red ) = 0 ∧ isLinked(tx1cnd, tx
1

red )

𝑏2 := cbl.ckTx(txcblred ) ∧ isLinked(tx
cbl
cnd, tx

cbl
red )

𝑏3 := readTime( ·) < 𝑇

return
∧

4

𝑖=0
𝑎𝑖 ∧

∧
3

𝑖=0
𝑏𝑖

Figure 37: Experiment for 𝐵𝑆𝐷𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
0
(_) .

Game 𝐵𝑆𝐷𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
1

: This game, formally defined in Figure 38,

works exactly as 𝐵𝑆𝐷𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
0

with the following exception (high-

lighted in the gray lines). After the D has locked its funds on cbl,
A produces a forgery txred

cbl
. This allowsA to claim D’s funds on

cbl without first to locking its own funds in ΠCP1 . If this forgery is

valid, 𝐵𝑆𝐷𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
1

aborts.

On the path where 𝜏 ≥ 𝑇 + 2𝛿 , we only consider the following

game:

Game 𝐵𝑆𝐷𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏≥𝑇+2𝛿
0

: This game, formally defined in Fig-

ure 39, corresponds to the original game for Balance security for

D, restricted to the path where 𝜏 ≥ 𝑇 + 2𝛿 . The game is expanded

with the interactions described in our implementation.

Claim 16. Let Bad1 be the event that 𝐵𝑆𝐷𝐶𝑃 − 𝐺𝜏<𝑇
1

aborts on
gray lines of Figure 38. Assume that ledger ΠCP1 provides CP witness
unforgeability, then Pr[Bad1] ≤ negl(_).

Proof. Assume by contradiction that there exists a PPT ad-

versary A such that Pr[Bad1] > negl(_). We can construct an

adversary B that uses A to win wForge. B interacts with A over

the ledgers ΠCP1 and cbl and with the challenger over the ledger

cbl.
• Challenger provides B with a sender public key pk𝑆 and C. B

sets pkcbl
𝐷

:= pk𝑆 and generates (pk1
𝐷
, sk1

𝐷
) and ( ¥pk1𝐷 , ¥sk

1

𝐷 ).
• B forwards (pk1

𝐷
, pkcbl

𝐷
, ¥pk1𝐷 ,C) toA, which returns (pk1

𝐼
, pkcbl

𝐶
,𝑇 ).

• B sets pk𝑅 := pkcbl
𝐶

, 𝑇 ′′ := 𝑇 + 1𝛿 and forwards (pk𝑅,𝑇 ′′) to the

challenger.

• B engages with the challenger and A on protocol cbl.ctCnd
acting as a relay. This results in (txcnd, 𝜎cnd, aux) := (tx

cbl
cnd, 𝜎

cbl
cnd,

aux𝐶𝐿). Thereafter, the challenger submits (txcnd, 𝜎cnd) to cbl.

• A produces the forgery txred
cbl

on cbl. Thereafter, B forwards

txred := txred
cbl

to the challenger.

IfA makes a query to Set𝐷O, B follows all the steps of protocol

Set as described in Figure 26. However, B does not have the private

key skcbl
𝐷

, so when Set requires this input, B queries ctCnd𝑆O for

the output of cbl.ctCnd𝑆 (skcbl𝐷
,C,𝑇 ′′) and relays the answer. Note

thatQ is synchronized in both games. IfAmakes a query to Pay𝐷O,
B follows all the steps of protocol Set, as described in Figure 27.

Our adversary B perfectly simulates 𝐵𝑆𝐷𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
1

toA. More-

over, it is easy to see that B is a PPT algorithm. Now, if A can

force B to abort on the gray lines of Figure 34, it implies that

(1) txcblcnd, txred
cbl

∉ Q (conditions𝑎0 and 𝑐0); (2) txcblcnd ∈ cbl.TX𝐿 and

isSender(txcblcnd, pk
cbl
𝐷
) = 1 (condition 𝑎3); (3) isCond(txcblcnd,C) = 1

and isRcvr(txcblcnd, epk
cbl
𝐷,𝐶
) = 1 (condition𝑎4); (4) cbl.ckTx(txred

cbl) =
0 and isLinked(txcblcnd, txred

cbl) = 1 (condition 𝑐1). (5) timeout 𝑇 has

not expired (condition 𝑏3). It is easy to see that these are equivalent

to conditions 𝑏0, 𝑏1, 𝑏2, 𝑏3 and 𝑏4 of gamewForge. Furthermore, we

know that Q is synchronized in both games. However, this result

contradicts the assumption that cbl satisfies CP witness unforge-

ability. Therefore, such A cannot exist, thus this claim has been

proven. □

Since games 𝐵𝑆𝐷𝐶𝑃 − 𝐺𝜏<𝑇
0

and 𝐵𝑆𝐷 − 𝐺𝜏<𝑇
1

are equivalent

except for event Bad1 occuring, it holds that

Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐷𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
0
(_) = 1] ≤ Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐷𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇

1
(_) = 1] + negl(_) .

Claim17. Let ledgerΠCP1 provide CP redeemability. Then Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐷𝐶𝑃−
𝐺𝜏<𝑇
1
(_) = 1] ≤ negl(_).

Proof. Assume by contradiction that there exists a PPT adver-

sary A such that Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐷𝐶𝑃 − 𝐺𝜏<𝑇
1
(_) = 1] > negl(_). We can

construct an adversary B that uses A to win ExpRedeem. B inter-

acts with A over the ledgers ΠCP1 and cbl and with the challenger

over the ledger ΠCP1 .

• Challenger provides B with public keys (pk𝑅, ¥pk). B sets pk1
𝐷

:=

pk𝑅 , ¥pk
1

𝐷 := ¥pk and generates (pkcbl
𝐷
, skcbl

𝐷
) and (C,𝑤) ∈ R.

• B forwards (pk1
𝐷
, pkcbl

𝐷
, ¥pk1𝐷 ,C) toA, which returns (pk1

𝐼
, pkcbl

𝐶
,𝑇 ).

• B sets pk𝑆 := pk1
𝐼
and forwards (pk𝑆 ,C,𝑇 ) to the challenger.

• B engages with A on protocol cbl.ctCnd that outputs the tuple

(txcblcnd, 𝜎
cbl
cnd, aux

cbl). Henceforth, B submits the pair (txcblcnd, 𝜎
cbl
cnd)

to cbl.
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• A produces the forgery txred
cbl

on cbl. Due to Pr[Bad1] ≤
negl(_), this forgery does not make the game to abort.

• B engages with the challenger and A on protocol ΠCP1 .ctCnd
acting as a relay. This results in (txcnd, 𝜎cnd, aux) := (tx

1

cnd, 𝜎
1

cnd,

aux1). By assumption A wins the game 𝐵𝑆𝐷𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
1

, hence

conditions 𝑎1 and 𝑎2 are fulfilled and B does not abort.

• Finally, B forwards 𝑤 to the challenger. The latter uses 𝑤 to

output (txred, 𝜎red) and submits it to cbl.

IfA makes a query to Set𝐷O, B follows all the steps of protocol

Set as described in Figure 26. However, B does not have the private

key sk1
𝐷
, so when Set requires this input, B queries ctCnd𝑅O for

the output of ΠCP1 .ctCnd𝑅 (sk1𝐷 ,C,𝑇 ) and relays the answer. Sim-

ilarly, when A makes a query to Pay𝐶O, B follows all the steps

of protocol Pay as described in Figure 27. Nevertheless, B does

not have the private key sk1
𝐷
, hence it queries RedO for the output

of ΠCP1 .Red(tx1cnd, sk
1

𝐷
,𝑤, aux1, ¥pk1𝐷 ) and relays the answer. Note

that Q is synchronized in both games.

Our adversaryB perfectly simulates 𝐵𝑆𝐼 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
1

toA. Moreover,

it is easy to see that B is a PPT algorithm. Now, ifA can win 𝐵𝑆𝐼 −
𝐺𝜏<𝑇
1

with non-negligible probability, this implies that (1) tx1cnd ∉ Q
(condition 𝑎0); (2) tx1cnd ∈ ΠCP1 .TX𝐿 and isSender(tx1cnd, pk

1

𝐷
) = 1

(condition 𝑎1); (3) isCond(tx1cnd,C) = 1 and isRcvr(tx1cnd, epk
1

𝐼 ,𝐷
) =

1 (condition 𝑎2); (4) A did not use Pay𝐷O to put txred
1

on ΠCP1
(condition 𝑏0); (5) tx1red ∉ ΠCP1 .TX𝐿 and isLinked(tx1cnd, tx

1

red) =
1 (condition 𝑏1); (6) (C,𝑤) ∈ R; (7) timeout 𝑇 has not expired

(condition𝑏3). It is easy to see that these are equivalent to conditions

𝑏0, 𝑏1, 𝑏2, 𝑏3, 𝑏4 and 𝑏5 of game ExpRedeem. Furthermore, we

know that Q is synchronized in both games. However, this result

contradicts the assumption that ΠCP1 satisfies CP redeemability.

Therefore, suchA cannot exist, thus this claim has been proven. □

So far, we have obtained that

Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐷𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
0
(_) = 1] ≤

Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐷𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
1
(_) = 1] + Pr[Bad1 ] ≤ negl(_) .

Thismeans that for the pathwhere 𝜏 < 𝑇 ,A canwinwith negligible

probability.

We now explore the other path.

Claim18. Let ledgerΠCP1 provide CP refundability. Then Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐷𝐶𝑃−
𝐺𝜏≥𝑇+2𝛿
0

(_) = 1] ≤ negl(_).

Proof. Assume by contradiction that there exists a PPT adver-

saryA such that Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐷𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏≥𝑇+2𝛿
0

(_) = 1] > negl(_). We can

construct an adversary B that uses A to win ExpRefund. B inter-

acts with A over the ledgers ΠCP1 and cbl and with the challenger

over the ledger cbl.

• Challenger providesB with public keys (pk𝑆 , ¥pk).B sets pkcbl
𝐷

:=

pk𝑆 , ¥pk
cbl
𝐷 := ¥pk and generates (pk1

𝐷
, sk1

𝐷
) and (C,𝑤) ∈ R.

• B forwards (pk1
𝐷
, pkcbl

𝐷
, ¥pkcbl𝐷 ,C) toA, which returns (pk1

𝐼
, pkcbl

𝐶
,𝑇 ).

• B sets pk𝑅 := pkcbl
𝐶

, 𝑇 ′′ := 𝑇 + 2𝛿 and forwards (pk𝑅,C,𝑇 ′′) to
the challenger.

• B engages with the challenger and A on protocol cbl.ctCnd
acting as a relay. This results in (txcnd, 𝜎cnd, aux) := (tx

cbl
cnd, 𝜎

cbl
cnd,

auxcbl). Thereafter, the challenger submits (𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑑) to cbl.

𝐵𝑆𝐷𝐶𝑃
ΠCP

0
,ΠCP

1
,cbl,A −𝐺

𝜏<𝑇
1
(_)

Q := ∅

(pk1𝐷 , sk1𝐷 ) ← ΠCP1 .ctAcc(1
_ )

( ¥pk1𝐷 , ¥sk1𝐷 ) ← ΠCP1 .ctAcc(1
_ )

(pkcbl𝐷 , skcbl𝐷 ) ← cbl.ctAcc(1_ )

(C, 𝑤 ) ← createR(1_ )

(pk1𝐼 , pk
cbl
𝐶 ,𝑇 , st

0
) ← ASet𝐷O,Pay𝐷O (pk1𝐷 , pkcbl𝐷 , ¥pk1𝐷 ,C)

𝑇 ′′ := 𝑇 + 2𝛿

(txcblcnd, 𝜎
cbl
cnd, aux

cbl, st
1
) ←

〈
cbl.ctCnd𝑆 (skcbl𝐷

,C,𝑇 ′′ ),
A(st

0
)

〉
cbl.subTx(txcblcnd, 𝜎

cbl
cnd )

txred
cbl ← A(st

1
)

𝑐0 := txred
cbl

∉ Q

𝑐1 := cbl.ckTx(txred
cbl ) ∧ isLinked(txcblcnd, txred

cbl )
if 𝑐0 ∧ 𝑐1 abort

(tx1cnd, 𝜎
1

cnd, aux
1 ) ←

〈
A(st

1
),

ΠCP1 .ctCnd𝑅 (sk1𝐷 ,C,𝑇 )

〉
if ¬(𝑎1 ∧ 𝑎2 ) abort

(tx1red, 𝜎
1

red ) ← ΠCP1 .Red(tx
1

cnd, sk
1

𝐷 , 𝑤, aux1, ¥pk1𝐷 )
ΠCP1 .subTx(tx

1

red, 𝜎
1

red )

𝑎0 := tx1cnd, tx
cbl
cnd ∉ Q

𝑎1 := ΠCP1 .ckTx(tx
1

cnd ) ∧ isSender(tx
1

cnd, pk
1

𝐼 )
𝑎2 := isCond(tx1cnd,C) ∧ isRcvr(tx

1

cnd, epk
1

𝐼 ,𝐷 )

𝑎3 := cbl.ckTx(txcblcnd ) ∧ isSender(tx
cbl
cnd, pk

cbl
𝐷 )

𝑎4 := isCond(txcblcnd,C) ∧ isRcvr(tx
cbl
cnd, epk

cbl
𝐷,𝐶 )

𝑏0 := � txred
1

𝑠.𝑡 . txred
1 ∈ Q ∧ ckTx(txred

1 )∧

isLinked(tx1red, txred
1 )

𝑏1 := ΠCP1 .ckTx(tx
1

red ) = 0 ∧ isLinked(tx1cnd, tx
1

red )

𝑏2 := cbl.ckTx(txcblred ) ∧ isLinked(tx
cbl
cnd, tx

cbl
red )

𝑏3 := readTime( ·) < 𝑇

return
∧

4

𝑖=0
𝑎𝑖 ∧

∧
3

𝑖=0
𝑏𝑖

Figure 38: Experiment for 𝐵𝑆𝐷𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
1
(_).

• B engages withA on protocolΠCP1 .ctCnd that outputs the tuple
(tx1cnd, 𝜎

1

cnd, aux
1). By assumption A wins the game 𝐵𝑆𝐷𝐶𝑃 −

𝐺𝜏<𝑇
0

, hence conditions 𝑎1 and 𝑎2 are fulfilled and B does not

abort.

• Finally, the challenger generates a refund transaction txref from
and txcnd and submits (txred, 𝜎red) to cbl.

IfA makes a query to Set𝐷O, B follows all the steps of protocol

Set as described in Figure 26. However, B does not have the private

key skcbl
𝐷

, so when Set requires this input, B queries ctCnd𝑆O
for the output of cbl.ctCnd𝑆 (skcbl𝐷

,C,𝑇 ′′) and relays the answer.

If A makes a query to Ref𝐷O, B does not have the private key
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𝐵𝑆𝐷𝐶𝑃
ΠCP

0
,ΠCP

1
,cbl,A −𝐺

𝜏≥𝑇+2𝛿
0

(_)
Q := ∅

(pk1𝐷 , sk1𝐷 ) ← ΠCP1 .ctAcc(1
_ )

(pkcbl𝐷 , skcbl𝐷 ) ← cbl.ctAcc(1_ )

( ¥pkcbl𝐷 , ¥skcbl𝐷 ) ← cbl.ctAcc(1_ )

(C, 𝑤 ) ← createR(1_ )

(pk1𝐼 , pk
cbl
𝐶 ,𝑇 , st

0
) ← ASet𝐷O,Ref𝐷O (pk1𝐷 , pkcbl𝐷 , ¥pkcbl𝐷 ,C)

𝑇 ′′ := 𝑇 + 2𝛿

(txcblcnd, 𝜎
cbl
cnd, aux

cbl, st
1
) ←

〈
cbl.ctCnd𝑆 (skcbl𝐷

,C,𝑇 ′′ ),
A(st

0
)

〉
cbl.subTx(txcblcnd, 𝜎

cbl
cnd )

(tx1cnd, 𝜎
1

cnd, aux
1 ) ←

〈
A(st

1
),

ΠCP1 .ctCnd𝑅 (sk1𝐷 ,C,𝑇 )

〉
if ¬(𝑎1 ∧ 𝑎2 ) abort

(txcblref , 𝜎
cbl
ref ) ← cbl.Ref (txcblcnd, sk

cbl
𝐷 , auxcbl, ¥pkcbl𝐷 )

cbl.subTx(txcblref , 𝜎
cbl
ref )

𝑎0 := tx1cnd, tx
cbl
cnd ∉ Q

𝑎1 := ΠCP1 .ckTx(tx
1

cnd ) ∧ isSender(tx
1

cnd, pk
1

𝐼 )
𝑎2 := isCond(tx1cnd,C) ∧ isRcvr(tx

1

cnd, epk
1

𝐼 ,𝐷 )

𝑎3 := cbl.ckTx(txcblcnd ) ∧ isSender(tx
cbl
cnd, pk

cbl
𝐷 )

𝑎4 := isCond(txcblcnd,C) ∧ isRcvr(tx
cbl
cnd, epk

cbl
𝐷,𝐶 )

𝑐0 := � txred
cbl

𝑠.𝑡 . ckTx(txred
cbl ) ∧ isLinked(txcblcnd, txred

cbl )

𝑐1 := � txref
cbl

𝑠.𝑡 . txref
cbl ∈ Q ∧ ckTx(txref

cbl )∧

isLinked(txcblcnd, txref
cbl )

𝑐2 := cbl.ckTx(txcblref ) = 0 ∧ isLinked(txcblcnd, tx
cbl
ref )

𝑐3 := readTime( ·) ≥ 𝑇 + 2𝛿

return
∧

4

𝑖=0
𝑎𝑖 ∧

∧
3

𝑖=0
𝑐𝑖

Figure 39: Experiment for 𝐵𝑆𝐷𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏≥𝑇+2𝛿
0

(_).

skcbl
𝐷

, hence it queries RefO and relays the answer. Note that Q
is synchronized in both games. If A makes a query to Pay𝐷O, B
follows all the steps of protocol Set, as described in Figure 27.

Our adversary B perfectly simulates 𝐵𝑆𝐷𝐶𝑃 − 𝐺𝜏≥𝑇+2𝛿
0

to A.

Moreover, it is easy to see that B is a PPT algorithm. Now, if A is

successful in wining 𝐵𝑆𝐷𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏≥𝑇+2𝛿
0

with non-negligible prob-

ability, this implies that (1) txcblcnd ∉ Q (condition 𝑎0); (2) txcblcnd ∈
cbl.TX𝐿 and isSender(txcblcnd, pk

cbl
𝐷
) = 1 (condition 𝑎3); (3) isCond(

txcblcnd,C) = 1 and isRcvr(txcblcnd, epk
cbl
𝐷,𝐶
) = 1 (condition 𝑎4); (4) A

did not put txred
cbl

on cbl (condition 𝑐0); (5)A did not use Ref𝐷O to

put txref
cbl

on cbl (condition 𝑐1); (6) txcblref ∉ cbl.TX𝐿 and isLinked(
txcblcnd, tx

cbl
ref ) = 1 (condition 𝑐2); (7) timeout𝑇 +2𝛿 has expired (condi-

tion 𝑐3). , It is easy to see that these are equivalent to conditions 𝑏0,

𝑏1, 𝑏2, 𝑏3, 𝑏4, 𝑏5 and 𝑏6 of game ExpRefund. Furthermore, we know

that Q is synchronized in both games. However, this result contra-

dicts the assumption that cbl satisfies CP refundability. Therefore,

such A cannot exist, thus this claim has been proven. □

Therefore, we reach to:

Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐷𝐶𝑃
ΠCP

0
,ΠCP

1
,cbl,A (_) ]

= Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐷𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
0
(_) = 1 ∨ 𝐵𝑆𝐷𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏≥𝑇+2𝛿

0
(_) = 1]

≤ Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐷𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏<𝑇
0
(_) = 1] + Pr[𝐵𝑆𝐷𝐶𝑃 −𝐺𝜏≥𝑇+2𝛿

0
(_) = 1]

≤ negl(_) .

This concludes the proof of Lemma 6. □

And this concludes the proof of Theorem 19. □
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